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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION.

The Specialists' Meeting on Aerosol Formation, Vapour Deposits

and Sodium Vapour Trapping was held at the Cadarache Nuclear Re-

search Centre of the French Atomic Energy commission. The meeting,

which was sponsored by the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA) on the recommendation of the International Working Group

on Fast Reactors (IWGFR), was attended by twenty participants and

observers from France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,

Japan, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United States and

two International Organisations : IAEA and OECD. The purpose of

the meeting was twofold. First, it allowed delegates from member

IWGFR countries to present and discuss the state of the art of

aerosol formation, vapour deposits and sodium vapour trapping-,

Second, it provided a forum for the mutual exchange of viewpoints

in some of the key topic areas related to the safe and reliable

operation of LMFBRs .

The meeting was opened by the Chairman : Mr. Sauvage who welco-

med the participants on behalf of the Fast Reactor Department of Ca-

darache Nuclear Research Centre of the French Atomic Energy Commis-

sion. Dr. Khodarev, who is the Scientific Secretary of the IWGFR,

then welcomed the participants on behalf of the IAEA and the IWGFR.

The technical portions of the meeting were divided into four

major sessions as follows.

I. Theoretical studies on aerosol behaviour and comparison with

experimental results.

II. Techniques for measurement of aerosols.

HI .Techniques for trapping sodium vapour and aerosols in gas

circuits.

IV. Design of components having to cope with aerosol deposits.

In each session, papers were presented by the specialists on

behalf of their countries. Each presentation was followed by an

open discussion in the general area covered by the paper.

The technical sessions were followed by a final summary session

at which each of the four technical sessions was summarized, con-

clusions were drawn, and recommendations were made. The resulting

summaries, conclusions and recommendations, which were agreed upon

by the delegates, are presented below. The meeting general and

technical agenda , list of participants and technical papers are

reproduced elsewhere in this document.

2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

2.1. Session I. Theoretical Studies on Aerosol Behaviour and

Comparison with Experimental Results.

Nine papers we:re presented in this session concerning theore-

tical and experimental studies on aerosol formation vapour and

aerosol deposition on surfaces of enclosed spaces.

Work in the United Kingdom has involved a theoretical analysis

of sodium vaporization followed by condensation on the upper surfa-

ce, as well as formation of droplets within the cover gas. Experi-

mental studies with water show general agreement with theoretical

predictions.

It was apparent that the amount of water reaching the upper

surface, calculated on the assumption that the water vapour was

everywhere ju:st saturated in the gas space, was greater than that

which would have been deposited by vapour transport alone. It was

therefore suggested that aerosols were present. The results could

however be explained by the assumption that the vapour was supersa-

turated. The United Kingdom delegate felt, based on his experimen-

tal observations, that it was unlikely that such supersaturation was

present.

Experimental observations made in Japan on a sodium system

indicate that supersaturations in the range 20-40 may exist in

the cover gas space.



Other Japanese experiments studying sodium vapour deposition

in annular spaces within an enclosed argon cover gas, suggest

that the local sodium concentrations vary between 200-300 times

those calculated from the saturated vapour concentration estima-

ted from the local temperature in the turbulent convective core

of the main gas space. Because of these high concentrations it

was suggested, based upon visual observation,that deposition on

the cooled surfaces was governed by the mist concentrations.

This is contrary to observations made in experiments carried out

in the Netherlands where despite careful attempts to demonstrate

the presence of aerosols no significant concentrations were detec-

ted.

The conclusion is that the aerosol formation and behaviour are

strongly dependent on temperature and geometry. A detailed compa-

rison between different studies is necessary to draw any conclu-

sion.

Experiments on cover gas stability performed in the Netherlands

show that gas mixing could be correlated with the change with

temperature of gas density. Extrapolation of the experimental

results was made to different sodium vapour/gas combinations.

It was concluded that sodium vaporized into N2, He or Ar at

800 K would lead to unstable and well stirred conditions .However,

this conclusion may not be valid ever all temperature ranges,

especially with a Na/He system in which a transition point seems

to exist at about 813 K. Based on these observations, it is

therefore recommended that helium be given further consideration

for use as a cover gas.

It is quite clear that aerosol behaviour in a cover gas cavity

is dependent on the size distribution of the particles, as well as

other factors including concentration and the geometry of the

cavity. A theoretical approach to predicting sizes of condensed

particles or droplets is being studied in France, based on

statistical mechanics. Sodium testing is planned to improve

the mathematical model.

There are also many theoretical studies performed on aerosols

in relation to safety studies, i.e. sodium fires and post-acci-

dent situations. Although these studies are not directly relevant

to the topic of the meeting, the results from these studies are

useful in gaining an understanding of aerosol behaviour ; there-

fore, they merit reporting and periodic review for application

to problems of interest to this meeting.

Computer codes have been developed by the United States,

the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan to predict aerosol beha-

viour in the containment. An international cooperation allowed the com-

parison between U.S. and P.R.G. codes and with French experiments

on sodium fires. It is believed that these codes are applicable to

cover gas regions, although it is recognized that this application

may require special consideration of condensation on existing ae-

rosols and thermophoretic forces on particles.

2.2. Session II. Techniques for Measurement of Aerosols

Two papers were presented in this session, dealing with

laser aerosol spectrometry as a means for measuring density

and size distribution of aerosol particles.

The first paper reviewed the theory on which the Laser

Doppler Spectrometry method applied in France is based. First

experimental results in a sodium-argon system .were presented

and the difficulties for practical application were stressed

(for example : condensation of droplets on the view-plates).

The second contribution showed the historical development

of light scattering aerosol spectrometers in P.R.G. ; the

main point being the evolution of resolution and sensitivity

limits. As it is known that sampling of aerosols can change

the size distribution, an installation for in-situ measurements

of aerosols has been designed and successfully used in a

water-air system.

The following general discussion raised an enumeration of

more or less direct measuring devices. Electron microscopy,



centrifuge and sedimentation techniques, electric mobility-

analyzers, multiple stage impactors, scintillation particle

counters, condensation nuclei counters, chemical analysis,

filter techniques, oscillating quartz and other techniques

were mentioned .

The application of these methods is problematic but seems

possible in a system with sodium vapour,sodium droplets and cover

gas, and they merit further research consideration. The

development of in-situ measurement with light scattering

techniques has been found to be the most promising way by

the majority of the participants.

The possibility of simulation of the sodium/cover gas system

by a water/gas system was discussed. But the basic differences

and the uncertainties observed , above all in the nucleation

theory, led the participants to the conclusion that experiments

with sodium have to be done, at least to develop scaling rules.

2.3. Sessions III and IV. Techniques for Trapping Sodium

Vapour and Aerosols in Gas Circuits - Design of Components

Having to Cope with Aerosol Deposits

Four papers were presented dealing with the operational

experience concerning KNK reactor, RSB test facility (the Federal

Republic of Germany), Rapsodie reactor and Phenix reactor (France)

and also test facilities for vapour traps for the French and

Italian F.B.R. programs.

From operational experience of reactors, it is known that sodium

deposits in gap clearances can strongly interfere with the reliabi-

lity of the plant (KNK and Rapsodie rotating shield plugs, Phenix

control rod mechanism...).

The main purpose of the F.R.G. RSB test facility is to simulate

the designed SNR 300 operating conditions. The conclusions of the

performed tests up to now are that under normal reactor operating

conditions (i.e. when the rotating shield plug rests on top of the

convection barrier and when the scavenging circuit is on duty)no

sodium deposits could be traced in annuli.

A significant fact emerged in that the good 'behaviour of the Rapsodie 3

rotating plug was obtained by a continuous injection of helium in

the upper part of the annular space. A conclusion arising from opera-

tional experiences on Rapsodie was that the solution to annular space

pluggings lay in preventing free convection movements of gas within

the spaces. No difficulty was encountered with the Phenix rotating plug

since, when the reactor is operating, the plug lies on a flat support

which closes the annular space at such a level that the normal

temperature on the top is higher thanlOO°C.

The operational experience of Rapsodie gas circuits with helium as

cover gas is quite satisfactory. The main problem to be solved was

the trapping of sodium vapour and aerosols in the primary argon

circuit of Phenix when the flow rate is maximum (50 std m /hr).

The E.R.G. program on vapour traps was to develop units for mainte-

nance-free operation. Vapour_ traps were designed and tested for

flow capacities up to 20 std m /hr. These units have been operated

for several thousand working hours with efficiencies of 99.999 %

under normal reactor operating conditions.

In addition to these contributions, the P.R.G. NABRAUS and NALA

test facilities were described. It was shown that the aerosol may

contain more than ten times the amount of cesium present in the sodium

pool and that the evaporation rate of sodium decreases from

85 kg/m2.hr at 900°C to 300 g/m2. hr. at 500°C.

The French paper describing their tests facilities bound to the

research on sodium aerosols demonstrated that their development

strategy was greatly influenced by experiences on both Rapsodie

and Phenix and was directed towards demonstrating environmental

effects rather than studying the physical effects.

The UK delegation summarised the experimental work leading to the

adoption of a suitable filtration system for PFR. They were not

able to report at this stage how operational experience compared

with experimental predictions.

However, it was noteworthy that the UK development strategy in this

field ,currently being considered, included the adoption of an



approach very similar to that adopted by the French, for example

in creating a simulated mock-up of the reactor environment.

applications by including nucleation and condensation growth 4

of aerosols and thermophoretic forces.

The Japanese approach to the development of vapour traps was generally

consistent with other countries, i.e. recognising a need for traps

and attempting to develop a maintenance-free design.

(3) Additional experimental measurements on condensation nuclei in

cover gas regions are needed to support -the extension of aerosol

codes noted in (2).

With respect to the design of components having to cope with aerosol

deposits, the following conclusions were drawn. Designers have already

taken steps in anticipating this problem. For example, all countries

reporting on rotating plug design appear to have provided some method

of sealing the bottom of the plug.

Generally it was agreed that:

a - It is usually necessary to suppress natural convection in annuli.

This is frequently achieved by sealing them. In this regard the French

reported on development of a method of liquid sealing.

b - The adoption of helium as a cover gas in Rapsodie improved tempera-

ture distribution in narrow annuli and appeared to suppress natural

convection.

c - Inlet temperature of recirculating cover gas would appear

to be important in reducing sodium burden in the cover gas.

d - A point not debated fully but generally accepted was that gas flow

distribution both at inlet and outlet plays an important part in

reducing sodium burden.

e - It was noteworthy that the Japanese are examining the possibility

of designing rotating shield drive machinery to be capable of generating

sufficient torque to overcome the friction effects of sodium deposi-

tion in the plug annulus.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) A detailed comparison among the different studies on sodium

aerosol formation and deposition on surfaces of enclosed spaces

is necessary to draw any conclusion.

(2) Codes developed in various countries to predict aerosol behaviour

in reactbr containment should be extended for use in cover gas

(4) Based on reported experimental observations and operating expe-

rience, use of helium as a cover gas merits further

consideration.

(5) Closer communication between those aerosol behaviour programs

directed towards LMFBR safety and aerosol studies related to ope-

rational problems would be highly beneficial.

(6) The application of characterization techniques used

with other aerosols merits further research consideration

for possible use with liquid sodium aerosols.

(7) Development and/or application of in-situ measurement techniques

should be actively pursued for characterization of cover gas

aerosols.

(8) Elucidation of the mechanisms of removal of sodium vapour and

droplets by traps and filters is recommended.

(9) A firmer understanding is needed of :

a) aerosol formation and deposition in cover gas regions of

experimental facilities and operating reactors,

b) design solutions for reducing or eliminating deposition pro-

blems .

This understanding would help to provide a more confident basis

for determining the extent to which design solutions should be

employed for a broad range of LMFBR designs and operating conditions.
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1. Aerosol Distribution Measurements by Laser - Doppler -
Spectroscopy by J. BALDASSARI, France

ABSTRACT : Laser - Doppler - Spectroscopy is used to study-

particle size distribution, especially sodium

aerosols, in the presence of uncondensable gases.

Theoretical basis are given, and an experimental

technique is described.

First thebritical results show reasonnably good

agreement with experimental data available ; this

method seems to be a promising one.

I - INTRODUCTION

Light scattering techniques are applicable and frequently

used in aerosol research. Almost all such methods are based on

mean light intensity measurements and pose a number of inhe-

rent problems for sodium applications.

This paper describes a recent technique which will be extensi-

vely used in the aerosol research program undertaken by the

French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)

When a particle is illuminated by a laser beam, the scattered

light frequency is shifted by a quantity A^f with respect to

the incident light frequency.. If the particle is characteri-

zed by a Brownian motion, the frequency shift or Doppler

frequency, depends on the speed of the particle and thus on

its diffusion coefficient "D". By using the Stokes-Einstein

relations the size distribution may be determined for the

aerosol analyzed.

The method may be improved by using a real time correlator.

O
o
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II - THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This section reviews the major theoritical aspects relevant

to the experiments.

If we assume that K o is the laser beam wave vector and

_© the angle between K o and the scattered wave vector

Kj the field C^ scattered by the jth particle is, according

to VAN DE HULST f\J.

T •tto -

Where

- '** amplitude of the scattered field

incident light frequency

position vector of the jth particle

scattering vector given by :

-J (2)

if \<o

since I ̂

where :

then

then \K* \ s JLUl s±n Q
7<

= wavelength of the laser beam.

(3)

The total scattered field detected by a receiver (the photo-

multiplier) is the sum of the c^ fields scattered by the

particles in the zone analyzed.

0 - Z— E& **p [ ̂(K ifitj -o 6tj] (4)

The autocorrelation function

takes the form :

of the scattered field

(5)

where the bar indicates the mean time value and where

designates the conjugate complex.

For stationary ergodic phenomena [ 2_/ the functions Ujy^CJls indepen-

dent of the time t . From the Wiener-Khinchine theorem /~3 7

the signal frequency spectrum -^(.\JJ) is related to the

autocorrelation function u^ -o (^f\ by

(6)

After substituting relation (4) into equation (5), the autocor-

relation functioning CT^inay be written thus :

(7)

Let P(^r /0, o ) be the particle conditional probalility distri

bution:P^^,c/c}O)is the probability of finding a particle at

point r at time t, if the same particle was at point r = 0

at time t = 0.

This probability M ^ t /o, Ojis equivalent to the probability

P fAp,,V) that a particle covers the distance 4r in

the time A.t.

is given by (/~4_7s

(8)



where D is the particle diffusion coefficient.

The mean value

is written as

(13) 10

The spectra_jV C^yand ^fL (_ w ) defined by relations (11) and

(13) are centered on the laser frequency \jj & and on the fre-

quency \jj - o respectively .

(5)

By substituting relation. (8) into (9) and integrating over

A r, the relation

(10)

Twhere J-1 ~ and

It is therefore preferable to use the .autocorrelation functions

of intensity I (which yield spectra centered on the frequency

KJJ= 0) rather than the autocorrelation functions for the field

£_ which give spectra centered on the laser frequency

Another advantage of analizing the intensity frequency spectrum

-^T (•""'"') is~ t h a t t h e half-width (VtW) of the field spectrum is

I+WZ-. K 1^). <VcxcV ($ f while that of the intensity spectrum

is H w r ̂  Kv£ \ /

The frequency spectrumjL>

(6) and (10) is : C
for the scattered field, from

(ID

In order to obtain the frequency spectrum of the scattered

light intensity I, the autocorrelation function 6\j(t'jof

the intensity I must be determined from the field autocorre-

lation function using relation /~5_/:

(12)

The frequency spectrum - ^ v w ) of the scattered light intensity

is obtained by substituting relation (10) into relation

(12) and taking the Fourier transform of (12) i.e.:

Thus the Laser-Doppler Spectroscopy method with light intensity

correlation permits low frequency research while at the same

timeproviding twice the resolution obtained with field measu-

rements .

Allowing for (3), we obtain :

(14)

(15)

the diameter of the particles may be determines

By substituting (15) into (14) we obtain the system of curves

shown in figure 1.

By using Stoke's relation :



It may be noted that for particle diameters of less than

lyt/m, the half-width becomes very significant . Thus, for exam-

ple/ when 0 = 90° and d = 0.01 yjv\, the HW is approximately

4 500 Hz.

AEROSOLS

Consequently, small-diameter present a very strong Doppler signal

This factor is potentially of great interest for the study of

finely scattered aerosols.

i- W <toH
"2

* / • •

FIG. 1

III - EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Application of this technique to sodium aerosols is complicated

by the nature of the medium (sodium aerosols in a neutral gas).

the most important problem concerns the method's optical character1

it is extremely difficult to keep the inspection windows clean

in a sodium aerosol medium , and the measurment sequences must be

performed very quickly to minimize this difficulty . For this

reason the MALVERN measuring system / 6_7 is perfectly suited to

sodium aerosol research.

The major system components are show in figure 2.

LASERn-
i

LASER
HT SOURCE

Hewlett-Packard
ANALOG TABLE

Hewlet-Packard
9820 A COMPUTER

Facit
PUNCH UNIT

PM
S0USC1

DIGITAL
CORRELATOR

x 100

FIG. 2

The wavelength use is ? i 4*H<A a t a power of 21 mW. The scattered

light is picked up by a photomultiplier whose outup signal is

processed by a xlOO discriminator amplifier. The digital correla-

tor the directly gives the scattered light intensity autocorrela-

tion function (ft _. fn. Correlator output may be directed to three

units : i) a Hewlett-Packard analog table

2) a Facit punch unit for processing on an IBM com-

puter

3) a Hewlett-Packard 9820 A computer.

It is readily apparent that the correlator cannot compute the

0\T Cv-y autocorrelation function exactly : it simply calculates

an estimator given by l~l_7> C^S/ '

where :

- N : number of samples

- T : sampling time

- r : channel number

~ *^T (**•"'*) ! number of photons counted during time T.



The complet correlation func tion is obtained by varying the

rT "delay" .

As it is often fastidious to compute the products «t('w'*)*Vtp;), the cor-

relator may be programmed for * single clipped correlation"

as described by a number of authors £ 9_7 , {_ 10_/ . The correla-

tion function estimator is then given by :

2-
Y\CO)

(16)

•where :

- k i s the c l ip level

-nK is such that (see figure 3)
n^CO = ^ i f rsCt) ) K
^ K C0= O i f n ( t ) ^

net)

C(t)

n. n..n.

Detection probability

Photodetections

Clip level

Resulting signal

FIG. 3

IV - EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS

An experimental research program is currently in progress at the

CADARACHE Fast Neutron Reactor Department. The initial results have

been encouraging despite the difficulties related to the sodium

aerosol medium. Figure 4 shows a typical scattered intensity corre-

lation function obtained.

S
9

-3

12

6

FIG 4.

-16 to

Allowing for the experimental conditions, the mean diameter for this

sample may be estimated as 4yVm.

V - CONCLUSION

The LDS method for determining aerosol size distributions is perfect-

ly suited to sodium aerosols. The satisfactory accuracy of the me-

thod permits very rapid measurements to be made with the MALVERN

measuring system.

Other LDS applications /~11_7, l~12_7 may be adapted for sodium

aerosol research.
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2 . Coagulation Theory,Application to Sodium Vapours and Aerosols.
Influence of . Uncondensable Gases by J . BALDASSARI, France

ABSTRACT A review of coagulation theory applied to Brownian

motions is given. It is shown, that the physical state

of the vapour - aerosols system can be described

using a set of real fonctions.

The different time dependent states can be found

as a linear combination of such fonctions.

This theory, applied to the behaviour of sodium

aerosols^gives satisfactory results.

INTRODUCTION

The physical properties of polydispersed systems depend on their

particle concentration. T:he total number of particles in a given

volume and their size distribution vary continuously because

of coagulation. Particle growth by coagulation is not well known

at the moment.

The coagulation process can be described in two different ways.

SMOLUCHOWSKI ^~1_7 was the first to develop a model of discre-

te distribution for particle sizes. A particle of a given size

is considered as an aggregate of a whole number i of unit size

particles.

The continuous spectrum model is less realistic than the discrete |4

spectrum model from a physical standpoint. However it is used

more often because it simplifies the mathematical analysis of

the problem.

The purpose of this article is to demonstrate that the differen-

tial non linear equation of coagulation in the continuous spec-

trum model assumes a category of solutions defined by a series

VVrw&W of normalised functions. As the equation is of the first

orderone limit condition is required.

This limit condition is chosen for t = 0, considering that the

system is in statistical Equilibrium.

The solution for t = 0 is then the statistical distribution

of nuclei of a given size. This distribution is obtained by

analyzing the nucleation phenomenom , and is the starting point

for this study.

A number of authors have studied nucleation by means of statis-

cal mechanics fij, fij, l~5_7, l~$J. L~IJ.

From the equilibrium state, other " excited"' states shall be

constructed, for which relatively important particle sizes may

be found . These ' "excited" states are no longer in equilibrium

when a double-phase system is supersaturated.

The mathematical expression of particle growth in time is given

by the solution of a system of non linear differential equations.

In the second model /~2_7, size distribution is assumed to depend

continuously on a parameter. The mathematical expression for

the growth of a particle in time is then given by the solution

of a non linear differential equation.

The presence on an uncondensable gas swill be studied in the

final section. An application to sodium aerosols is proposed.

II - REVIEW OF NUCLEATION

Analysis of droplet distribution in a double-phase liquid-va-

pour system under equilibrium conditions

XA0100169



Droplet concentration under equilibrium conditions for a

double-phase system has been analysed byLOTHE and POUND

£~3_7, £~4_7 and by other authors Z~5_7» Z~6_7- T h e results

relevant to this analysis are summarized below.

The concentration of droplets c(n)formed' by n molecules in

equilibrium with the vapour is given by / 8_/ :

where :

is the partition function associated with a droplet

consisting of n molecules

-/J is the chemical potential of the vapour

- T is the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin

It is assumed that the Hamiltonian H describing this double-phase

system can be separated into droplet internal movement, transla-

tion and rotation Hamiltonians.

The partition function is then given by :

«)^ra, 0
(2)

in which summation is done for all distinct configurations X

included in TV

The factorisation of2 Oty±n equation (2) is a difficult problem as

far as liquids are concerned. It is sufficient to note that the

partition functions?: V.'̂ 'ft') a nd "Z»(\ rC^)**O a r e independent of

configuration X and are given by :

15
(3)

(4)

in which :

- m is the mass of one atom;

- 1 is the product of the principal moments of inertia

of the formed particle

is BOLTZMANN1s constant

- r\ is PLANCK'S constant

equation (2) can then be written, from (3) and (4) :

The quantity / O X "*-it\r v.^>n) is then evaluated as follows :

Assume thatW(x,n)is the Hamiltonian of the n atoms in configu-

ration X constituting a particle .

We may then write

fer1 (6)

This integral is generally calculated by capillarity approximation

/ 9_/. The Hamiltonian W Cy, $\) is assumed to depend only on n

as shown below :

(7)



In this expression /™L is the chemical potential of the

gas phase and A a surface term.

The integral J X* 2L f V*!** ) then becomes :

vc A ) (8)

in vM.chV(A} is the volume associated with the region^A.

When expression

latter becomes :

substituted into relation (5), the

The number C Qcv ) of particles per -unit volume is obtained from

(8) .and

<M= (10)

Relation (10) is well known in nucleation theory. If the

droplet-vapour system is in an equilibrium state , relation (10)

may be simplified.

If the vapour is assumed to be a perfect g§s, the chemical poten-

tial /J is then dependent on pressurepby the relation :

UaP
(11)

At equilibrium pressure Po the chemical potential /J\. , of the

liquid phase is equal to the chemical potential^ of the gas

phase /~8 "/.

The droplet concentration c(«)is then , according to (10) : |6

FIG. 1.

Figure 1 shows the shape of the function for Na aerosols. It shows

that the maximum £.(^0 probability occurs when n = 33 . This

value n = 33 gives a 0.0014 ̂ t/m diameter. For n values greater

than 33, there will be less particles but sizes up to 0,01 i/m.

Ill - BROWNIAN COAGULATION

The particles are assumed to have independent motions,except

in the occurence of collisions. The impact between two particles

is such that the probability of finding a single resultant parti-

cle is equal to 1.

The frequency of collision between two particles i and j consis-

ting respectively of n^ and n. nuclei, is given by / 10_7

and /~11_7

(13)



where :

the number of particles consisting of n R molecules

at instant t

- 4. is BOLTZMANN's constant

- T is the absolute temperature in °K

-J> is the dynamic viscosity of the support fluid.

The coagulation equation which gives the variation of the

number of particles c(_«,tVwiht time takes the form :

CJLt\.tr)= I ? I Kin1,•*«•)aW. t) dL*-W, t) dw'

*) t) ctn
in which

function.

(13)

is the coagulation

The coagulation process can be analysed by solving the equation

(14) for a given initial distribution <(.«,£>). As equation

(14) is a non linear integro 'differential equation, it is

impossible to obtain an analytical solution. We shall thus

attempt to define a class of solutions for this equation.

Let ̂ j O O "> fi'OJbe a set of real functions with real numered value;

such that for any k :

Normalisation : (15)

t>e thtee positive real numbers and N $0 the total

number of particles per unit volume, defined by :

(16)

The function defined by : 17

(17)

is a solution of the coagulation equation (14) ;

the dimension of time and represents the mean free time bet-

ween two collisions.

The function C is convergent since

if the series of functions normalized , then:

(19)

tt) is a convergent function of time which shows that

,"t) defined by relation (17) is convergent.

Finally , the choice of the initial distribution CC'O.

the first function ^ of the series ('ft ] ?\£ivJ i.e. :
defines

L n-/> (20)

By substituting expression (17) into the coagulation equation

(14) a recurrent relation defining the series of functions

is obtained;: £

Relation (21) defines a series of non normalized functions.



Normalization can be effected at each step of the. recurrence in or-

der to obtain the series C & ^ f t ^ ^ o f normalized functions.

A series(Jft j^€ fjj of functions can thus be constructed such that

£ f tv O defined by relation (17) ±s a solution of the

coagulation equation (14).

If the vapour pressure exceeds its saturation value then

Loa PJ
J

(24)
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The series of normalized functions can be identified

with a series of states of the droplet-vapour system.

Experimental knowledge of these , \%. states for a set of measure-

ments makes it possible to predict the evolution of the system

considered.

IV - EQUILIBRIUM BREAK-DOWN

It has been shown in paragraphs II and III that if an equilibrium

state To of the droplet-vapour system is known, the"excited"

states and their evolutions wiifch time can be deduced from it.

This paragraph deals with the equilibrium break-down..

The number of droplets consiting of n atoms is , according to

(10) :

(22)

Assuming that the vapour phase is a perfect gas for the equili-

brium pressure Po, then :

(23)

in wich s = P/Po is the super saturation ratio.

When s = 1, the system is in the equilibrium state \O .

When 4 2> -A i t n e system is unstable and rapidly tends to condense

into a single particle to return to stable equilibrium conditions

Physically, values of the super saturation ratio" canbe found-so as to

obtain quasi-stable states. An example of a quasi-stable state

will be analysed in the application to sodium aerosols.

Using the method of paragraph III, a series of "excited"

states can be obtained for each "quasi-stable" state.

V - ASSESSMENT OF THE PRESENCE OF UNCONDENSABLE GAS

The number of droplets can be formed from n atoms of sodium

and m-n atoms of uncondensable gas is :

(25)

is the chemical potential function of the vapour phase.

is the chemical potential of the uncondensable gas

given by :

in which :



in wich :

i

Xnt V^ftx)is the partition function associated with the liquid

phase and? (X,in)is the partition function associated with the

inert gas phase. These two partition fonc£±r>nsare written :

(26)

(27)

Taking relations (3) and (4) into account, the droplet concentra

tion then is :

When the vapour in thermal equilibrium with the liquid phase, the

presence of uncondensable gas is shown by a delay in droplet for-

mation.

Moreover, when the vapour is super saturated the quasi-stable states

described in paragraph IV become stable states.

In conclusion, the presence of uncondensable gas slows down aero-

sol formation as soon as nucleation occurs. Moreover, the coagula

tion function and the dynamic viscosityn are no longer the same

VI - APPLICATION TO SODIUM

In this paragraph are given the results obtained When this

theory is applied to sodium aerosols.

The number of droplets consisting of n sodium atoms is given

by (12) in the case "of thermal equilibrium state :

(29)

£•= t nv*r (30) 19
can be written for spherical droplets.

A
where f b. Oc I $V\f'i6V 1 a = atom radius (31)

The surface r term A can be written according to ^ 12_/:

(32)

L
where :

- T = surface tension of sodium

- m = mass of sodium atom

- r = mass per unit volume

The concentration t(rj)is then written :

^ 9 / W F - .r(J\1 «/y) (33)

Figure 1 in paragraph II shows the curve defined by (33).

From relation (33) the state "Po (jn\ can be defined as follow

if

then ^(j is given by

)V] (34)

(35)

According to /~4_/and /~8_7

The series (T|? J \ £(tv can be derived

Concentration C(_'*h1' *-s given by (17)



(36)

Taking (33) into account, then :

Figures 2 to 18 show the first 17 functions p

From the third state 'fi , the droplets consisting of 50 atoms

have a probability which is not negligible, whereas the droplets

consisting of 100 atoms have a negative probability. This fact

can be interpreted as follows : the droplets consisting of fewer

than 50 atoms coagulate between each other to form 50-atom drop-

lets. At the same time, 100-atom droplets disappear to form

larger size droplets. The state f̂t is then typical of the for-

mation of 50- atom droplets as well as the simultaneous disappea-

rance of 100-atom droplets.

The states f? .^clearly show the lack of 100-atom droplets;?.

as well as the distinct formation of 2£>0-atom droplets.

In figure 13, the process is reversed : there is a significant

increase in the number of 100,atom droplets and the appearance

of 300.atom droplets.

The theory proposed thus permits the construction of system

states with droplets consisting of a large number of atoms.

Each state of the system provides data on the distribution

of the droplets not present in this state.

The "physical" state of the system is then a superposition of

the states (g%\ ^ & ftJ .

20

The foregoing applies to coagulation for a fundamental equili-

brium state P

We shall now examine the equilibrium break-down condition

defined in paragraph IV.

The droplet concentration c(/\ j is given by the relation (22)

If relations (24), (30), (32) are substituted into (22) then

(39)

Figure (19) shows various curves of cC^)/^ for values of A from

1 to 1,05. Quasi-stable states exist for values between 1 and

1,05.

When s = 1,05, the upswing of the C G O curve is clearly visible

The system is then highly unstable and abruptly returns to its

fundamental state (bubble chamber).

The equilibrium break-down for the vapour-droplet system

reveals the existence of quasi stable or physically possible

states. We can see now that for systems formed by sodium

vapour , sodium droplets and an uncondensable gas such as argon

stable states exist for certain "values of s.

Taking relations (30) and (24) into account relation (28)

giving the' number of droplets £Cn) becomes

(4O)



Where :

- |f is the pressure under normal conditions

- Q is the pressure of the uncondensable gas.

For values of A 1
able s

between 0 and 1 relation (4) defines

a series of stable states. For values greater than 1, quasi-sta-

ble states can still be found.

Figure (2.0) shows the cCrt) curves for values of s between

1 and 1,1. Where _£_ =1,1.

To

Finally the evolution of the concentration£(oA with time is give

by relation (37).

VII - CONCLUSION

We have presented an analysis of aerosol coagulation by

Brownian motion. The existence of a category of special

solutionshas been demonstrated . These solutions define a

series of system states which permit time-independent analysis

of coagulation phenomena.
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Moreover, the fundamental state % is chosen so as to coincide

with the equilibrium state defined by the statistical theory

of nucleation.
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. Q. Atomic radius
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? M Total number of particles

^ Number of particles

V Number cf particles

Pressure

Equilibrium pressure

Particle radi

Super saturation

Absolute temperature

time

\ Volume function

Configuration

| Partition function

.?ttir('r) Internal partition function

.^j^f-Cv) Rotational partition function

.?-v Cv) Trajislational partition function

."£*(, .) Gaseous partition function

.tL(.,A Liquid-internal partition function

P
a
A

T
t
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3. Operating Experience of RAPSODIE and PHENIX Relating to Sodium

Aerosols and Vapours by J.P. DELISLE, H. REBOUL, x. ELIE, France

Abstract : The main difficulties resulting from sodium aerosols

and vapours in the cover gas which have been encoun-

tered for 10 years in RAPSODIE and for 3 years

in PHENIX are reviewed :

. condensation of sodium in annular spaces

. plugging in primary gas pipes

. plugging of filters and vapour traps.

All those problems were easily overcome.

CONTENTS

INTRODUCTION

I - Sodium deposits in the annuiar-spaces

1.1. RAPSODIE rotating plug

1.2. PHENIX rotating plug

1.3. PHENIX control-rod mechanisms

1.4. Plug of an experimental channel on PHENIX

II - Main primary gas circuit

INTRODUCTION

In spite of the precautions taken in the designing of the com-

ponents and in spite of the preliminary tests on many equipments,

the operating staff of RAPSODIE (since 1067) and of PHENIX (since

1973) has had to cope with difficulties resulting from the exis-

tence of sodium aerosols and vapours in the cover gas.

Insomuch as its is possible to avoid^ through the acquired expe-

rience , the renewing of conception failures which have led to

those incidents, it is of major interest to study the causes

and the remedes of those incidents.

1 ~ SODIUM DEPOSITS IN ANNULAR SPACES

I.I. RAPSODIE rotating plug

The annular space of the great rotating plug of RAPSODIE is

shown on figure 1, When the reactor is operating, temperatures

Tx , T2, T3, T , are respectively round 250,100, 80 and 40°C.

In the course of reactor shut-down for assembly handling purpose

T^, T 2 and T, go down because of the sodium temperature fall,

whereas T^ increases slightly because of the liquefiable seal

heating.

25

11.1. RAPSODIE

11.2. PHENIX

III - Analysis gas circuits

The first operating difficulties which occured from the very

first year (1967) were easily overcome by a heating process

of the plug (T2J> 100°C) followed by a cooling together with

frequent rotating mouvements just before handlings.

111.1. RAPSODIE

111.2. PHENIX

CONCLUSION

In 1969, we had to increase the heating temperature until 100°C -*• ^ =

in T^ to release the plug, which shows a progression of sodium 2 — —

condensates up to the top of the annular space. "̂j ̂ =



It was then decided to inject continuously a small flow of

helium (200 1/h) in the upper part of the annular space. Since

then-, no more difficulties were encountered by the operating staff

for rotating the plug.

This helium injection reduces temperature dissymetries and sup-

presses free-convection currents and consequently aerosols trans-

fers.

From 1969 to 1974, the main primary gas circuit was still using

argon for the control of pressure. Taking into account the

helium injection in the rotating plugs, the cover gas of the

reactor were in fact a helium- argon mixture , with about 80%

helium.

In 1975, argon was completely removed, and the use of pure hSlium

did not increase the rotating plug temperatures by more than

a few degrees Celsius.

The rotation of the plug is always quite easy.

The radial clearance of the annular space is 45 mm.

A checking hole of the vertical annular space was also foreseen.

The normal temperature on the top of the annular space is higher

than 100°C.

Although, no difficulty was encountered in the .rotating of the

plug, two endoscopic examinations pf the annular space were car-

ried out, one in October 74, the other in august 1975. A thin

layer of sodium (estimated to 2 or 3 mm) was noted on the walls.

There was no significant change between the two examinations. Thus,

these sodium condensations should not trouble the rotation before

several years.

1.3. PHENIX control-rod mechanism

One of the two types of control rod-mechanisms of PHENIX is not

equipped with a bellow tightness. Thus, there exists a long argon

annular space bathing in sodium between the guiding tube and the

translation tube (figure 3).

The small rotating plug of RAPSODIE has a similar design as

the great one (annular space 15 mm instead of 16 mm).

This small plug caused no problem to the operating staff.

However, to prevent any difficulty, it has been also equipped

with a continuous helium injection (helium flow : 100 1/h).

1.2. PHENIX Rotating plug

The rotating plug design of PHENIX (figure 2) is different from

that of RAPSODIE since when the reactor is operating the plug

lays on a flat support which closes the annular space

at the level on this support.

A continuous argon sweeping of that annular space was initially

realized to prevent any penetration of sodium inside the mechanism.

Argon got out through three holes located under the sodium level.

Following an incomplete fall, a mechanism had to be unloaded in

february 1974. A "mesos" deposit was shown in this annular space

(mesos : mixture of sodium and oxide or hydride of sodium).

It has been assumed that this deposit came from the continuous

sweeping, oxides or hydrides formed from arong impurities which

cannot be removed by a clean sodium circulation. This clogging

risk was shown during the tests of a prototype mechanism in sodium

at CADARACHE. Tests of reactor mechanisms at CADARACHE were



realized, without sweeping, keeping a static argon pressure in the

annular space.

Furthermore a cleaning of the pipings is carried out with sodium 07

at 25O°C from time to time(every 2 or 3 years) to remove eventual

deposits, this process is very efficient.

Then sweeping was stopped on the reactor and an examination has

shown in august 1975 that there was not any trace of deposit left

in the annular space.

1.4. Plug of an experimental channel on PHENIX

The handling of an experimental dhannel plug was scheduled for

august 1975 (figure 4). The lifting strength for unsticking the

plug reached 1 000 kg, then stabilized to 200 kg (plug weight.) on

a 1 800 mm stroke. On an about 30 mm stroke, it suddenly increased

to reach 8 000 kg. The strength necessary of get it back into posi-

tion was of about 600 kg.

It shall be noticed that, when the incident occured,all the tempe-

ratures of the rotating plug were lower than 100°C. In the course

of the following shut-down, the handling which was carried out

before complete cooling of the rotating plug, took place without

difficulty, which proves that the plug lifting was really hindered

by sodium condensations in the annular space.

II - MAIN PRIMARY GAS CIRCUIT

II.X. RAPSODIE

a) Pip_inc[s

During the first years of operating pluggings were observed on

"hot" pipings (.1.50 - 25O°C) of the primary gas circuit. By relea-

sing into the funnel instead of recycling the gas flow taken from

the reactor for analysis purpose, those incidents were on the

whole avoided. This action removes the pollution of the circuit

by air injected in the analysis apparatus. This air oxidizes and

hydridizus aerosols in the pipings', deposits appearing then as

solid .instead of liquid.

No plugging of this type is to be noted since January 1974. The

only plugging that happens regularly occurs in a lower point

where the normal temperature is too low : but it is here pure

sodium that condensates and freezes since unplugging is obtained

with a mere periodical heating of that point (every 2 months).

b) filtration equipment

Initially, the primary circuit gas want directly in a vapour

trap through NaK bubbling for recycling or release. This bubbler

being plugged the circuit was modified (figure 5).

Aerosols trapping now occurs by a mere decantation in the

30 m of the sodium storage tank, cold and empty when the reactor

is operating.

The permanent flow is of 150 1/h, maximum flow being 6 m /h.

A sintered stainless stell filter is set on the storage outlet.

No increase in the pressure drop was observed sinee its comple-

tion (4 years.) .

II.2. PHENIX

We have noted in the course of the. reactor tests in 1973 that

the filters located downstream the condenser-separator (figure 6)

wore subject to fast pluggings (24 h ) . Those pluggings occured

by a recycling argon flow of SO m /h.

These pluggings of filters were partly attributed to an aerosol

concentration much higher than that was foreseen and in any case



much higher than that of the testing installation on which the

condenser-separator was tested, at CADARACHE. As it was shown that

argon heating before re-injection removed a major source of aero-

sol production , the return line temperature on the reactor was in-

creased to 300°C.

On the other hand the test carried out at CADARACHE had also pro-

ved that the efficiency of the condenser-separator increases with

the inlet temperature. Thus the temperature of the coupling line

with the condenser-separator was increased until 35O°C.

Since those modifications,there was no more large flow (50 m /h)

recycling tests, but after two years of operating with flows from

4 to 10 m /h, we have never noted a change in the pressure drop

of filters. If we take into account this period of time , the

ratio of flows and the ratio of the efficiencies to those flows

we think that the circuit should be able to cope with a large

flow recycling of about one week without plugging, for instance

in the' case of an epuration of the cover gas to remove all fission

products before a special intervention. However, that remains to

be proved.

Ill - ANALYSIS GAS CIRCUITS

III.l. RAPSODIE (figure 7)

The gas (150 1/h) is taken from the reactor Vessel. Initially

the trap was fitted on the great rotating plug of the reactor

and to be removed for every handlings with all the problems resul-

ting from the activity of aerosols deposits, with the risks

of pollution of the circuit by inlet of air through removable

fitting on hot piping and so on...

Once or twice a week, the trap should be "regenerated" by heating

round 300°C in order to get the deposits melted and to return them

back into the vessel. But, after a time, this trap plugged.

In June 1975, this trap was replaced by a new model fit within a

channel of the small rotating plug. The operating of this new

integrated trap is perfect. And still now, no regeneration has been £Q

necessary ; this result is probably to ascribe both to the operating

with pure helium ( which any doubts reduces the aerosol concentra-

tion) and to the fact that no accidental pollution from air is

possible since there is -no more removable fitting between the

vessel and the trap.

III.2. PHENIX

The argon taking happens directly in the argon cover of the reactor

(with a 250 1/h flow). Two vapour traps, one being in operation

and the other being either regenerated or in waiting, clean the

argon before it flows towards the detection equipment of fuel

failures.

These traps, which have a 10 1 volume, are made of stainless steel

knit. Their operating time between two regenerations is comprised

between 100 and 150 h. After two years of operating, it was not

necessary to change these traps.

CONCLUSION

The study of the difficulties resulting from sodium aerosols encoun-

tered in the operating of RAPSODIE and PHENIX gives rise to the

following remarks :

1) no solution was found to the ground problem of

annular spaces pluggings, even if the operating staff found how

to cope with it or to avoid it. There shall always be a problem

as long as we shall not have developed equipments capable of pre-

venting the free convection movements of gas with aerosols in the

annular space,

2) without ignoring the improvements that development

works on filtration equipments may bring forth it seems necessary

to put all our efforts on the initial reducing of aerosol concen-

tration in the gas.

In this respect, as far as we can judge from the experience of

RAPSODIE, the use of helium as cover gas seems very promising.
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4. Description of Test Facilities Bound to the Research on Sodium

Aerosols - Some Significant Results by Mme M. DOLIAS, A. LAFON,

M. VIDARD, K.H. SCHALLER, France

ABSTRACT

This communication is dedicated to the description

of the CEA (french Atomic Energy Authority) testing

facilities located at CADARACHE and which are utili-

zed for the study of sodium aerosols behavior.

These testing loops are necessary for studying the

operating of equipments such as filters, sodium

vapour traps, condensers and separators. It is also

possible to study the effect of characteristics para-

meters on formation, coagulation and carrying away

of sodium aerosols in the cover gas. Sodium aerosols

deposits in a vertical annular space configuration

with a cold area in its upper part are also studied.

Some significant xesults emphasize the importance of

operating conditions on the formation of aerosols.

I - INTRODUCTION

In sodium-cooled fast neutron reactors, sodium free surfaces

are topped with a gas cover. Thus, it is necessary to knew

formation, coagulation and deposition of sodium aferospls

because they deposit in cold areas and are liable 'to ,disturb

the operating of mecanism and analysis devices.) o'f the cover

gas.

•O
The fast nexitron reactor department has studied, the \behavior

of sodium aerosols on'its testing, facilities at ,<dApA*RA'GHE. •

Three testing loops are more specially suitable^ td that purpose:

-- the "COPACABANA-PAVANX" equipment which is assign

for the testing of the apparatus allowing separation and

trapping of sodium aerosols and the study of the parameters

which affect the quantity of sodium carried off by argon,

- the "ANNULAR SPACES" equipment which allows the

study of devices limiting sodium deposits in cold area,

- the "GULLIVER" equipment (now under construction)

which shall make possible the study of sodium aerosols in a

cavity representing the argon cover of a reactor and including

crossings of real size components.

1 1 ~ DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTING FACILITIES

These equipments are located on the testing area of fast neu-

tron reactors at CADARACHE.

II.1. "COPACABANA-PAVANA"
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This equipment includes two separate loops which are nevertheless

bound to the same double storage tank on which a mobile puri-

fication system has been fitted. Figure 1 provides a diagram

showing its main dimensions.

The PAVANA loop is meant for the study of sodium vapoiir traps

operating with argon flows not exceeding 500 1 h We have four

parallel circuits at our disposal. Each of them is equipped

with a vapour trap (figure 2), a sintered stainless steel

filter, a flow measurement instrument and a diaphragm pump.

The measure of differential pressures on traps and filters

makes possible to follow the evolution of the pressure drop

of those equipments during the operating . One of the four cir-

cuits is equipped with a pyrex glass tube which shall be

subsequently replace by a quartz tube for the study by optic

measures (laser - correlator system) of sodium aerosol

characteristics.

Over and above the tests of apparatus, this loop allows

the study of sodium concentration evolution carried off by

argon when the thickness of the argon cover above the sodium

o i
o



varies. This thickness may vary between 100 an 1 3OO mm.

The evaporation tank diameter i-s 2 000 mm and the height

1 940 mm, the tapping points of the four circuits are on

a single circumference of the curved upper part (torospherical

part of the tank) .

The Copacabana Loop is used for studying the. devices intended

to separate and condensate sodium droplets and vapour carried

off by argon for flow between 10 and 80 m h ". The evaporating

tank diameter is 2000 mm and the height 24 00 mm. The sodium

level is stationary. Argon extraction happens in the upper

part of the tank at 1260 mm of the sodium surface, argon flows

inlet at 80 mm from that surface.

Two equipments are presently fitted on that loop. They can

be used either separately or in series. It concern a condenser-

separator and a Peerless separator.

The condenser-separator (fig.3) is a vertical cylindrical

column, 3300 mm high and 800 mm diameter filled with stainless

steel rings of "Pall"type loaded in bulk and, thus, forming

multiples obstacles.

The gas circulation is directed upward. It is possible to recover

the sodium condensed or separated in a small tank filled up

with level gauges which make possible the measurement of the

amount of sodium holded back by this apparatus.

The Peerless separator(fig. 4) is a vertical cylindrical tank

with a useful height of 865 mm and 203 mm diameter which

contains the separator itself constituted by many vane units

which purpose is the shock separation of sodium aerosols on

the walls. This equipment is designed so as to separate with

an absolute efficiency particles larger than 3ym. The first

tests of that equipment have taken place in November 76.

the second 3 ym. The measure of differential pressures and the

filters allows the following of the pressure drop evolution

during the tests.

II.2. "Annular_spaces" plant.

The annular spaces equipment is meant for studying heat transfers

and sodium deposits earring from convection currents in the

annular spaces constituted by the necessary looseness between

the crossings of reactor flag and the components such as

pumps, heat exchangers and so on ... (fig. 5).

These convection currents may be the cause of :

- Temperature dissymetry on rings and crossings.

- Aerosols condensation-in the upper part of annular

spaces which can impede the movements of rotating plugs or

the disassembling of components.

- In order to palliate those drawbacks, we have

limit heat and material transfers by placing at the lower

part of the annular space a liquid sodium seal contained in

a drip receiver.

- The annular space, 600 mm of outer diameter, is

40 mm wide and 24 00 mm high . The drip receiver is an annular

container, 70 mm high and 22 wide, the outer diameter of the

ring being 580 mm. (volume is about 0,3 1)

When the drip receiver is empty, the annular space and the

cover gas of the vessel arc separated by the obstacle constituted

by the drip receiver itself and the metal strip which qoes

with it.
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Two filters made out of sintered stainless steel cartridges

and located downstream constitute the ultimate barrier for

sodium drawn away, the first having a 28um porosity and

Annular space gas temperatures are measured by chromel-alumel

thermocouples of (? : 1 mm canned in stainless steel with

isolated hot welding.



The measure of sodium height in the drip receiver is ensured

by an Foucault current probe.

Or with a technological character :

- Study of sodium penetration in a porous insulation.

II. 3. "GULLIVER"_£lanti

Gulliver is a testing mean which gives a better representation

of the upper closings of sodium-cooled reactors. This equipment

shall be operational in 1977.

It has been designed for the study of phenomena inherent to

aerosols and sodium vapour developments in the cover gas

(presently argon, later Helium), annular spaces and vessel

upper parts thermics, and in particular the testing of the

upper flag insulation.

The equipment is realized as shown on fig. 7,8. Its large

diameter was chosen in order to avoid as much as possible the

edge effects encountered on smaller experimental plants. The

upper shutting or flag is among others equipped with real

crossings, T̂  , T9, T^, which shall be necessary for studying

all mechanical and theriruil phenomena in a power reactor and

linked with the behaviour of sodium vapours and aerosols.

Two types of experiments are foreseen.

On one hand the tests carried out in the cover gas part located

between the free level of sodium and the lower part of the

flag. These tests shall be either fundamental :

- Study of the granulometric spectrum of the particles.

- Coagulation study within the time.

- Measure of the turbulence intensity.

- Study of absorption and emission by the aerosols

in the infra red spectrum.

- Study of the trapping device of sodium vapours

and aerosols.

On the other hand, tests shall be carried out directly in the

crossings T^ and T.,. In the latters, the tests shall be similar

and instrumentation identical. Crossing T. represents on

scale 1 the crossing of the intermediate exchanger which should

be set up on 1200 MWe reactors.

VJe intend to test the efficiency of an anti-convection liquid

barrier constituted by a drip receiver in which sodium aerosols

deposit and to study sodium deposits on the inner annular space

walls when the crossing is cold. Later, a heating equipment,

shall be set up in the plug in order to study sodium deposits

v.'hen the crossing is hot, which is the case in the reality for

intermediate heat exchangers. This crossing is instrumented

with 216 low response time thermocouples to allow a thermome-

chanical study of the crossings.

The T 2 crossing, which has a smaller diameter, possesses a

similar instrumentation and is more especially designed for

the thermal study of annular spaces.

In both cases we shall try to determine the effect of a liquid

seal at low or mean temperature on reemission of sodium vapours

and aerosols in the annular spaces.

The whole experimentation shall be managed by a PDP 11 computer.

1 1 1 " SOME SIGNIFICANT RESULTS

On the whole of the experimental results we shall limit ourselves

to the presentation of four series of tests :

- Condenser-separator efficiency according to the

sodium concentration of argon.



- Influence of argon inlet temperature on the

quantity of sodium carried off by the gas.

- Influence of the argon cover thickness for a given

surface on the amount of sodium carried off by the gas.

- Part played by a liquid sodium seal on the thermics

of an annular space and on the amount of aerosols which deposit.

III.l. Ef f icicncy_of;_the_condenser^separator

This study was carried out for a 530°C sodium temperature

and a 10 m /h flow. Results given in fig.9 show that the effi-

ciency, defined as being the ratio of the amount of sodium

collect in the condenser-separator to the total amount coming

out of the evaporating tank varies from 99,98 % for an initial

concentration of 6 g/m to 99,49 % for an initial concentration

of 18 g/m3.

Efficiencies obtained are quite high. However we should not

forget that the low quantity of sodium which gets through

may result in a fast plugging of the stainless steel sintered

filter located downstream the condenser. And it is thought

that, when this plugging occurs for operating times shorter

than a week, i.e. for concentrations of about 15 g/m , the

condenser-separator proves to be unsatisfactory.

That is the reason why the tests are presently carried on

two apparatus in series : Peerless separator and condenser-

separator.

III. 2. 5£f5£t__of_the inlet_g_as_j.tem£>er.atur.e

All conditions being equal in every other aspects (argon flow,

sodium temperature, roof temperature, sodium level in the

tank), the inlet gas temperature in the evaporating tank has

been made to vary. Results are given on fig. 10. Tests were

carried on with two different thermal conditions : roof isotherm

and cooled roof (At of 130sC).

With a 10 m /h argon flow and a 53 0°C sodium temperature, we

observed :

. Lower is the argon Inlet temperature, greater is

the effect of the roof temperature.

. The sodium concentration carried off 'by argon

increases when the argon inlet temperature in the evaporating

tank decreases.

As a conclusion it is possible to say that argon inlet tempera-

ture is a major parameter because when the temperature is too

low the operating time of stainless steel sintered filters is

greatly limited.

Ill.3. Effect_of_the_arggn_cover_thickness

These tests are carried out in identical conditions (of

flow, sodium temperature 550°C, roof temperature 400°C and a

constant argon inlet temperature). Results are given on

fig. 11. In spite of the wide range of the results, we can

rfiiK-irk that for a given flow the amount of sodium carried off

increases along with the decrease of the argon cover

thickness,

However, if the small diameter of the tank on which those

tests were carried out is taken into account, these results

might not be very significant. The tests which are to be

realized on GULLIVER shall probably give more easily workable

results.
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III.4. Part p.l2Yed_by_a_liguid sodium seal on

thermics__and_amount_of ,sodiuia_aerosols_settling_in_an

annular space.

This study war, realized for various sodium temperatures in

the tank. The whole of the results obtained allows :

- To draw up a diagram of the drip receiver filling

times according to the sodium temperature in the tank (fig. 12)



Drip receiver filling times decrease when the sodium tcmpera-

-ture increases ; they become weak when the temperature is

higher than. 4 50'C.

- To show, tv/o major phenomena :

a) there is not. considerable thermal dissymetry at the wall

level of the annular space.

b) the empty drip receiver plays the part of thermal shield

exactly as the full drip receiver (fig.13).

•- To ensure that the existence of the liquid sodium

seal significantly decrease the sodium deposit in the annular

space.

Survey filter icOPACABANAJ

— COPACABANA/PAVANA _
DIMENSION DiAGRAM

IV - CONCLUSION

The undertaken tests have shown that aerosols formation and

deposit inay be controlled, at least in some bounds, by opera-

ting parameters.

Thorough of knowledge attainments on aerosol formation and

deposits which are now going on should allow to find more

efficient technological solutions for the treatment of gas.

Thimt
8 16x21

^ " ( D Stainless steel wire gauze

VAPOUR TRAP

FIG. 1. FIG. 2.
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5. Operational Experience on Sodium Deposits in KNK Reactor and

RSB Test Facility by W. JANSING, G. KIRCHNER, J. MENCK, Federal

Republic of Germany

A specific problem of sodium-cooled reactor plants is the

formation of sodium aerosols which deposit at cold sections

of the plant. Formation and behaviour of sodium aerosols

depend on various factors. These may show extreme different

effects under conditions which first seem to be identical.

Thus, it is very difficult to set up general valid rules

on sodium aerosols. By operational experience gained in

different plants under divers operating conditions, knowledge

is drawn which corresponds well with theoretical considerations.

1. Sodium deposits at the KNK-reactor

As stated before in various reports it is known that

after a short operating period of the KNK-reactor with

540 C sodium temperature the annulus between big rotating

shield plug and reactor vessel was filled with sodium de-

posits . These deposits were not homogeneously spread

over the circumference of the rotating shield plug. The

deposits even reached the bearing area where a 0.5 mm

thick layer was found (Fig. 1). The deposits in the

annulus between the big and the small rotating shield plug

were minor and no further consideration is given on this

annulus in this report. The order of magnitude of aerosol

transport into the annulus is subject to both, the dis-

advantageous geometry of the annuli and the unequal tem-

perature distribution across the rotating shield plugs

in consequence of various effects. The arrangement

of the KNK rotating shield plugs (Fig. 2) is characterized

by two horizontal gap clearances which change into vertical

annuli. The width of the horizontal gap clearances between

big rotating shield plug and reactor vessel is 100 mm in

the upper region and 140 mm in the lower region. The height

of the gap clearances is 10 mm in the bearing region and

20 mm at the level of the reactor vessel support..

The gauged vertical annuli amount to 7.6 - 11.1 mm in the

upper section and 6.0 - 20.0 mm in the lower section.

Different temperatures appeared under normal reactor ope-

rating conditions in the area of the horizontally arranged

gap clearances. These operating conditions which unfa-

vourably influence the effect of convection current led

to loading of the gap clearances. It was calculated that

the gap clearances were loaded completely within a space

of time of about 100 hrs. Measurements confirmed this result.

Further it was ascertained that' the aerosols which deposit

in the KNK gap clearances consist of 3-4% Na 0. This portion

was analyzed by destination of samples drawn from the gap

clearances. It consequently is necessary to melt off the

deposits prior to every turning process with the rotating

shield plugs following a reactor operating period. To

achieve this effect the gap clearance area was raised to a

temperature level of slightly more than 100°C by stopping

the shield plug cooling circuit and providing of additional

insulating material. By this means the rotating shield plug

always could be melted free. The liquid sodium flows down

from the vertical annuli but it does not drain away from

the horizontal gap clearances. As later on established it

can be said that during this melting process the major part

of the sodium oxide impurities is taken away by the draining

sodium.

The melting temperature must not significantly exceed

100 C. The boundary layer of the shielding is then affected

by liberating of water of crystallization from the concrete

shield. The residues of sodium in the horizontal gap clea-

rances form cylindrically shaped agglomerations which are

even squeezed into the vertical annuli when the shield plug

is turned. To prevent further deposits in the bearing area

an additional inflatable seal was installed before the

bearing. Various precautions have been carried out to re-

duce the aerosol transport into the gap clearances. By

variation of the shield plug cooling system a significant

improvement of the temperature distribution across the ro-

oil
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tating shield plug was achieved. This measure causes a re-

duction of the convection current in the gap clearances.

These precautions enable operation with the KNK shield plugs

without particular problems. This solution is merely an ex-

pedient but the rotating shield plugs can be operated this

way.

In this connexion it might be interesting that tests have

been carried out for the KNK reactor in the 5 MW test facility.

Interesting knowledge concerning sodium deposits was ob-

tained at that place, too. This test facility was operated

for a period of 2000 hrs at 220° - 300°C and for a period

of 900 hrs at 400° - 56O°C.

Following these working conditions the rotating shield plug

was dismantled. The. amount of sodium deposits on plain

surfaces above the heat-reflecting plates was not worth

mentioning.

Within the vertical annulus only an unimportant coating of

sodium dust was found. This result is not unexpected as

this test facility can guarantee a highly balanced tempera-

ture distribution across the rotating shield plug.

2. RSB test facility

Observation of sodium deposits in gap clearances was given

particular importance when the RSB test facility was built

up. For the first time a convection barrier was introduced

on which the big rotating shield plug rests during reactor

operating conditions. This convection barrier is located

at the lower end of the basalt containment. When the big

rotating shield plug rests on top of the convection barrier

the average residual gap clearance is expected to be less

than 1 mm. A gap clearance scavenging circuit was in-

stalled which can supply the necessary amount of cover gas

to reach the designed flow velocity within the residual

gap clearance of 2 cm/sec.

The medium-sized and the small rotating shield plugs are

not equipped with a real convection barrier. These two

shield plugs are furnished with a resting position on top

of which they rest during maintenance work in the sealing

and bearing areas (Fig. 2). This resting position is di-

rectly located before the bearing. These two shield plugs

rest at reactor operating conditions on top of the resting

position to prevent sodium deposition in the bearing area.

Therefore the resting positions are called convection

barriers, too. This arrangement forms long vertical annuli

below the bearing.

At the SNR-300 reactor each shield plug annulus will be

equipped with a convection barrier which will be located

at the lower end of the annulus. This arrangement will

give the possibility to furnish all gap clearances with

individual gap clearance scavenging circuits. A horizontal

gap of-~6 mm height is formed' at each convection barrier

when the shield plugs are lifted under handling conditions.

Under this operating condition the gap clearance scaven-

ging circuit is always shut off.

No special precautions were taken concerning further RSB

shield plugs' inserts, for example the sodium level gauges

or dummy plugs. The manufacturing tolerances can be main-

tained more precisely as these components are smaller in

size. More closely spaced tolerances can therefore be placed.

In addition these parts guarantee an equal temperature dis-

tribution due to uniform mass distribution. Thermal insu-

lation of the reactor vessel was built up in such a way that

the shield plug temperatures correspond with those calculated

for the SNR-300 shield plug. Two different shield plug cooling

possibilities give the test facility an extensive flexi-

bility. The rotating shield plugs' upper surface can be

cooled by 19 forced draught fans. In addition a shield plug

bottom cooling system is installed (Fig. 3).

The bottom cooling system is distributed in several sections,

each of them can be cooled by choice. The reactor vessel is

equipped with 6 observation ports. These are arranged at

four different heights and enable observation of the gap

clearance area above the convection barrier and the area
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of the heat reflecting plates (Fig. 4). The shield plugs' gap

clearance dimensions are in the RSB test facility:

big rotating shield plug - reactor vessel

big rotating shield plug - medium-sized

shield plug

medium-sized shield plug - small shield plug

dummy inserts in medium-sized shield plug

The following operating conditions were performed with the

test facility (Fig. 5):

handling condition was performed over a period of 15

months till the end of 1974 at 250° and 300°C sodium

temperature. The rotating shield plugs do not rest on top

of the convection barrier at this operating condition.

These service conditions were interrupted only once by

a short high temperature phase.

- high temperature operation at 600 C sodium temperature.

This operating condition was continued over a period of

3 1/2 months. The gap clearance scavenging circuit was

shut off 4- weeks before the end of this test period.

- high temperature operation was performed for 1 1/2 month at

5 6O°C sodium temperature under normal boundary conditions

with and without the gap clearance scavenging circuit in

operation.

- high temperature operation was performed for 4 1/2 months

at 560 C sodium temperature with unequal temperature distri-

bution across the shield plugs to increase the convection

current. The test facility was operated with and without

the gap clearance scavenging circuit in operation under those

conditions, too.

An extensive observation program was accomplished following

every test period to examine the formation of sodium deposits.

Gap clearance scavenging circuit

The gap clearances of the rotating shield plugs can be

scavenged by an independent argon circuit (Fig. 6).

A compressor draws a portion of the cover gas out of the

reactor tank, pressurizes it and feeds it back into the

gap clearance between shield plug bearing and convection

barrier. In this circuit the cover gas is purified from

sodium aerosols by a vapour trap. The employed vapour

trap is a precursor type of the SNR-300 vapour trap. A

high efficiency filter is arranged behind the vapour trap

for efficiency determination purposes. The gas is cooled

to a temperature level of 50 C by a cooler which is

arranged behind the high efficiency filter.

As the convection barriers of the medium-sized and small

rotating shield plugs were designed as resting positions ,

the scavenging gas entry lies under these so-called con-

vection barriers. Thus the scavenging circuits for these

shield plugs annuli were never1 operated.

When the big rotating shield plug rests on top of the

convection barrier a residual gap is formed. The specified

capacity of the gap clearance scavenging circuit is to

provide a gas flow of 2 cm/sec at least through the re-

sidual gap.

The actual size of the residual gap was determined by a

special series of measurements. The pressure loss across

the convection barrier was gauged at various gas flow

rates. The height "D" of the average residual gap can be

calculated with these measurements when the equation is

used for laminar flow:
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V = D3 ZTm3/hrI7

In this equation is:

L = width of the annulus

*Z - dynamic viscosity of the gas

Ap = pressure loss across the annulus

b = circumference of the annulus

V = gas flow rate

The height of the average residual gap was found to be

0.3 89 mm this way. During the longtime tests the gas flow



through the residual gap was 3 std m /hr. This amount re-

sults in an actual flow velocity across the residual gap

of 16 cm/sec, the specified value was 2 cm/sec. No diffi-

culties occurred with operation of the gap clearance sca-

venging circuit. The circuit was working for a total time

of operation of 4300 hrs at 560 C sodium temperature in the

reactor vessel.

The cover gas which was drawn out of the reactor vessel has

an aerosol concentration of 24 g sodium/std m . This value

is a result of intense tests with special vapour trap cir-

cuits and it must be understood as specific value of the

. test facility in this place. The gap clearance scavenging

circuit was working with a flow rate of 3 std m /h during

the complete test period. The result of this gas quantity

in connexion with the aerosol concentration mentioned is a

total amount of.separated sodium of 310 kg. The precipitated

sodium flows back into the reactor vessel through the suc-

tion line. The high efficiency filter was dismantled after

the operating period and the efficiency of the vapour trap

was determined by titration. 20.7 g sodium were found in

the high efficiency filter. Thus the efficiency of the

vapour trap is 99.9939 %.

4. Heat reflecting plates

The first extensive inspection program was performed

following a long handling period with 2 50° and 300°C so-

dium temperature at the end of 1974 (Fig. 5).

The brief operating period at 560 C sodium temperature

within the handling period supported the first commissioning

of the individual components of the shield plugs' heating

and cooling systems and is therefore firstly not considered.

In addition the temperature distribution in the bearing

and sealing area was to be found out with different cooling

systems in operation.

Under handling conditions the rotating shield plugs ' tem-

perature is formed that the upper part of the heat reflec-

ting plates lies in a temperature range just above the mel-

ting point of sodium. The amount of sodium deposits in-

creases continuously under these operating conditions (Fig. 7).

The increasing amount of deposits can be observed through

inspection ports. Bridging by sodium deposits occurred to

some extend between the heat reflecting plates. Under these

operating conditions it was never observed that the sodium

runs off the heat reflecting plates which have an inclina-

tion of 5°. The individual heat reflecting plates are

rounded at the edges to support the draining process (Fig. 8).

The following contribution is supposed to show that under

reactor operating conditions at sodium temperatures of

560 C the existing aerosol deposits melt off though the

aerosol concentration in the cover gas is substantially

higher than at handling conditions.

A rise of the plugging temperature was gauged in the reactor

vessel during this stationary operating period and it was

found to be equivalent to an inward leakage of approximately
-3 31.5 x 10 std m air/hr. At the same time the cover gas

quality was raised aperiodically by feeding fresh argon.

Therefore it is not possible to calculate the amount of pene-

trated air by the measured nitrogen quantity. A not unimpor-

tant amount of the oxygen and humidity of the inward leaking

air already reacts with the sodium on the heat reflecting

plates. The following measurement can give information in view

to the possible order of magnitude of sodium oxide which is

formed this way.

No plugging temperature war firstly traced with the sodium

temperature at 2 5O°C after filling the reactor vessel prior

to the second high temperature operation. No cover gas impu-

rities were surveyed except a ground level of nitrogen. The

reactor vessel was heated up at a rate of 2°C/hr. A plugging

temperature of 120°C was firstly measured at a sodium tempe-

rature of 350°C (Fig. 9). Not long afterwards hydrogen was

traced in the cover gas. The necessary temperature for the

disintegration of sodium hydroxide is 319°C. Therefore the

sodium hydroxide and sodium hydride portions already disin-

tegrate following the equations:
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Both, the plugging temperature and the hydrogen portion in

the cover gas increased with the rise of the sodium tempe-

rature. The determined rise of the plugging temperature of

0.435°C/h lies considerably above the values which were usually

measured when the INTERATOM test rigs were filled. The re-

commended value for the plugging temperature rise is

approximately 0.1 C/hr in this case. The high value of

0.435°C/hr must be seen in relation to the fact that prior

to this operating period extensive inspection had been carried

out during which a considerable quantity of air could enter

the reactor vessel.

The plugging temperature reached 215 C after having kept the

sodium temperature of 600 C for several days. The cold trap

was started. The hydrogen level grew continuously with the

rise of the plugging temperature. The synchronous rise of

these values appears clearly (Fig. 9).

The hydrogen level decreased not before the cold trap was

started. The heat reflecting plates were considerably loaded

with sodium deposits prior to the filling of the tank (Fig. 10).

The temperature of the heat reflecting plates reached an

average level of 35O°C when the sodium temperature in the

reactor vessel was raised to 600 C. The surface tension is

reduced so far at this temperature that sodium and its com-

pounds can extensively drain away from the heat reflecting

plates and new deposits can not be built up.

The relationship of the surface tension of liquid sodium and

the wettability of stainless steel by liquid sodium was al-

ready reported on by M.J. Todd and S. Thurner of the Reactor

Engineering Laboratory at Risley. This report proves that

the wettability of stainless steel mainly depends on two facts.

These are the oxygen content of the liquid sodium and the

quality or constitution of the steel surface. An increasing

oxygen content slows down the wetting process as well as

poorly cleaned steel surfaces. In accordance with this report

complete wetting is obtained when the wetting angle is - 7°.

It is shown clearly that the surface tension falls rapidly

at temperatures above 300 C even under the presence of oxygen

impurities. The wetting occurs completely when the tempe-

rature is kept above the 300°C level for the appropriate

period. Most of the heat reflecting plates are lying in a

temperature range above 300°C in the case of the RSB test

facility. Thus, the excellent defrosting effect is the result

of the temperature distribution in spite of the oxygen im-

purities .

The sodium compounds which are included in the deposits are

washed away by the rinsing process. These sodium compounds

partly disintegrate at the sodium temperature of 56O°C in

the reactor vessel following the chemical processes as men-

tioned above. Evaluations of disintegrated quantities of

sodium hydroxide and sodium hydride by the use of the cover

gas composition and the plugging temperature did not lead

to considerable amounts which actually were expected (Fig. 10).

The reason for this discrepancy is that the determined hy-

drogen rise of 1.43 vpm/hr in the cover gas does not corres-

pond with the actual value but is too low. The adulteration

results from an argon quantity of 0,5 std m /hr which is fed

continuously to maintain the necessary pressure in the reac-

tor vessel. On the other hand the rise of the plugging tempe-

rature does not necessarily result from the sodium oxyde ex-

clusively .

When the hydrogen concentration in the liquid sodium is cal-

culated from the gauged cover gas level of hydrogen by the

use of the law of Sievert, an equilibrium of 2.5 ppm in the

liquid sodium is found for the case of the maximum hydrogen

level in the cover gas. The saturation temperature which

corresponds with this value is in good agreement with the

plugging temperature at the same time according to the report

APDA 241. Thus, it is concluded that the plugging temperature

mainly resulted from sodium hydride and not from sodium oxyde

at that time.



In the meantime the cold trap was dismantled which was

operated during that operating period. Remarkable amounts

of sodium hydrogen compounds were found in the cold trap

which emphasizes the previously stated assumption. The

methods of analysis and sampling of the compounds which are

trapped in the cold trap unfortunately are still too in-

accurate to permit us to give an exact quantity of the por-

tion of sodium hydride and sodium hydroxide. But this de-

claration would certainly not correspond with the mode and

quantity of the compounds which entered the cold trap, as

the cold trap was once heated up to 400°C because of diminuished

flow capacity. Chemical reactions are possible in various

directions at this temperature.

Following these observations and considerations it can be

said that even voluminous deposits of contaminated sodium

on the heat reflecting plates are no significant problem in

the case of the RSB test facility. The contaminations are

washed away by the clean liquid sodium when the temperature

is raised in the range of the heat reflecting plates (Fig. 11).

The aerosols which reach the heat reflecting plates by na-

tural convection at high temperatures, run off at once and

cause a rinsing effect, too.

5. Annulus of the big rotating shield plug

No sodium deposits were found in the vertical annulus at

handling conditions with the temperature 25O°C. This obser-

vation must be led back to the fact that the temperature

at the convection barrier is 80°C in average. The aerosols

which are produced at a very low rate at this operating

condition already deposit in lower regions of the heat re-

flecting plates. Besides, considerable convection current

does not occur. At no time during the handling operations

trace amounts of sodium deposits could be spotted through

the observation port, which is installed directly over the

big rotating shield plugs' convection barrier (Fig. 4).

The average residual gap was found to be approximately

0.1 mm for reactor operating conditions at 550°C sodium tem-

perature. The residual gap can locally have some more height

whereby the actual gap clearance can exceed the critical

size of 1 mm. The gap clearance scavenging circuit was

operated permanently with the sodium at 560 C during the

first high temperature phase in autumn 1973. Argon flow of

3 std m /hr was supplied at a differential pressure of

0.3 mb as it was during all further reactor operating periods.

The average of the gauged temperatures was 160 C at the

convection barrier. Following this operating period of 6

weeks duration all shield plugs' gap clearances were in-

spected. No visible deposits were found in the area over the

convection barrier.

The average temperature was 190 C at the convection barrier

during the second high temperature phase with the sodium

at 600 C in spring 1975. Operation with an increased tempe-

rature of 600 C causes a_ two- or threefold rise of the

aerosol concentration in the cover gas in relation to the

560 C operating conditions. This measure was supposed to

imitate a long-time behaviour.

The gap clearance scavenging circuit was operated at the be-

ginning of this testing period of 14 weeks duration.

The gap clearance scavenging circuit was shut off to inten-

sify the testing conditions during the last three weeks of

this operating period. No observations on sodium deposits

could be made prior to the stop of the gap clearance sca-

venging circuit in spite of the high temperatures.

The inspection of the big rotating shield plugs' gap clea-

rances later on produced traces of sodium deposits in the

lower region of the annulus for the first time. The deposits

were mainly found on the horizontal flats where the basalt

containment is screwed together (Fig. 12). The inspection of

the medium-sized rotating shield plug included, the bearing

area and the following annulus as far as to the convection

barrier. No deposits were observed here.

The small rotating shield plug was removed completely. The

convection barrier of this shield plug is lying directly



below the bearing, too. Thus a long vertical unarmed annulus

is shaped.

All vertical surfaces were free from sodium deposits however.

No deposits could be traced at the horizontal surfaces as

the bearing area for example, too.

Testing positions for control rods are part of the medium-

sized rotating shield plug. These positions are usually

plugged with dummy inserts. Four of these dummy inserts were

removed. All parts were absolutely free from deposits of any

kind. The annulus of these dummy inserts is 3 mm in size.

This testing period can be summarized in the experience

that an unimportant aerosol transport into the annulus took

place. This result is explained by the three weeks' operation

with the gap clearance scavenging circuit shut off. No dis-

advantageous influence whatever is given for the operation

of the test facility.

The third testing period was performed at 560 C sodium tem-

perature again and it was only discontinued for the short new

year's vacation. The complete testing period was 18 weeks.

The gap clearance scavenging circuit was in operation during

the first phase of 12 weeks duration. However, unequal tem-

perature distribution across the shield plugs was artificially

created by the shield plug bottom cooling system to increase

the convection current. Only sections of the shield plugs'

bottoms were cooled. This operating condition exclusively

serves for testing purposes. This mode of operation will not

be possible in the case of the SNR-300 as the shield plug

will not be outfitted with a bottom cooling system.

The unequal temperature distribution was continued during

the second phase of 6 weeks duration but in addition the gap

clearance scavenging circuit was shut off, too. Bpth testing

periods passed over into one another without inspection in

between.

Following these tests an extensive observation program was

performed again. At first the required current consumption

was measured for the rotating shield plugs' drive motors and

compared with previously measured values. In the case of the

big rotating shield plug no change was determined. The

current consumptions of the medium-sized and small shield

plugs considerably exceeded the tolerable limits. Therefore

the turning process was stopped for the time being.

The visible regions of the basalt containment of the big

rotating shield plug were inspected through the observation

ports. It was thereby ascertained that aerosol deposits

had considerably enlarged but had not reached an alarming

order of magnitude (Fig. 13).

The spreading of the deposits partly reached into the upper

annulus. A thin layer was even traced in the bearing area.

Only the bearing area and the following annulus can be in-

spected as far as to the convection barrier at the medium-

sized shield plug. Unimportant amounts of sodium deposits

were found there on the horizontal surfaces.

The small rotating shield plug was removed completely again.

Slight sodium deposits were found in a range of 220° of the

basalt containment's circumference over the total height

as far as to the bearing area. The deposits were so volu-

minous in the lower region of the basalt containment that

the annulus was almost blocked over a height of 250 mm. As

the medium-sized shield plug and the small one showed the

same behaviour in view to the current consumption it is con-

cluded that deposits were existing in a similar mode at

the medium-sized shield plug, too. The voluminous deposits

in the vertical annuli at these two shield plugs are the

result of the arrangement with the convection barrier at

the upper end of the annulus.

Besides, the gap clearance scavenging circuit was never

operated at these annuli.

Four dummy inserts were removed from the positions of the

control rods again. These components which were not removed

till then, had no sodium deposits on them.



The results of these observations show clearly that minor

deposits are formed under normal operating conditions which

do not impair the readiness for operation. Considerable

amounts of sodium deposits are formed in unarmed wide gap

clearances under extreme operating situations as unequal

temperature distributions across the shield plugs and in

addition stopping of the gap clearance scavenging circuit

(Fig. lU).

Very narrow annuli remain free from deposits as it was

proved with the 4 dummy inserts.

The convection barrier of the big rotating shield plug per-

forms its duty satisfactorily in connexion with the gap

clearance scavenging circuit in operation. The convection

barriers of the medium-sized and small rotating shield plugs

will be located at the lower end of the annuli at the SNR-300.

Then the corresponding gap clearance scavenging circuits

can be operated, too. The disturbing influence of the so-

dium deposits of the medium-sized and small rotating shield

plugs were eliminated after a few days operation without

shield plug cooling at handling conditions. The explanation

for this selfcleaning effect is that the sodium forms cylin-

drically shaped agglomerations which can easily fall down

into the tank through the free vertical annuli when the

shield plugs are turned. Thus, it can be stated that an

annulus which is free at its lower end and which fills up

with sodium does not produce the same degree of difficulties

as horizontal gap clearances do in case of the KNK reactor

for example.

6. Handling machine cooling circuit

A subassembly transport can is taken out of a resting

position of the reactor vessel by the auxiliary handling

device and the bottom slide valve is closed. The original

handling machine was not available for the tests but all

functions were being taken care of by the auxiliary hand-

ling device. The cup-shaped bottom slide valve is intended

to catch the sodium drippings and reduce their likelihood

of being swept by the gas stream into the cooling circuit.

At the SNR-300 a subassembly is standing in the transport

can which has to be cooled. The afterheat removal is taken

charge of by the handling machine cooling circuit (Fig. 15).

A supercharger delivers the cooling gas at the top of the

auxiliary handling device via an electric heater, which

heats the gas up to at least 120 C. From here the cooling

gas is conducted in the central channel and on its way

down it passes the transport can.

The gas cools down the transport can which is suspended

from the gripper and at the same time it is enriched with

sodium aerosols and finest sodium particles. The gas reaches

the cup in the bottom slide valve at the lower end of the

auxiliary handling device and is guided from there upwards

through the external guide channel of the auxiliary hand-

ling device. A fractional precipitation of the solid par-

ticles is already obtained in the cup slide valve.

The solid sodium particles which are carried along when

the sodium-wetted transport can is cooled, deposit here

mainly in spite of their relative big inertia.

The cooling gas leaves the auxiliary handling device and

reaches the precipitator units which are a cyclone with

collecting tank and a high efficiency filter.

A separate series of measurements was performed which

was supposed to give a prospect on the order of magni-

tude of the sodium drippings per handling cycle. The

transport can remained in the reactor vessel for at least

one hour and was then lifted in the auxiliary handling

device and the bottom slide valve was closed. The hand-

ling machine cooling circuit was not in operation during

these measurements. The transport can was allowed to drip

for two hours at every handling cycle and was then placed

in the tank again to heat up. This dripping process was

repeated ten times altogether.

Afterwards the amount of deposits in the cup of the bottom

slide valve was determined and the slide valve was cleaned.

This cycle of measurements was performed four times. It
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was found that a very constant amount of approximately

100 g sodium dripped off per handling cycle.

Following these premeasurements tests were performed with

the handling machine cooling circuit operating. As soon

as the transport can was lifted and the bottom slide valve

was closed the gas cooling was started. As a heatable

dummy was not available to accomplish the tests the trans-

port can was blown at with preheated gas. The measurements

were carried out with different loading velocities.

The removed transport can was blown at in the auxiliary

handling device for a period of one hour following a

sojourn time in the tank of 30 min.

During the first testing period the cooling gas amount

was 220 std m argon/hr. 400 g sodium were found in the

cup of the bottom slide valve after 20 handling cycles.

The gas cooling circuit supplied 320 std m argon/hr du-

ring the second testing period. Altogether another 1000 g

sodium were found under identical further boundary con-

ditions .

At both testing conditions it can be premised with good

probability that the amount of approximately 100 g

dripping sodium as it was found in the premeasurements,

was still available at every handling cycle. According to

that about 4000 g sodium deposits had to be expected

after these tests.

The complete handling machine cooling circuit was examined

for sodium deposits following these trials. Following

quantities of deposits could be traced:

- cup slide valve after first test 385 g sodium

- cup slide valve after second test 982 g sodium

- gate valve before precipitator unit 115 g sodium

- collecting tank below cyclone 104 g sodium

- piping between cyclone and collecting 264 g sodium
tank

- high efficiency filter 2045 g sodium

total 3895 g sodium

After conclusion of the tests no sodium whatever could be

traced behind the high efficiency filter by litmus paper

test.

This result shows clearly that the total amount of the

expected sodium deposits was found to be in good agreement

with the premeasurements. This amount provides the basis

for the design of the SNR-300 components which have to

accommodate the dripping sodium and the sodium aerosols

during a complete handling cycle.

The emergency cooling situation was also simulated wherein

a subassembly standing in a transport can, is stuck half

way within the handling machine. The ,gas for the cooling

circuit is then drawn out of the reactor tank along the

outer side of the handling guide tube and fed back into

the top of the auxiliary handling device and on its way

down into the reactor tank it is blown across the trans-

port can.

Emergency cooling operation was performed under the follo-

wing boundary conditions for a total space of time of

20 days.

Time Cooling gas delivery Sodium temperature
o

m argon/hr.17

4

3

3

10

220

320

220

320

250

250

300

300

The subsequent inspection of all parts of the handling

machine cooling circuit revealed no measurable signs of

sodium deposits at no place.

Thus, it is shown clearly that no sodium deposits are being

transported into the handling machine cooling circuit under

emergency cooling operating conditions. This observation

is connected with the fact that the cover gas atmosphere

in the tank principally is still free from aerosols and

that a raise to 300°C sodium temperature does not bring

a measurable influence.



7. Down time of the RSB reactor tank

Following the first filling of the reactor tank with

sodium a big number of operating periods passed by at

which voluminous quantities of air could enter the tank.

During these operating periods maintenance and repair

works were carried out on the wire race ball bearings

and the inflatable seals or components were removed or

dismantled for inspection of the sodium deposits. The

tank was at zero pressure under these conditions. A certain

amount of argon was fed constantly. It must be assumed,

however, that sizeable quantities of oxygen and humidity

could penetrate into the tank and react with the present

residual sodium.

The chemical products of this process highly promote the

creation of sodium corrosion following theoretical re-

search.

No indication of sodium corrosion was found during the

previous inspections, however. Recently a subassembly

outlet temperature measuring probe which was installed

prior to the first filling of the reactor tank was removed

to analyze the effect of the sodium corrosion. This par-

ticular component was chosen as it reaches from the upper

edge of the rotating shield plug to the sodium and is

thus exposed to sodium corrosion at every temperature

level.

Four specimen were produced from the probe material. These

specimen were taken from the following regions:

- shortly below the seating in the shield plug

- lower edge of the heat reflecting plates

- range of high gas temperature

- height of sodium level at handling conditions.

It was established that the depth of the sodium corrosion

of these specimen was propagated only for a few ym. These

measurements corroborated the impression which was gained

during the extensive inspections at which sodium corro-

sion could not be traced with the naked eye.

8. Synopsis

Up to now a large number of impressions and practical

knowledge was gained on the behaviour of aerosols and

sodium deposits from the RSB test facility. During these

tests sometimes extreme boundary conditions, which cannot

occur at the SNR-3OO, however, were placed, to produce

measurable results at all. These results can be summarized

in the conclusion that in the case of the SNR-300 rota-

ting shield plugs difficulties will not occur with good

probability in spite of sodium deposits. This confidence

is based on the positive testing results with the gap

clearance scavenging circuit in connexion with the convec-

tion barrier. The altogether gained practical knowledge

was able to come into the SNR-300 design in due course.
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FIG. 1. Sodium deposits in KNK ball bearing region
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FIG. 7. Sodium deposits on heat reflecting
plates after handling operation con-
ditions
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FIG. 11. Heat reflecting plates after high
temperature operation

Sodium deposits on basalt contain-
ment after extreme operating condi-
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6. Research on Aerosol Formation, Aerosol Behaviour, Aerosol Filtration

Aerosol Measurement Techniques and Sodium Fires at the Laboratory

for Aerosol Physics and Filter Technology at the Nuclear Research

Center KARLSRUHE by S. JORDAN, W. SCHIKARSKI, W. SCHOCK, FedeSal

Republic of Germany

Part I

Aerosol Modelling for LMFBR Containment Systems

The behavior of aerosols in LMFBR plant systems is of great importance for

a number of problems of both, normal operational and accidental kind. To

mention a few:

- transport pattern of aerosols in the cover gas region (interaction with

tank lid area)

- deposition of aerosols on sensitive equipment (electronics, heat changing

surfaces etc.)

- aerosol transport and plate-out behavior in small and large scale sodium

fires

- aerosol formation and behavior in large core accidents.

In all those events usually information is necessary on

- aerosol formation parameters

- aerosol transport pattern

- aerosol plate out processes

- countermeasures against releases.

Aerosol transport characteristics in ducts, pipes and other structures vith

defined streaming parameters are sufficiently veil understood to apply K

existing theoretical approaches to real problems. In the case of closed

systems (vessels) with no internal gas flow or of larger volumes vith

internal natural convection at present aerosol transport and behavior has

not been fully understood / 1_7.

Attemps to describe aerosol behavior in closed systems have been made in

the US and in the FRG in the late 60's. Today's best computer codes available

to calculate aerosol concentration time functions for closed volumes are

the PARDISEKO III code /~2_7 and the HAARM-2 code /~3_7. Both codes use

the same integro-differential equations.

H. Jordan /~'*_7 made a comparison between HAARM-2 and PARDISEKO-III. He

identified three essential differences between both codes, namely

- HAARM-2 accounts for the temperature and pressure dependence of the

Knudsen number (ratio between particle radius and mean free path of carrier

gas molecules) and viscosity, PARDISEKO-III does not.

- PARDISEKO-III includes two shape factors (tc and f), HAARM-2 includes the

apparent reduced density of a porous particle only.

- HAARM-2 employs the theoretical solution for the collision efficiency

of a spherical particle in viscous motion. PARDISEKO-III takes the collision

efficiency as an input constant.

- HAARM-2 assumes the particle size to be lognormally distributed for the-

whole period of time under consideration allowing very short computation"

times. PARDISEKO-III makes no restrictions on the particle size distribution

at the expense of long computation times.

The evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of these and other

features of the existing codes is important and should be done in the near

future since, in particular in long term (real time) calculations, large

discrepancies between result and reality might exist.

Both codes have been used for Extension calculations on aerosol behavior

in HCDA of LMFBR's. Here an instantaneous aerosol source is formed

decaying in a closed system depending on essentially four aerosol processes,

namely

coagulation

sedimentation

- thermophoresis

- diffusion.
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These processes have been identified in our TUMA program / 5_7 (test stand

see Fig. 1) which was evaluated and compared with PARDISEKO-III / 6_7, / 7_7.

The agreement between the TUNA experiments, carried out with UOg aerosols

in nitrogen, and the PARDISEKO theory was satisfactory if 3ome from stand-

point of aerosol physics reasonable assumptions on aerosol form factors

are made (see Fig. 2). HAARM-2 was also applied to TUNA experimental pro-

gram results / h 7 showing reasonable agreement with PARDISEKO-III (see

Dif. 3). However, these cases represent from standpoint of aerosol physics

and aerosol chemistry relatively simple aerodisperse systems.

A final test whether the theoretical assumptions made in a code for aerosol

modelling are correct and lead to a description of the real accidental

aerosol system with sufficient accuracy can be made only be comparison

with experiments. In the frame of the FAUNA program, starting early 1977

at Karlsruhe, a larger vessel (about 200 m ) will be available to make the

necessary experiments to answer the problem. Preliminary calculations

applying the PARDISEKO-III code to the sodium burning experiments in the

CEN Cadarache (Cassandre program) have been carried out. One typical result

is given in Fig. h where the sodiumoxide aerosol concentration time function

is compared with a PARDISEKO-III calculation / 8_7. The experiment was

performed in the 1*00 m containment facilitiy at Cadarache employing the

burning of l»0 kg of sodium. Here, of course, other form factors than for

UOg aerosols should apply which are given in Fig. h. It is important to

note that the time dependent source as experimentally measured was intro-

duced into PARDISEKO-III code. It is not fully understood whether the typical

result of PARDISEKO-III curve being always by some factor above the ex-

perimental curves relates to the form factors assumed (f = 1.0 and K = 1.0)

or to the neglection of gravitational coagulation which was not taken into

account in these calculations. Since the first comparisons between PARDISEKO-

III calculations with time dependent aerosol sources in large volumes / 8_7

revealed differences more than a small factor much more work has to be done

on aerosol modelling.

Part II

Aerosol Size Spectrometry by Laser Light Scattering

1. General properties of laser spectrometers

For long times the scattering of light has been a well known technique for

sizing of aerosol particles. The main advantages of this method are:

Particles are sized in the airborne state without changing their properties. QQ

• The measurement is continuous.

The measured values are displayed instantaneously.

These properties of light scattering aerosol spectrometers make then

extremely valuable for measuring time dependent aerosol systems and instable

particles, as e.g. liquid droplets.

However, this powerful technique has not been applied widely because of

certain restrictions that were related to the use of incandescent light

sources used for illuminating the aerosol.

The important progress was achieved with lasers as primary light sources in

optical spectrometers. The high intensity and the extreme focussing properties

of laser light lead to the possibility of forming adequately small sensing

volumes which are necessary for measuring aerosols with high particle con-

centration.

Different developments in the field of laser aerosol spectrometry have been

done in our laboratory. In the following sections brief reports will be

given on resolution and sensitivity limits, on a method of auto-calibration

and on a recent development of an in situ spectrometer for water droplet

sizing.

2. Sensitivity limits of optical particle spectrometers

Empirical sensitivity limits of laser aerosol size spectrometers are in the

range from 0.07 to 0.U ym depending on input laser light intensity and on

the construction of the detecting system for the scattered, light pulses. Since

the limits depend on careful design of the optical system and on avoiding

parasite stray light, considerable efforts have been done to improve the

sensitivity of spectrometers.

It is, however, possible to save unnecessary time and work for experimental

development by calculating the performance data of an optical scattering

system in advance. Details are given elsewhere / 9_7, the results are the

following.

Using the Mie theory for calculating the scattered light from a particle of

radius r and integrating over the viewing aperture, the total detected energy

is given by E = P -Q- «t



where P is the input light intensity and t the time of illumination of a

particle. Q is a specific scattering cross section which is a function of

the particular optical setup and of the optical particle properties. These

being constant for a specific problem Q(r) is a function of the particle

radius only. Moreover, Q(r) can be calculated absolutely and the validity

of the results has been proven by experiments as will be shown in the next

section.

At the moment we will consider the sensitivity limit only.

Taking into account that one photon is the smallest energy amount detectable

by a photomultiplier, the sensitivity limit follows from the above equation

through K . = 1 photon. Considering further that the size resolution of

a single photon is arbitrarily bad, one can immediately' define a sensitivity

limit for every postulated resolution by increasing the number of photons

to a sufficiently high value.

This method does not consider the effects of background stray light because

by careful design of the spectrometer and by proper selection of lasers and

photomultipliers it is possible to reduce the background to such low levels

that single photons scattered by the aerosol particles can be measured.

Fig. 5 shows a measurement of a droplet size distribution. The data a)

suggest a log-normal size distribution which is cut off at low values. After

fitting the data to a truncated log-normal function curve b) exhibits a cut

off value of 0.185 Wa which agrees very well with a calculated one photon

limit of 0.18 pm for the spectrometer which was used for the measurement.

3. The auto-calibration method

Calculated calibration functions Q(r) of optical aerosol size spectrometers

are exact as long as the optical properties of the measured particles are

exactly known. This has been demonstrated using water droplets which indeed

are spheres with a well known refractive index I 9 J•

Fig. 6 shows, a typical calibration function of a forward scattering spectro-

meter using a He-Ne laser. The oszillations of this function will produce

peaks in the measured pulse height spectra of any aerosol, that is poly-

disperse enough to extend over one or more of the oszillations.

Fig. 7 shows an example. The solid line is the calculated pulse height

spectrum using a very broad droplet size spectrum as input and the function

in Fig. 6 as a transformation function. The dotted line represents measured

data of a polydisperse water droplet aerosol. It is obvious that all the

major peaks of the curves are retrieved. These peaks are correlated to a

well known particle size.

The calibration of the spectrometer is then obtained simultaneously from

the measured data. A separate experimental calibration is no more necessary.

This auto-calibration method is very valuable in cases where amplification

factors of a spectrometer must be changed many times. It is not necessary

to spend time for recording these factors and for controlling the light input

power for every single measurement, because all this information is implicitly

stored in the measured pulse height spectra.

The data in Fig. 5 are obtained using this method. It can be seen that the

counts in the large intervals of oszillations of the calibration function

must be counted into one channel. The slight deviations of the data from the

straight line are due to the limited size resolution of the apparatus.

The auto-calibration method has been applied in many experiments in our

laboratory, e.g. for measuring of the size spectra of different nebulizers

which are used as test aerosol generators /10 /.

h. In situ size spectrometry of water aerosol

A measuring problem that occured resently in one of our reactor safety

programs is the measurement of the sizes of water droplets in a super-

saturated steam atmosphere at elevated temperatures.

The steam droplet aerosol system is highly sensitive to changes in temperature

and pressure. It is not possible to use spectrometer which draw samples from

the system because the size spectra will be modified by the necessary pressure

difference.

The in situ light scattering is the only suitable method that can be used

to size the droplets without affecting their properties. This method has

been applied for droplet sizing in cooling towers already /*11_7« It has,

however, not been reported with lasers as light sources. In our case the

high concentration of the droplets can be handled only with the very small

sensing volumes that may be formed.with laser light illumination.

Fig. 8 shows the scheme of the optics of the spectrometer /"i2_/. Illumination

and observation optics are constructed in parallel in order to form a probe



head vhich can be inserted through the wall of the vessel or tube that

contains the aerosol. The laser and the photodetector are situated outside

under suitable conditions. The deflected illuminating beam and the observation

cone intersect at 90° and form a sensing volume of 10 ... 10 cm . The
h 5 - 3

permissible droplet concentrations are thai 10 ... 10 cm .

At present a lov power He-Cd laser is used. The wavelength of UUi nan permits

efficient filtering.of background light and high conversion efficiency of

the photomultiplier.

Due to the optical boundaries of the sensing volume corrections have to be

made for droplets that are illuminated incompletely at the borders of the

sensing volume. The ratio of erroueous light pulses increases with decreasing

sensing volume.

Though it is principally possible to correct the measured data for border

effects, the necessary procedure is rather time consuming. So the setup of

the spectrometer should be optimized for every special case, in order to

keep the errors adequately low. As a rough measure the size of the sensing

volume should be 100 times the size of the droplet for 10 % erroueous light

pulses.

The calibration function Q(r) is shown in Fig. 9. The two extreme polarization

angles can be chosen by rotating the laser around its optical axis. The

dotted curves are exactly calculated Mie functions showing the typical

oszillations while the solid lines represent the averaged values due to the

effects of boundary errors.

— 12 2
The calculated sensitivity limit for a single photon event is Cj(r)=10 cm

corresponding to r=0.2 um. Because of the steep ascent of the Q-functions

up to approximately 2 um not the total size range can be covered with a

single amplification value. In most cases the size range will be set from

1 um upward, as the droplets to be measured have diameters in this range.

Preliminary tests of the performance of this spectrometer showed the validity

of the above mentioned specifications and that the instrument is operable

under the conditions of a hot supersaturated atmosphere. The measurements in

the test vessel will start in 1977.

Part III

Facilities and Experimental Results

For the analysis of reactor accidents the release of radioactive substances

is most important. At the sodium cooled reactor most of the fission products

and fuel nuclides - except noble gases - will be released in form of

aerosols. Informations on the emission rates and behavior of aerosols in

closed systems are therefore most important.

The formation of nuclear aerosols in pase of an accident depends on the

accident itself. Assuming a Bethe-Tait accident - the up to now assumed

most severe hypothetical accident - one has to distingish for the SNR

three kinds of aerosol sources with different composition and behavior.

1) Primary released aerosols by excursion: This are mostly Plutonium

aerosols.

2) Sodium fire aerosols: The unavoidable rest oxygen of about 0.5 % in the

inner containment causes a sodium-oxygen reaction. Sodiumoxid aerosols

are released and may take along fission products and fuel particles.

3) Sodium pool aerosols: After a HCDA hot or boiling sodium may cover the

molten fuel in a core catcher. Considerable quantities of sodium may

evaporate and build condensation aerosols.These aerosols may be mixed

with fission products and fuel particles.

The behavior of these three kinds of aerosols is investigated by ex-

perimental and theoretical simulation.

The behavior of primary nuclear aerosols (U0g) was investigated in the 2 m

volume TUNA test facility.- A diagram of the test facility is shown in Fig. 1

UOp aerosols were produced by the exploding wire technique in nitrogen

atmosphere and the time function of aerosol concentration measured under

different conditions (e.g. temperature gradients).

The long-term behavior of particle concentration has to be discriminated in

three time spans. At first the concentration of particles is decreasing

very fast caused by coagulation. In the second time span no special aerosol

process is dominant. After two days in the third time span the con-

centration is decreasing exponential (sedimentation and diffusion to the

walls).



Four essential aerosol processes vere identified to be responsible for

aerosol behavior, namely coagulation, sedimentation, diffusion and thermo-

phoresis.

The experimental results of these experiments were already discussed in.

detail in part I of this paper in terms of comparison with calculations

from PABDISEKO code. The necessity to introduce shape factors into the

PARDISEKO theory was found.

Experiments on sodium fires and on the release of fission products from

sodium pools were performed in the test facility NABRAUS (Fig. 10 ). This

vessel of about k ra volume can be evacuated so that any desired atmosphere
p

can be simulated. Up to 10 kg of sodium can be brought into a 1 m fire

pan via a glove-box. Burning rates and aerosol formation rates were found

to be between 2 and 20 kg Ma/m *h at 1 respectively 21 % oxygen content /13/r

The measured aerosol formation rates are compiled in Fig. 11 .

Time functions of aerosol mass concentration were measured (Fig. 12).

The aerosol mass concentration over the sodium pool increased in all tests

at a relatively fast rate and attained aerosol concentrations between 3

and 20 g/m , subsequently, aerosol concentration decreased slowly to con-

centrations around 0.1 g/m . Mass concentrations of several grams per cubic-

meter were attained also at oxygen concentrations smaller than 1 ppm.

These results are important for the lay-out of filter systems.

For a second series of experiments a filter loop was added to the test rig

and different types of filters were investigated concerning their behavior

by loading with sodiumoxide aerosols. High efficiency sand bed filters were

developed and optimized concerning load capacity and efficiency (see session

IV).

The release rates of fission products from sodium pools into an atmosphere

of different oxygen content was investigated in a third series of experiments.

The Cesium content in the aerosol shows a development similar to the mass

concentration with the maximum Cesium concentration in the aerosol generally

attained before attainment of the maximum value of the airborne sodium con-

centration. A multiple of the initial Cesium concentration in the pool was

measured in the aerosol.

Fig. 13 shows some experimental results. For different oxygen concentrations EQ

the maximum sodium and sodiumoxide concentration, the maximum Cesium content

measured in the aerosol and the Cesium content of the sodium pool before

and aftei- the test have been indicated. The results of measurements show

that for a low oxygen concentration a maximum enrichment of Cesium is ob-

tained in the aerosol. The aerosol may contain more than ten times the

amount of Cesium present in the sodium pool. The Cesium content of the

aerosol falls with increasing sodiumoxide aerosols production caused by

an increase of the oxygen content in the atmosphere.

It can be concluded from the tests that sodium and Cesium evaporate independent

of each other and that this process is governed exclusively by the temperature

and vapor pressure, respectively. Due to its higher vapor pressure as compared

to sodium, the aerosol gets enriched in Cesium so that gradually the Cesium

content in the pool is substantially reduced. This fact is reflected in the

Cesium analysis of reaction residues present in the pan after the fire (last

column in Fig. 1$).

Balance calculations yield for a sodium pool with a Cesium content of 100 ppm

ab 5OO-7OO°C a Cs evaporation rate of 5 g Cs/m -h. According to the ex-

perimental results this evaporation rate seems to be proportional to the

Cesium concentration in sodium: for 500 ppm and at identical temperatures

a rate of 25 g Cs/m -h was measured,/ 1lt_7-

The Strontium content of aerosols in another series of burning experiments

was very low and quite near to the detection limit of. analyzing technique.

Aerosol mass concentration had a development similar to mass concentration

at Cesium experiments. The Strontium content of aerosols was measured three

orders of magnitude lower than pool concentration.

The release of Uranium from a hot or boiling contaminated sodium pool is

investigated in the NALA test facility (Fig. 1U ).

At these laboratory scale experiments different quantities of Uranium

dioxide powder (mean particle diameter 20 micron) were suspended in about

100 grams oi" sodium and heated up to 500 to 900 degree centigrade. The

evaporated sodium and fuel was either transported by a gas stream of Argon

or by diffusion through a heated (200°C) pipe in two cold-traps cooled with

liquid nitrogen. At the end of the open loop was a filter. The gas stream

was measured by a gas-meter.



The Uranium content of aerosol samples respectively the Uranium content of

sodium in the cold traps was determined by fluorometric technique. By this

technique it was possible to measure an Uranium content as low as 10 ng.

The concentration of fuel in each sample is compared with the concentration

in the initial hot sodium pool and discussed in terms of decontamination

factors DF which are the ratios of the fuel concentration in pool to the

released fuel concentration in sodium aerosol.

Experimental results are placed together in Fig. 15. All experiments were

performed with 100 gram of sodium and either 1 or 10 gram of Uranium

dioxide suspended in sodium.

Decontamination factors were found nearly reproducable to 1500 *_ 500 at

sodium boiling conditions. No significant change of decontamination factor

was found between the destination experiments and those forced by Argon

gas flow. The concentration of Uraniumoxide in sodium has no strong effect

on decontamination factor.

In the range of error no significant temperature dependence of Uranium

releases from sodium pool was found. This points to a evaporating compound

boiling at much higher temperatures than sodium. Sodium uranate Na,U0r

might be responsible for Uranium release from contaminated pools / 15 7.

From the experimental results it is possible to get a reference to the

vaporization rate of sodium. The evaporation rate of sodium was found to

be about 85 kg Na/m2-h at 900°C and about 300 g Na/m2>h at 500°C.

Large scale sodium fires and the behavior of nuclear aerosols including

mixed aerosols in large volumes will be investigated in a 220 m stainless

steel vessel FAUHA now under construction. The vessel can be evacuated so

that any desired atmosphere can be simulated. Design pressure is k bar. The

maximum sodium mass which can be handled in FAUNA is 1000 kg.

The performance of the reventing-blowers of the German LMFBR prototype

reactor SNR-300 in presence of sodiumoxide aerosols is tested in the REGINA

facility. The SNB-300 reventing system is mocked up in scale 1:1. Deposition

of sodiumoxide in the system and material corrosion of important components

is investigated.

Part IV

Filtration of Sodiumoxide Aerosols by Multilayer Sand Bed Filters

60

Up to now,nuclear installations with a chance of sodium fires have been

equipped with conventional fiber-glass filters. These filters have high

retention efficiencies for chemically inert aerosols but do not resist

aggressive sodiumoxide aerosols /16_7. Sand bed filters have therefore

been developed and tested for use in the exventing-system of Liquid Metal

Fast Breeder. Filtration of aerosols by sand bed filters is well known

although no previous attempts to optimize these filters on efficiency

and loading capacity have been reported.

The experiments were carried out in a closed gas-loop shown in Fig.16 .
2

Sodiumoxide aerosols were produced by burning 5 kg of Na in a pan of 1 m

area at the bottom of a chimney. The Na_09 aerosol formation rate was about
2

20 kg Na/m -h. The maximum aerosol concentration in the test loop was
UO g/m3.

The sand bed filter experiments entailed the construction and building of

a special housing apparatus consisting of 5 mm steel sheet. The housing was

gas-tight and could take up about 2 m of sand. The gas flow was directed

from above to below. At the bottom of the housing specially formed steel

sheets were installed to provide a good gas flow. Above these steel sheet

a supported sand layer of about 10-20 cm thickness was arranged followed

by layers of fine graded sand. The first layer from above was usually coarse

grained sand. Except for these two layers the sand was packed in such a way

that the porosity e decreased with bed depth.

In the first series of experiments the pressure drop Ap at different air

flow rates was determined for a simple arrangement of sand layers •

High collection efficiencies and good loading capacities were achieved for

low flow rates of 1*00 1/min corresponding to air velocities of 0.9 cm/sec

whereas at high air flow rates of 2000 1/min (U.5 cm/sec) good collection

efficiencies but moderate load was measured (Fig. 17). At medium range flow

rates good filtering conditions were not achieved for this sand arrangement.

It is very interesting to follow the increase of pressure drop with loading

capacity at different flow velocities. For low velocities the pressure does
o

not increase substantially up to a load of 300 g/m . For higher velocities

the pressure increases rapidly.



Fig. 18 shows a representative selection of our experiments vith different

sand layers, vhere the different sand layers have been optimized vith respect

to filter efficiency and loading capacity.

It vas found to be impossible / 17_7 to get high loading capacities together

with low penetrations over the whole range of flow velocity with one

packing of sand layers.

Therefore a "permeable" packing (i) of sand layers for flow velocities of

2-5 cm/sec (900-2300 1/min) and a more dense one (II), by adding a thin

layer of very fine graded sand, for velocities 0-2 cm/sec (0-900 1/min) was used.

From Pig. 18 it can be seen that filter efficiencies were achieved better

than Hepa standard except for one experiment performed at a flow velocity

of 1000 1/min for packing one. This is just the critical region between

diffusional deposition inertial impaction.

Fig. 18 moreover shows that the loading capacity varies between 1+00 and

600 g/m filtercross-section compared with a loading capacity of about
o

50 g/m for fiber-glass filters. It may be emphasized in this connection

that the loading capacity was mainly limited by the maximum pressure drop

of 800 mm WG allowed for this filter arrangement.

The quality of a sand bed filter is mainly determined by the filtration

processes impaction, diffusion and sedimentation. A simple penetration

model for multilayer sand bed filters was developed to explain experimental

results /~18_7.

From the fact that the pressure drop Ap rises linearly with flow velocity

one can conclude that the Hagen-Poiseuille law can be applied to explain

the clogging of sand bed filters. It seems reasonable that the filter cake

is mainly responsible for the pressure rise across the filter. One of results

of this theory is shown in Fig. 19.

For three distinguished filter layers (1a, 2b, 2c) the penetration of the

layers and then the penetration of the whole filter P have been calculated.

Since the deposition of the larger particles mainly takes place within the

filter cake,for the upper layer (1a) a particle diameter of d = 1,4 |u

has been taken. For the other layers the particle diameter of d = 0.15 pm

has been used for the calculation. The experimental values scatter around

the curve Ptot. This is a confirmation that already simple physical

assumptions give a good proof for the epxeriments.
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7. Vapour Trap Development and Operational Experience by W. JANSING,
G. KIRCHNER, J . MENCK, Federal Republic of Germany

Vapour -crap for a flow capacity of 3 std m /hr 67

Sodium aerosols have the unpleasant characteristic that

they deposit at places with a low temperature level.

This effect can be utilized, however, when sodium aerosols

are to be trapped at places which are determined before-

hand. Thus vapour traps were developed which can filter

sodium vapour from the cover gas. By this means the ne-

cessity was eliminated to heat all gas lines and gas systems

with trace heaters just as all sodium lines are heated.

It was of special interest for the INTERATOM developmental

program to develop vapour traps which have not to be changed

or cleaned after a certain limited operating period. The

vapour traps were supposed to enable maintenance free

operation, i.e. they were to operate "self-cleaning".

It vapour traps were employed at the KNK-reactor which have

been in operation for more than 30.000 working hours each.

8 of these vapour traps are designed for 0.25 std m /hr

argon flow and 6 units are designed for 1.0 std m /hr argon

flow. No difficulties arose with the operation of these

vapour traps. No additional filters were fitted in series

with these vapour traps. No sodium deposits could be traced

behind the vapour traps at no place of the system up to now.

The KNK vapour traps were modified and designed for higher

flow capacity for use at the SNR-300. The KNK vapour traps

were designed for a nominal flow rate of 1 std m /hr, the

SNR-300 units will permit flow rates of 20 std m3/hr.

At the time being there are two different types of vapour

traps in use in the INTERATOM test facilities. These vapour

traps mainly differ in structure and allowable flow capacity.

The allowable specific flow capacity for both types generally
3 2

is 2.5 std m /m .hr on the average. The so-called swirl

chamber trap which was formerly employed was not further

developed as the possible flow capacity was limited and the

efficiency of precipitation was only 99.8 %.

These vapour traps consist of a pressure vessel (1) in the

upper side of which a baffle plate (2) is welded. The baffle

plate serves to support the candle filters (3). A maximum

of 7 filters can be provided. The lower part of the vapour

trap houses a cage which is filled with steel wire cloth (4)

and which already brings a good precipitation effect. The

gas enters the vapour trap at the bottom side and leaves it

at its top. The precipitated sodium flows back, through the

gas line itself in counterflow to the gas. Survey of the

gas temperature and control of the trace heating are taken

care of by thermocouples (5) which extend into the candle

filters on the clean gas side.

o
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Vapour trap for higher flow capacity

In this kind of vapour trap a central suspension tube (1) is

welded in the pressure vessel (2). The suspension tube al-

ternately carries filter discs (3) and metallic ring gas-

kets (M-). The filter discs and metallic ring gaskets are

tightened together by the use of a lock screw (5). Thus the

cover gas cannot pass between filter and gaskets but can

penetrate through the filter discs. The suspension tube is

outfitted with holes in the reach of the filter discs. The

designed flow capacity settles the required number of the

filter discs. The trace heating is controlled by the thermo-

couple (6) in the gas entry chamber. The precipitated sodium

flows back from here in counterflow to the contaminated

argon via the gas suction line.

Vapour traps of this design were already built for flow
3

capacities of 25 std m /hr and 60 filter discs were re-

quired for this duty.

The cleaned gas is conducted through the central suspension

tube back into the circuit. The aerosols which are pre-

cipitated at the filter discs form small sodium drops which

enlarge until they are big enough to drain by gravity force.

The smallest sodium drops which are located below the rin-

sing sodium drops are swept away by this process. Thus

sodium-free paths are created at which the filter surface

is free and well permeable again.

The sodium vapour traps do not show any pressure loss at

the first starting. It is observed not before a certain

operation period that the pressure loss rises relatively fast.

The operation of the sodium vapour traps can be devided

in three phases in relation to the pressure loss behaviour.

First phase: no pressure loss. Sodium aerosols deposit at

the filter surface, obstruct an amount of pores and reduce

the free section of the filters until a pressure loss is

present at all.

The second phase begins at this condition. The pressure loss

rises relatively fast. The quick rise of the pressure loss

results from the reduction of the free filter section to

approximately 1 - 1.5 % of the originally offered filter

surface.

Third phase: This phase is characterized by unsteady beha-

viour of the actual pressure loss with respect to the

average pressure loss. This means that the free filter sur-

face is not further reduced. The precipitated sodium aerosols

form drops at the filter surface which enlarge continuously

and drain from the filter surface by gravity force because

of their viscosity.



The tolerable levels are:

Sodium-free paths are formed this way which give free a

certain amount Of pores again and allow the pressure loss

to fall for some amount. The necessary supposition for a

trouble-free function of the vapour trap is the forming.pro-

cess of sodium drops.

Several factors clearly take influence on the draining pro-

cess. These are the temperature at the filter discs, the

temperature of the incoming gas, the purity of the sodium

aerosols, the purity of the cover gas, the roughness of the

filter disc's surface, and the size of the pores. The tem-

perature of the incoming gas can be controlled by a cooler/

heater-unit which is installed before the vapour trap. The

sodium which drains from the filter discs flows back into

the sodium system via the gas line itself. Operation of the

vapour traps is influenced by impurities which are carried

along.

N,

humidity

50 vpm

10 vpm

1000 vpm

10 vpm
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An undisturbed operation can be guaranteed under these

conditions. The filter disc type vapour trap was operated

in the test facilities for 3000 hrs with a total flow

capacity of 40,000 std m3 at 56O°C sodium temperature. The

aerosol concentration was 21 - 23 gr Na/std m in the cover

gas during the tests. This value was determined by collec-

ting the sodium which flows back in a special drain tank.

Including all components as heater, cooler, piping and va-

pour trap, the overall efficiency of the circuit came to

99.999 % during this operating period.

The vapour trap was tested under aperiodically fluctuating

operating conditions between 0 and 100 % flow rate, too.

It was not established during these tests that the readiness

for operation subsided at all. Another vapour trap of this

model was employed with good result at the gap clearance

scavenging circuit of the RSB test facility. This vapour trap

which was designed for a flow capacity of 3 std m /hr was

operated for 4300 hrs at 400 - 600°C sodium temperature.

The aerosol concentration of the cover gas was 24 gr/std m

at this place, too. The efficiency of the precipitation was

99.9939 % in this case. The SNR-300 will be equipped with a

total of 37 vapour traps with 20 std m /hr flow capacity each.

These vapour traps can be utilized under vacuum condition

with good success, too. Very good experience was especially

made in connexion with vacuum destination. Test vessels

are heated up to 56O°C for vacuum destination. The pressure

in the test vessel is then pumped down below the vaporization

point of sodium via a vapour trap by the use of a vacuum

pump. The vapour trap works well and reliably under these

operating conditions, too.



8. Sodium Separation From the Cover Gas System of the PEC Reactor

by R. ANTON^ G. PICONE? P. VALENTIN?, P.G. BANDIERA*, L. BARILLI*,

Italy

At the CNEN center of Casaccia the problem of the separation of

Sodium vapours and aerosols from argon, altough being not a part

of a defined research programme, was object of studies, the re-

sult of which were some originally conceived designs.- it was ge-

nerally dealed with the realization and application on CNEN So-

dium loops of sodium vapour traps, which normally have a discon-

tinuous working and treat limited argon flows

Those experiences have been utilized and developed by N.I.R.A.

who have carried out their industrial application.-

Particularly, a possible employ of this type of traps was

shown for the Pec reactor.- This experimental reactor has the

characteristic to contain in the center of the core a tube having

the purpose to test fuel elements under very heavy working condi-

tions .-

Consequently the core is divided into two zones, one, ex-

ternal to the tube, having the support function; the other one ex

perimental, inside the tube itself.-

The two zones of the core are separately cooled by two in-

dependent sodium loops, at their turn served by two independent

* CNEN-DRV-BOLOGNA-ITALY

* * Nucleare Italiana Reattori Avanzati GENOVA-ITALY

blanket gas loops.-

For the support zone it was once foreseen the employ of clo

sed fuel, with a very limited amount of failed pins.-

The test zone contains just one fuel element.-

Consequently, the gas pollution due to fission products was

limited and did not appear necessary its continuous purification by

closed loop.-

In those conditions, the above said types of sodium vapour

traps looked very well fitted to this plant, at least as concep-

tion, while, from the point of view of the flows, they needed to

be adequate to the requirements of the various vent points.

In fact it was only to prevent sodium obstructions in the

vent lines, which worked only during desultory operations

of pressure control to the reactor requirements.-

The flows were generally limited and reached high values just

during the cleaning operations of the blanket gas with the reactor

shutdown and at low temperature.-

The problem rised in a very different way when it was decided to de-

sign the PEC reactor also for the utilisation of vested fuel.-

If the holding of an activity level acceptable for the blan

ket gas and the limiting of the active wastes at the stack already

were a problem when closed fuels were utilized with a certain amount

of failed pins,it was then necessary a continue argon purification

when it was adopted the vented fuel project.-
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The immediate consequence on the blanket gas loop was the re_

quirement to carry out a continuous circulation through all the ca-

pacities containing Ar, which could be polluted by gas fission pro_

ducts having such a half life as to cause an activity accumula-

tion beyond the acceptable values,-

3.

As previously said, two blanket argon independent loops are

provided for PEC reactor :

the former has the purpose to keep an inert atmosphere inside the

reactor vessel and inside the tank containing the main components of

both the primary loops; the latter feeds the tank containing the

components of the central experimental zone cooling loop.=

The two blanket gas loops are very similar in their concep-

tion.-

Their design particularly showed the following problems :

- choice of the gas circulation flow ;

- determination of the conditions to be kept in the gas at the in

let and outlet of the capacities containing sodium, in order to

minimize the sodium entrainment ;

- choice of the vapour purification and aerosols filtering systems

having the purpose to reduce to almost zero the sodium entrai-

nment into the gas purification loop,-

The solution of each of the three problems was striclty con

nected with the choices carried out, referring to the other two.-

The calculations results of the activity, coming from the

presence of fission gas in the argon, showed the requirement of a

recirculation flow, through the gas purification loop, not lower

than 15 Nm /h for the reactor and than 1,4 Nin /h for the central

experiment! zone.-

In such a condition it was impossible to apply the vapour

traps developped at CHEN since these traps would have been too

quickly obstructed,-

Therefore it has been applied, thanks to the French •• Ita

lian cooperation, to the advice of Messrs. CIRNA and of CEA.-

This has brought to the adoption for the PEC reactor of a sodium-

argon separation system, similar to that one adopted for the Phenix:

reactor.-

The system adopted for the reactor Phenix infact, looked to

quite well satisfy the PEC requirements; anyway some questions re-

mained, due both to the difference between the working of Phenix

and PEC and to the different conception of the two reactors.-

The Xe and Kr lower production in Phenix in front of that

one foreseen for PEC allows to keep a recirculation gas-flow lower

than that one foreseen for PEC; this , first of all, imposed a check

of the actual efficacy, at the higher flow, of the sodium elimina-

tion system used on Phenix. Furthermore it was needed to verify

upto what point the results got on Phenix could be extrapolated

to PEC; kept into account that the PEC geometrical and thermal condi-

tions are more unfavourable in front of Phenix,-
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After an analysis of the main parameters being able to af

feet the sodium entrainment, the job has been carried out follo-

wing two parallel ways : primarily, the loop has been designed,

compatibly with the main reactor requirements, in order to pre-

vent at the utmost degree the conditions leading to high sodium

concentrations in argon; secondly Ijis been set a programme of te-

sts in order to well foresee the characteristics of the argon get

ting out and of the efficiency of the argon sodium separation system.

4.

The main loop is made as a closed ring so to guarantee a continuous

gas circulation, through the components and through the radioisoto-

pes purification plant.- This loop gets the fresh gas, through a

system of two control valves, one spare to the other one, which

assures by a pressure control, to inantain of the pressure at 0,02

ate., with a tolerance of + 0.005 Ate (0.65 ate. for the central ex

perimental zone).

In the loop concerning the reactor, the components tank is

connected to the reactor tank by a large diameter (5") pipe* along

which, we find a connection to the overflow receiver.-

At the outlet of the reactor tank the gas is put into the

condenser-separator which has the purpose to catch the sodium va-

pours entrained by gas and to convey them towards the overflow reoelver.

The calm reservoir, which follows the condenser-separator

has the purpose to get a sudden deceleration of the gas, favouring

the deposition of condensed vapours.- The separation of

sodium from argon is completed by two parallel filters, alternatively

working, made with microporose cartridges which have the aim to stop

the aerosols and the solid particles still present in argon.-

Those filters are regenerable.- The gas so cleaned is conveyed

to the gas purification in order to eliminate the gassyfission pro-

ducts .-

After the purification, two parallel compressors, spares to

one another, assure the gas circulation inside the loop at the flow

of 15 tfa3/n.-

A by-pass line is set parallel to the purification, so al

lowing the gas circulation with the purification shut-down and also

the cleaning of gas and components by substitution with fresh gas.-

In order to reduce the entrainment effects due to the thermal

differences between gas and sodium in the various components, it

has been provided to fit with an adequate pre-heating system both the

gas inlet pipes to the tank and that one connecting the components

and reactor tanks.-

Particularly the gas is pre-heated to about 400° C. before it

enters the tank where the sodium is normally at 400° C , the tank gas

is furtherly heated, before it enters the reactor tank, to 550° C.

which is the same temperature ef the sodium there contained.- Since

the gas blanket of the two components has a temperature lower than

sodium has, the aim to have always a gas inlet warmer than plenum is,

is so got.-



In such a way it will be possible, not only to avoid the condensa

tion to aerosol of the vapours contained in the gas present in the

components and reactor tanks but it will rather be obtained a con-

tribution, although it will be small, to the opposite transforma-

tion. -

- The dimensioning of the various lines allows to keep extre-

mely low, in the range of the m/sec, the gas speed inside the pipe

connecting the components and reactor tanks, in such a way as to

favour the deposition and draining, through a proper line, of the

eventually entrained small drops.—

Also the discharge line towards the argon-sodium separation

system is so made to allow very slow gas speeds and is heated, in

order to favour the transformation to vapour of that part of aero-

sol which does not deposit itself.-

5.

As already said, contemporary to the study of all the provisions to

dicated above, which have the purpose to reduce the sodium entrain-

ment and to transform to vapour the most of entrained sodium, it has

been set up a series of experimental checks of the working of the cho

sen separation system.-

Such a system, deduced, as previously said, from that one employed

on Phenix, Consists of a condensor and series of sintered

steel filters.-

The set-up experimental programme has the following purposes :

a)

to verify the influence of the sodium level on the quantity of sodium

entrained by gas and to control whether the values corresponding to

the PEC working conditions are included within the concentration field

for which the condensor may be considered still effectual

b)

to verify the possibility to regenerate the sintered steel filters

without considerably altering the filtering capability and the du-

ration,-

The dimension of the argon blanket existing inside PEC above the main

sodium free surfaces are quite different from those ones we find on

Phenix and the sodium temperature is different as well»-

The tests supporting the design of the Phenix sodium-argon separation

system showed a considerable increase in the concentration of the so-

dium entrained by argon when the height of the gas blanket above the

sodium surface is reduced from 1300 mm. to 750 mm.

On the other side, on PEC such height is very variable from a

reservoir to another one, and, in each tank, varies with the va

rying of the working conditions (see table 1 ) . -

A first series of tests has therefore the aim to trace ex

perimental curves of the sodium concentration varying, in the gas

coming out from the reservoir, for various sodium levels (between

100 mm. and 660 mm.) and at various temperatures.-
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Moreover, since the PEC blanket gas pressure is quite dif-

ferent from that one of Phenix it will be also checked the amoun1"

of the influence of the absolute pressure on the phenomenon.-

Notwithstanding all the provisions adopted to optimize the

working of the condensor, it will be unavoidable a sodium entrain-

ment, due to the gas, in aerosol condition behind the condensor it

self.-

As previously said, for this purpose, filters of such dimen-

sions, as to prevent every entrainment, will be installed,-

With the gas flows foreseen in the case of maximum production

of fission products, and considering the space limitations which do

not allow to install more than a certain number of parallel filters,

it is foreseen their quick obstruction.-

It is therefore fundamental to verify the regeneration possibili-

ties of the filters in order to be able to reutilize them a num -

ber of times as great as possible.-

It has been given much importance to a series of tests having the

aim to study the eventual consequences of reiterated operations on

the filters filtering capability and regeneration.-

Particularly it is wanted to determine the minimum amount

of filtering cartridges to be installed in parallel on each of the

two groups, alternatively working, keeping into account both the

requirement to limit the frequence of the regeneration cycles and the

losses of pressure inside the loop.-

Moreover, it is wanted to optimize the regeneration system,

determining, from one side, its influence on the filters filtering

capability.and duration, and, from the other side individuating the

parameters being able to have consequences on the quality and dura-

tion of the regeneration itself.-

The above said tests have been ordered by N.I.R.A.to the CEA

center of Cadarache and are now being completed.- They are carried

out on the Copacabana and Pavana loops, opportunely modified, in or

der to reproduce working conditions, as similar as possible to those

foreseen for PEC.-

The results up to now known, chiefly concerning the filters re-

generation possibilities, altough not yet submitted to accurate

analyses, look to confirm the correspondence of the design with

the working requirements of the PEC reactor.-

Table 1 P E C Nominal Cover Gas Operating Conditions
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Ar flow

Component vessel Ar inlet temperature

Component vessel Ar pressure

Component vessel Na temperature

Component vessel cover gas height

Reactor vessel Ar inlet temperature

Reactor vessel Ar pressure

Reactor vessel Na temperature

Reactor vessel cover gas height

Condenser Ar inlet temperature

Condenser Ar outlet temperature

Nm3/h

°C
mbar

°C
mm

°C
mbar

°c
mm

°C
°c

REACTOR

15

4C0

2 0 + 5

400

600 - 1600

550

2 0 + 5

550

400

600

130

TEST LOOP

1,4

400

600 + 50

450

550

-

-

-

-

500

130
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9. Sodium Vapour Deposition Studies Related to the Development of

Components for LMFBR in JAPAN by Y. HIMENO, K. YAMAMOTO, J. TAKAHASHI

K. MOCHIZUKI, R. SAITO, Japan

Abstract

During the course of research and development for the

experimental fast breeder reactor JOYO, performance tests

for such components as rotating plug and vapor trap has

been carried out using prototype models.

In recent years, as the development effort has been

concentrated to the prototype fast reactor MONJU, performance

tests for the components mentioned above in large scale are

now in progress.

In this report, brief description of the test results

and experiences obtained from these studies are presented,

with the results of basic studies related to these.

1. Introduction

The necessity of sodium aerosol and vapor behavior study =

for a sodium cooled fast breeder reactor is based on the j ^

following requirements: T>===

(1) To prevent operational difficulties of the reactor 2 S i

components such as rotating plug caused by sodium § H I

deposition. -vi ==

(2) Development of vapor trap with high efficiency. ^5

(3) Analysis of aerosols behavior in the case of hypothetical =

LMFBR accident.

PNC, which is engaged in FBR (fast breeder reactor)

development in Japan, is devoting its efforts in comprehen-

sive research and development works in this particular field

starting from basic experiments on laboratory scale to demon-

stration tests under reactor simulated conditions with mockup

components.

Likewise, recently various academic institutions includ-

ing universities as well as private industries are working

on the themes related with this subject, and there have become



availabel a lot of published reports and treaties in this field

2. Basic Research

2-1. Evaporation, Condensation and Mist Formation

Basic researches on the subject matters have been under

way since 1973 by Kumada and his co-workers, at Hokkaido

University and by Kudo et al at Hitachi Research Laboratory,

Hitachi, Ltd.. The former is engaged mainly in the study of

evaporation from sodium pool surface. While the latter is

working for the development of a mathematical model of mist

formation.

Fig. 1 shows the experimental apparatus on which Kumada

et al are presently working. The vessel is of a square

floor type with a sodium pool in the center of the floor.

There are provided glass windows in the circumference of the

vessel so that evaporation can be observed from outside.

WINDOW

BOX

COPPER PIPE

HEATER
-SODIUM POT

The experiment was conducted mainly to measure evaporation J

rate from pool surface with 300°'v450oC into room temperature

Ar cover gas space. In parallel with this evaporation

experiment, a similar experiment of natural convection heat

transfer of local heating from floor was also undertaken to

examine the correlation between heat transfer and mass

transfer.(2)

Fig. 2 represents the Scherwood number calculated from

the evaporation rate obtained by the above experiments.'-^)

In the Fig, Nusselt number obtained from the heat transfer

experiment, Scherwood number calculated by use of the theory

of Hills and Rosner assuming that evaporated vapor change to

mist with supersaturation of 1.0, and Sherwood number calcu-

lated by use of critical supersaturation model are also

presented. It is known that, due to the mist formation, the

experimental data are very close to the predicted line by

CSM (critical super-saturation model).

100
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Fig,1 Experimental Apparatus for Evaporation Study

Fig. 2 Experimental and Calculated Sherwood

Number for Evaporation



In order to investigate the mist formation more

acculately, they are conducting another experiment using a

laser beam for visualization of the phenomenon. (3) Fig. 3

Mist Dispersed
S pace

Mist Free
Space / Nucleation

Zone

"F loor |\la Surface F I oor
20mm _ IT

(328°C)

Fig. 3 Nucleation Above Pool Surface

represents the sketch made from the photograph of the mist

formation taken by these experiment. It is clearly seen

that nueleation has taken place at the point some 1 - 10mm

from the pool surface. At just above the pool surface, there

is noticed a clean mist free space, which presumably formed

by diffusion-phoresis or thermo-phoresis. By this laser beam

experiment to make evaporation and nucleation phenomena

visible, they measured the hight of mist free space at various

pool temperatures and obtained the results shown in Fig. 4.

In the Fig, the hight of mist free space predicted by the above

mentioned CSM are also plotted as a function of pool temperature

in the ritht hand side. Temperature dependency of these two,

experimental and calculated hight, are opposit. So the inves-

tigators are trying to evaluated the effects of diffusion-

phoresis and thermophoresis for mist formation.

Besides the above mentioned results, they calculated the

supersaturation for nucleation with experimental data, and

obtained the results shown in Fig. 5. Supersaturation is 77

known to be approximately constant at 2 0 - 4 0 within the pool

temperatures ranges of 300°C - 490°C

Kudo et al, who worked on experiments and development of

calculation models, conducted investigation on condensation

and mist formation. ̂ ' ̂ ) rpne experimental apparatus used was a

cylindrical vessel as shown by Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4 Comparison Between Observed and Predicted Nucleation Zone
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Pool Temp (°C)
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Fig. 5 Experimental Supersaturation for Nucleation



For the development of a mathematical model, he introduced

the following assumptions:

(1) The natural convection between the two-plates as shown

in Fig. 6 is assumed to be the same as the natural

convection between horizontal infinite plates.

(2) There are number of sufficient foreign nuclei in the

cover gas space, and these result in heterogeneous mists

formation.

(3) The mist particles formed develop and grow in the cover

gas.

Nozzle for Mist Sampling

Vapor Trap

Roof

Heater

liq Na

_3
3055* I. D.

(4) The growth of particles is accelerated by Brownian /Q

motion, eddy current,, etc. in the cover gas space, and

its removal is mainly by gravitational settling.

(5) The cover gas is sufficiently turbulant. So the

special distribution of mist particle is homogeneous.

Fig. 7 represent the change of experimental mist concen-

tration data using the test vessel shown in Fig. 6 and with

the pool temperatures of 400°C and 500°C as a function of roof

temperature. With these experimental data, particle radius

distribution of the mists were calculated, and the results

shown in Fig. 8 were obtained.

200 250 300 350 400 450
Roof T2(°C)

Fig . 7 Experimental Mist Concentration
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Fig. 6 Test Vessel for Mist Cocentration Determination Fig. 8 Calculated Partide Size Distribution as a Function of Roof Temp T2



2-2. Mist Behavior and Vapor Deposition

PNC and Toshiba Electric Co., Ltd. are engaged in the

investigation of mist deposition mainly in an annular space.

In the first, radius distribution of mist particles and

mist concentration inside an argon gas space, which are

required for data analysis of vapor deposition are trying to

calculate using a computer code considering coagulation, wall

plating, gravitational settling and so on. Relating to mist

concentration for the computer code input, experimental data

by Himeno'6' and by Kudo (shown in Fig.7) are available.

With respect to vapor deposition, it has been shown that

if the temperature difference between the pool and cover gas

are between 100 - 200°C, more than 99% of deposition is by

mist deposition.'6' Effect of annular gap width to vapor depo-

sition rate were intensively studied by Uotani et al.(7) They

showed, with the extent of annular space of 4 00mm in length and

3 - 24mm in gap width, that wider the width greater the vapor

transfer by Ar cover gas natural convection within the gap

space as shown in Fig. 9. They also found that critical

width between diffusion and convection transfer was about

10mm.
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2-3. Studies on Sodium Oxide Aerosol Behavior

An experimental and computer code development studies

were undertaken by Nishio and Kitani at JAERI to describe

aerosols behavior at the time of LMFBR hypothetical accidents,

and ABC code was developed, (8)

The ABC Code is characterized in dividing heterogeneous

aerosol distribution into multi-groups in order to linearize

non-linear integer-differential Smolchowski equation.

The source term can be introduced as the function of time and

equations of coagulation, gravitational settling, wall plat-

ing by Brownian motion, wall plating by thermophoresis, and

ventilation of gas are calculated in the code.

heat insulating material

water coolant
inlet

10 20 30 40
Distance from Gap Inlet (cm)

water coolant

outlet

Fig.9 Deposition Rate Along Axial Length (Pool Temp 535°C;
Fig. 10 Schematic of an Experimental Chamber of the Chimney-type Heating for the

Thermophoretic Adherence of Sodium Oxide Aerosol Particles



As was pointed out by the experimental study of Van de

Vate,'9' the effect of thermophoresis upon aerosol concentration

decrease is large. So, to investigate the effect, Nishio et

al carried out the experiment with Na 0 aerosol and found the

good agreement of the experimental data with Brock & Jacobson

equation.^10' Also, using the experimental chamber as shown in

Fig. 10, they investigated aerosol concentration decrease with

the parameter of heat-input from the floor heater into the

chamber, and obtained the results as hown in Figs 11 and 12. d D

It is known that larger the cover gas natural convection

and larger the temperature difference between the chamber

wall and the gas, the thermophoresis velocity become larger.
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3. Developments {j(J
3-1. Study on Shearing Properties of Solidified Sodium^12^

In order to avoid operational difficulties of the

rotating plug caused by deposition of vaporized sodium, the

following considerations are trying to taken into account

in the designing.

(1) Prevention of sodium vaporization, of transfer of sodium

vapor and mists and of their deposition.

(2) Melt and remove deposited sodium.

(3) Develop and install sufficiently powerful motors to

drive the rotating plugs even with the adhesion of

solidified sodium.

These policies are also applied to the design of "MONJU".

The research work presented here is a basic research aiming

at above Item (3), and it is now under way at Mitsubishi Heavy

Industry Co., Ltd. and the work is consisted with the

following three main test items:

a) Simulation Test of Rotating Plug

Installing a small model with an annular gap into the

cover gas phase of the sodium vessel. Thus, evaporated

sodium were deposited into gap walls under the conditions

close to the reactor operation. Then, rotating force

of the inner cylinder was measured.

b) Maximum Rotating Force Measurement Test

In order to determine the maximum value of rotating

force of a cylinder, the force with solidified

sodium was measured employing a model of the similar

scale as mentioned above, and shear force of the

sodium was determined under various conditions. Effects

of width, eccentricity, temperature, and rotating speed

of the cylinder were investigated.

c) Measurement of Mechanical Properties of Solid Sodium

The physical properties, such as the tensile strength

and shear strength of the metallic sodium and the wall

adhesion strength of sodium were measured.



By combining and extrapolating the results of the above

mentioned research work, it is aimed to determine the motor

torque necessary to drive "MONJU" rotating plug.

3-2. Study of Sodium Vapor Deposition on Rotating Plugs

of Experimental Fast Breeder Reactor "JOYO"'13^

Prior to the manufacturing of rotating plugs for "JOYO",

tests were carried out to investigate and demonstrate the

possible removaling of deposited sodium on annular surface

by heating and, thus, dropping back the melt sodium into

the pool.

For this purpose, mockup rotating plugs of vertically

real size and radially 1/5 reduced size (the annular gap

width is approximately real size) were used, and sodium

vapor was deposited into their annular spaces under reactor

simulated operation conditions for one reactor fuel cycle

(1,500 hours). Thus, the lifting force and rotating force of

the plug were measured, and the state of vapor deposition

were observed. Followed to these, annular spaces were heated

and the test of the removaling of deposited sodium vapor was

carried out.

As the results of these tests, it was learned that

there accumulated remarkable amount of deposited sodium vapor

on the entire circumference of the annular surface, especially,

in the region where the wall temperature was about 100°C.

Because of this, rotating force considerably increased.

However, most of deposited sodium on annular surfaces could be

removed by heating the wall to 150°C - 200°C.

3-3. Study of Sodium Vapor Deposition Control for Rotating

Plug of Prototype Fast Breader Reactor "MONJU"^ 1 4^ 1 5^

Tests are being conducted to investigate the effective-

ness of preventive methods for vapor deposition which are

contemplated to be applied to MONJU's rotating plugs.

The methods which were considered to be effective for

sodium vapor deposition control are following two, and the

tests are now under way concentrating their emphasis to oi

investigate these.

A method to provide blades at the lower inlet of the

annular space to restrict the transfer of sodium vapor

or mists by cover gas natural convection.

A method to blow down argon gas flow into the annular

space so that sodium vapor or mists do not enter into

the annular space.

As in the case of the tests for simulated JOYO rotating

plugs described above, the model used for the tests was vertica-

lly real size and radially 1/5 reduced size. The following

three tests were accomplished to date.

(1) Test with the model without any prevention method.

(2) Test with the model with blades at the inlet of annular

space.

(3) Test with the model with blades and with Ar gas down flow.

In these tests, lifting and rotating force of the model

rotating plug were measured after test duration of 400 hours

under reactor simulated conditions. (540°C)

The state of deposited sodium vapor on annular surface

of the model was examined, and thereafter, the sodium was

removed by heating from outside. Preliminary tests results

showed small progress of deposition.

3-4. Vapor Traps

Development of Vapor Traps for JOYO

The R & D of vapor traps is divided into two stages;

that is, one is for the preliminary test and the other is the

development test of vapor traps for FFDS (Failured Fuel Detec-

tion System).

The preliminary tests was performed at Hitachi Company

Ltd., using the test trap shown in Fig. 13, concentrating

its emphasis on the following items to clarify the basic

characteristics and performance of vapor traps:



(1) Observation of trapped sodium on mesh.

(2) Determination of trap efficiency.

(3) Evaluation of trap mechanism.

The test was conducted without preheating the vapor trap

with the mesh temperatures of 30 - 400°C. The observation of

trapped sodium indicated a state of uniform adhesion and

deposition on the mesh wires due to the satisfactory wetting

of sodium and the stainless steel mesh at about of 400°C.

But, in the region where the mesh temperature was nearly at

100°C, sodium was seen to be trapped in the form of drop.

Thus, it was estimated that, at higher mesh temperature, the trap

efficiency will improve. Experimental trap efficiency was

0.6^0.97.

efficiency was calculated as a function of diameter. Both 82

the calculated results and the test data are shown in Fig. 14.

From the mist particle size distribution data shown in Fig. 8

and by Argone National Laboratory, (16) j.^ ±s known that the

particle diameter in argon cover gas is 2 20pm. Fig.14, indicate

that sodium mists are trapped in the same particle sizes of

approximately 20 - 50ym. For the mists with particle diameter

below lOym, the trap efficiency is known to be extremely poor.

U = 1 cm/S

Ar outlet

Fig. 13 Vapor Trap for Preliminary Test

Trap mechanism evaluation was conducted using a filtra-

tion theory assuming that the greater part of sodium was in

the form of mist particles. In the calculation, particle

diameters were varied between 1 - 100pm and, then, the trap

- E

0 10
Mesh region length X(cm)

30

Fig. 14 Sodium Removal Rate

The development of vapor traps for FFDS is aimed to reduce
24

the background from radioactive Na as low as possible at the

time of the measurement of activity from either delayed neutron

and fission products. It is also desirable that a vapor trap has



a long life and is maintenance free. For this reason, the above

mentioned preliminary test results were further advanced to the

development test of a reflux type vapor trap for FFDS by

Toshiba(17)(18).

In order to raise the trap efficiency and to prevent the

plugging of tapped sodium, the vapor trap was preheated up

to 200 - 500°C as shown in Fig. 15. The extent of test con-

ditions were argon gas flow rate ranges of 50 - 150Nl/min and

the mist concentration ranges of 1 - l,000yg/Nl.

The results are as shown in Fig. 16.

It was knowr from the results that the trap efficiency

in the high mist concentration ranges was as high as more

than 99.9%, but in the low mist concentration ranges, it was

low as 40 - 90% since the mist radius became small.

However, in either case, it was found possible to maintain the

sodium concentration at the outlet of vapor trap at extremely

low value as 28yg/Nl.
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Fig. 15 Temperature Distribution in Vapor Trap
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Fig. 16 Trap efficiency and inlet gas sodium concentration

Development of Vapor Traps for MONJU

The present development efforts are concentrated mainly

on the vapor traps for argon gas feed and exhaust line which

are used for sodium level control for steam generators. This

is because a vapor trap of large argon gas flow rate is

required in the gas line, where the cover gas pressure should

be controlled rapidly by feeding and exhausting Ar gas at any

abrupt drop and raise of sodium level in the steam generator

in the event of the mechanical pump accident.

The results of the preliminary numerical test have been

obtained in the case of change of argon gas flow rate transiently

from lOOa/min to 200&/min stepwise. According to the data, the

sodium concentration at the outlet of the vapor trap was found to

increase as the flow rate.

3-5. Operational Experiences with Vapor Traps

From the fact that the vapor trap efficiency becomes higher

as sodium stainless steel mesh is well wetted, it is desirous to

be used by preheating higher than 250°c.



The vapor traps employed at various sodium test facilities

in PNC's Oharai Engineering Center can be divided into two

different types; one is the preheating type while the other

is the non-preheating type. In the case of the latter, when

the mesh in the trap is plugged with mists, a temporary

preheating is applied for its regeneration. In either types

of vapor traps, however, the problems constituting operational

difficulties are mainly those where sodium oxide aerosol which

were accumulated in the mesh section causes plugging, and this

result in the difficulty of regeneration by preheating.

When plugging takes place, there is no other alternative than

to clean it by alcohol.
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10. Sodium Vapour Deposition in Annular Spaces Within an Enclosed

Argon Cover Gas by V. HIMENO, K. yAMAMOTO, J. TAKAHASHI,

K. MOCHIZUKI, R. SAITO, Japan

Abstract

In this paper, the results of a vapor deposition

experiment with closely arranged annular walls are presented.

A computer code was first made and sodium vapor

deposition caused by argon gas natural convection vapor

transfer from the pool surface to the annular were numerically

calculated. The numerical results thus obtained were about

1/100 of the experimental vapor deposition rate.

On the other hand, measurement of vapor concentra-

tion in argon cover gas space indicated that more than 99.5 %

of the sodium dispersed into gas pace was in form of mist.

So, it was infered that deposition process was

controlled by mist plating on wall. Further investigation on

behavior of mists in cover gas space is necessary for

accurate evaluation of the vapor deposition.

1 Introduction

In the Ar cover gas space of a LMFBR, there

contained considerable amount of sodium vapor and mists, and

these produce operational difficulties of the reactor

components such as a rotating plug, a fuel handling machine,

a mechanical pump, a vapor trap and so on. To reduce

the difficulties, the basic studies have been carried out to

date by many investigators. Recently, Kumada et al (i) showed

that the evaporated sodium vapor change to mists easily

within Ar gas temperature boundary layer above pool surface

between 300-400°C into room temperature Ar atomospher. The

mists concentration in Ar gas space is reported to be 1-50

g/m3 within 5.08 cm ID and 20.32 cm length of gas space

between 400-450°C sodium pool temperature'2^, and these

are 100-1,000 times larger than the saturated vapor concentra-

tion at its Ar cover gas temperature of about 290°C.

Reviewing these results, it is reasonable to 35

estimate that most fraction of the sodium vapor in Ar gas

space are dispersed in the form of sodium mists. However, as

to the contribution of the mists behaviour to vapor deposition

rate on the wall of the coolant components, quantitative

evaluation is not yet established. Because, particle size

distribution, mists concentration and some other physical

properties which controll mists behavior are not well

understood.

In the present paper, experimental results of

sodium vapor deposition on annular gap walls are presented.

The object of the work was to evaluated the effect of

saturated vapor condensation and of mists deposition on over

all deposition process. (Here, for distinction, vapor

deposition caused by saturated vapor condensation with

monomer or dimer will be called "vapor condensation", and

that caused by mists wall plating or deposition will be

called "mists deposition". What we call "vapor deposition"

containes these two processes.) The results of the

study include; (1) Measurement of the deposition rate on

annular gap walls with top end closed and bottom end opened

with gap width of 10-40 mm and gap axial length of 600 mm,;

(2) The development of the computer code to describe the =

vapor transfer with saturated vapor concnetration based on Ar =

cover gas natural convection.; and (3) Measurement of the

mists concentration in cover gas space.

2 Experimental Arrangement

The sodium loop used in this study is shown in ^j =

Fig 1. it has three test vessels and these were offered to =

the present study of the vapor deposition and for the mists 5 =

concentration measurements. The electrical heaters are

provided for adjustment of the sodium temperature at the inlet

of the test vessels. The loop also has a cold trap and a

plugging indicator for purification and purity monitoring

during the experiment.

§
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Fig. 1 Flow Sheet of Test Loop

Study of the deposition rate on annular walls

were carried out with the arrangement of the test vessel and

the test assembly shown in Fig 2. The vessel is of a

cylindrical shaped one with its inner diameter of 305.5 mm

and longitudial length of 1,800 mm. Its lower about 400 mm

was filled with purified flowing sodium and, at its upper

half, the test -assembly was mounted.

The test assembly were composed with 4 cylinders

with their axial length of 600 mm as shown in Fig 2. Each

cylinders are different in their diameters and these form

different width of annular gap spaces with top end closed

and bottom end opened. Such test assemblies were made two.

One has 3 annular gaps with width of 10.0, 17.8 and 35.6 mm,

and the other has 3 annualr gaps with width of 15.0, 22.8,

and 40.6 mm, respectively, for vapor deposition. Former test

assembly was designated as /B/ test assembly and the latter

was designed as /C/ test assembly.

Along total length of 600 mm across the test

assembly, 4 cross section are provided for the temperature

measurement at o mm, at 150 mm, at 350 mm and at 530 mm,

from the bottom, respectively. Further, the test assembly is

designed to be removed and disassembled the part of the

annular walls for determination of the amount of deposited

sodium on them. Fig 3 shows this for explanation.
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Test Assembly

Fig.3 Mounting of Test Pieces

to Test Assembly

Measurement of the mists concentration in Ar

cover gas space were conducted using the experimental

arrangement shown in Fig 4. The vessel was that used for

above mentioned experiment for deposition rate. A flange with

cover gas exhaust nozzle was attached to the vessel and a

mist trap, a back-up filter, a gas cooler and a flow meter

were installed in series at the Ar gas down stream positions.

These were used for filtration of mists and for Ar gas flow

rate measurement. In the mist trap, three stainless steel

filters with average filter size with 40, 20, 10 micron,

respectively, were installed perpendicular to its flow area.

Total filter efficiency of the mists trap was higher than 98

%. Function of the back-up filter was for further collection

of the mists in Ar gas stream which could not removed by the

mist trap. Glass wool was filled into it.
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3 Experimental Procedures

3.1 Deposition Experiment

Fifteen runs were made with experimental conditions

tabulated in Tables-1 and 2. Table-1 is for Ar gas pressure

with 0.2 kg/cm2G and Table-2 is for Ar cover gas pressure

with 1.5 kg/cm2G. Generally, diffusion coefficient of both

vapor and mists in gas space is approximately inversely

proportional to the system total pressure' '' ' '. So,

experiment with these different gas pressure were made to

check validity of the obtained data.

Before entering into the experiment, trail runs

were made to obtaine approximate deposition rate. With these?

the maximum test duration hours, within which deposited

sodium on gap walls are not likely to drop back into the

pool surface, were determined as a function of pool

temperature. All runs tabulated in Tables-1 and 2 were

carried out within these maximum duration hours.

Surface area of the pool surface oxide film has a intense

effect to vapor evaporation rate. So, to avoid uncertainties

caused by these surface state, required purification operation

hours for complete removal of the surface oxide film was

determined viewing the pool surface visually through glass

window attached at the top flange of the test vessel. Fig 5

shows a series of the photos which illustrate the change of

the surface state as time lapses after sodium filling into the

vessel. In the experimental runs, cold trapping of loop

sodium were continued for, at least, five hours untill

plugging temperature became lower than 150°C. So surface

oxide film was completely removed.

Table 1 Experimental Conditions of

Series No.l

Ar Gas Press. (Kg/cm2G) PM Temp.(°C)
0.2^0.3 150
0.2MK35

87

Run No.
B-400C-20H

B-40GC-100H

C-4^GC-100H

B-450C-45H

C-450C-45H

B-475C-30H

C-475C-30H

B-480C-15H

Na Temp.(°C)

400

400

400

433

439

473

475

490

QU/min)
5

0.2

Run No.
C-550C-5H

B-520C-10H

C-450C-45H

B-430C-90H

C-500C-13H

C-470C-30H

B-450C-45H

Na Temp.
550

520

450

430

500

470

450

Table 2 Experimental Conditions of

Series No.2

°C) Ar Gas Press(Kq/cm2G)

1.5

PM Temp.(°C)

150
H

M

H

"

If

tl

Q(Vmin)
7.5
M

H

»

«

«

H

t(hrs
5.5

11.0

45.25

90

13

30

45

PM Temp. : Plugging Temperature

Q : Na Flow Rate into the Vessel

t : Test Duration
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Dismantling of the test assembly after termination

of each runs was conducted using the grove box at room

temperature. The parts of the annular walls were removed from

the test assembly and these were offered to the measurement

of the deposited sodium. In these, the sodium on the parts

of the walls were dissolved with ethyalcohol and distilled

water. The solution thus obtained was dried on water bath
until1 attainment of white powder. The powder was changed

into sodium-hyroxide solution by adding distilled water and

the sodium concentration was determined by titration with

standard hydrochloric acid.

3.2 Measurement of Mists Concentration In Cover Gas Space

Five runs were made with experimental conditions

tabulated in Table-3, with cover gas pressure of 0.1 kg/cm G,

and pool temperatures rages of 360-460°C. Collection of the

sodium mists in gas was conducted using the mist trap and

the back-up filter by feeding purified Ar gas into the vessel

and, thus, exhausing cover gas from it. In these,

the mist trap was preheated to higher than 150°C to ensure high

removal efficiency for mists collection. Feed Ar gas used

was of a commercial grade (higher than 99.9 % purity) and

was purified through catalyst filled columm to the pruity of

seven-nine.

Table 3 Sodium Mists Concentration in Ar Cover Gas Space

Run No.

51-VM-01-4

3

2

51-VM-02-1

" 2

Pool Temp.
CO

440M45

444

458

364

385

Temp. of Roof Flange
CO

140^167

178

180

160

170

Average
Gas Temp.
CO

290^306

311

319

262

273

Mists Concentration
at Average Gas Temp.

(g/m3)

2.94

3.26

3.88

0.314

0.603

Determination of the collected mists weight was (jj

conducted by removaling each filters and glass wool in the

mist trap and back-up filter, respectively. Trapped

sodium was dissolved with alcohol and distilled water.

The method emplyed for the determination of the sodium

concentration was the same as that for deposition experiment

described above.

4 Code for Natural Convection Vapor Transfer

Development of the code was aimed to study cover

gas natural convection vapor transfer in cylindrical

coordinate system. As is well known, numerical analysis of

natural convection with Grashof number grater than lO4

encounter difficulties. Because, parabolic equation in

basic formulas containe non-linear terms with first order

derivatives which express the influence of convection, and

these terms intruduce serious problems of stability and

conservation into the finite-difference scheme. To reduce

such difficulties, three-points-central difference

approximation was applied to the code to yield non-linear

space derivatives of convection terms in basic formulas.

This method has been developed by Torrance et al'5' , and

satisfactory agreement of the computed results with experiment

data has also been obtained in natural convection heat

transfer experiment conducted by Abe et al'6^.

4.1 Formulation of Problem

Consider the motion of Ar gas, in which sodium

vapor is contained, within combined spaces of vertical

cylinder and annular space shown in Fig 6. Take a origin of

the cylindrical coordinates at the center of the bottom. The

gas is initially motionless and at a uniform temperature.

The problem of the numerical analysis is to find the

subsequent velocities, temperatures and sodium vapor densi-

ties as function of time and position, and to obtaine the

fully developed solution.
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Fig.6 Analytical Coordinate

The Bossinesq approximation is applied to the gas;

in this density P is assumed constant except for the

generation of buoyancy forces, and flow is assumed to be

axisymetric. Other fluid properties; kinematic viscosity,

thermal diffusivity and volume expansion coefficient are

taken as constant.

The basic equations for convection under these

assumptions are as follows.

Mass Conservation Eq

div v = 0

where

Momentum Conservation Eq

d~v — -, -* l
d t " " p

v; velocity vector

(1)

(2)

where K; external force vector

p; density

v; kinematic viscosity

t; time

p; system pressure

Energy Conservation Eq

QT _»
+ div (T V) = K p2r

9 t

where T; temperature

<; thermal diffusivity

Eq for Saturated Vapor Transport

Qw _»
+ div ( w v ) = DP2 w

9 t

90

(3)

(4)

where w; vapor fraction

D; diffusion coefficient of

sodium vapor in argon cover

gas

In traspoft requation of (4), only vapor transfer

with saturated vapor density is considered. Transfer with

sodium mists is omitted. For formulation of above five Eqs in

cylindrical coordinates system, dimentionless vorticity

vector was introduced.

Q= rot v (5)

where fl; dimentionless vorticity

vector

Eq. (5) could be expressed as follow, since the

flow assumed to be axisymmetric, therefore, dimentionless

vorticity vector has only azimuthal component.

da d v

0= (-— + — )
dr dz

where

(6)

radial component of velocity

vertical component of velocity



Further, mass conservation eq. of (1) is automatically

satisfied by intorudcing of a dimentionless stream function^

_ _ _
r 9 r , r d z

17)

The momentum conservation eg. of (2) is converted into the

equation for vorticity by taking its rotation, and yields the

following eq.

da
p—+p
d t

O#)H ( (8)

In a similar way, we obtaine Eqs. (9) and (10) from eq of

energy conservation of (3) and eq. of vapor transpor of (4),

respectively.

Tt+ dz +r dr K\r drY dr) dzz
(9)

9 w l d d
1 (r v »)H (it i

9 t r 9 r d z

f 1 9 / dui\ d2 w
=Z) r +

T-To

Th- To

0

Q

; temperature

Th ; hot surface temp;

To; cold surface temp

; stream function

; vorticity

; vapor fraction
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By introducing these dimentionless quantities into above five

basic equations, the following equations are derived and

these contain the Grashof number and Prandtle number.

r
6> =

Pr =—, v=-

Velocity Eq

190

RdR
RdZ

Eq of Stream Function

X

• P 9

ill)

Eqs. (6),(7),(8),(9) and (10) are the basic equatic-ns for

natural convection in axisymetric cylindrical coordinates

system. These five basic equations were further generalized

with following dimentionless quantities;

k
r=— t ; time

ar

Z=z/a. ; vertical coordinate

R= r/a ; radial coordinate

V=—v ; vertical component of velocity

; radial componnet of velocity

RdZ2

Vorticity Eq

96 9/1

Energy Conservation Eq

9 0 8 (U8) 1 d{RV6) d2S 1 9
I | |

gr dZ

1 d { R V 6 ) d 2 S 1 9 / S d \| = | i fi 1
R OR dZ2 RdR\ dRJ

Transport Eq of Saturated Vapor

\d(RVW)
8Z R dR

(12)

(13)

(14)



4.2 Finite Difference Scheme

Non-linear terms of space derivations such as

9(£/6)/9Z, 3(RK0)/9R, %(UQ)/dl and 9(VR)/9R were approximated

by three-point-central-difference method. As an example,

approximation of 9(UB)/gz will be explained here.

In mesh points and cell boundary shown in Fig 7,

Z-component of velocity at points (i-jjj'j) a n d (i+2"J) c a n b e

approximated as follows. p o r approximation of d(U6)/dZ,

F i g . 7 Mesh Points and Cell Boundary

at

at < • • >

it is assumed that quantity of U enters into point (i.j) with

(ui-l*j+^i*j^0i-1-j/2 from point (i-^'j) and goes out with

(Ui+1. j+'</i. j) Oi j/2 into point (i+2'j), when Z-component of

velocity is positive. In this, temperature variation around

(i«j) point is assumed to be very mild,

so, approximation of 9(U8)/9Z could be expressed by Eq (16),
when U>0

d(U8)

dZ (16)

On the other hand, when Z-component of velocity is negative, 92

and fluid flows downward in Fig 7, the approximation of

3(U0)/9Z yield eq (17)

\9(Ud)
[ dZ ' JZ\ 2 (17)

U<0

When, the approximation similar to Eqs.(16) and (17) is

applied to the vorticity Eq.(13), their non-linear space

derivatives can be approximated as Eqs.(18) and (19), when

sign of all velocity componebts are positive,

(18)

(19)

Other differential terms in Eq.(13) were approximated by

finite difference approximation.

fa\ - -r P 2 ai->
n I r T

'J- 1
ZAR

where, O'i-j; vorticity function at r<

°i-j; " at r

(20)

(21)

62)

A r + r

U>0

By substituting Eqs (18)-(22) into Eq (13), approximation of

vorticity equation became as follows



Qtj-Qtj

A* 2&Z JZ 2
M (27) 9 3

__ p2

/
(23) ^ y{ IF + —

With quite similar way, Egs for energy conservation (14) and

for saturated vapor transport (15) yield following Eqs.

= 0

0+
2j JZ*

(24)

O + })^.y+i- 2;^,;+ O - j Wi,i-i

At the centerline with R=0, special forms of Eq (24) and (25)

are used which incorporate boundary conditions of Eq (41).

(26)

(29)

(30)

(31)

Eqs (23), (24),(25), (26), (27) , (28),(29), (30) and (31) permit

9'i<j W'^.j and fl'i.j at all mesh points to be explicitly

calculated in terms of known quantities.

The new vorticities fl'i.j are next introduced into
Eq. of stream function (12), which is solved for the new

stream function field by successive over-relaxiation method.
(s)

Thus, if *i«j denotes the approximate stream function at

(i>j) point after S-iterations, further approximation

is obtained from Eq (32) which derived from Eq (12)

= Cl-
where

0)
(32)

(33)

m; relaxation parameter



For calculation of vorticities along top, bottom and side

walls, vorticity function 0 was expanded in Taylor series and

Eqs (34)-(38) were derived, using boundary conditions that

<p and its normal derivative are zero.

„ . _ *+J-+J_ • (34,

(35)

(36)
2)

2JJRJZ'

where, idZ=l, jjR= .

8<Z>,-,,;-0;-2,; 80;,;-,- 01 ,;-2 I

(37)

(38)

where, £42= ̂

4.3 Boundary Conditions

(1) Initial Conditions

The fluid is initialy motionless and uniform

temperature

(2) Boundary Conditions

At certain time with r>0, following boundary

conditions were introduced,

at Z = Ze , Rd <R<Rb , R<RC

d0
=— = 0 , d=6w,W=
o Z

at

at Z= 1 ,

at

at

94

(41)

— °w . " — "u>

at
60

dR
-=0

= R<t

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Vapor Deposition Rate

Fig 8 shows the experimental data taken. It

consists of a plot of average upward vapor deposition flux

<t> across the inlet of three annular gaps of the test

assembly vs saturated vapor pressure at sodium pool

temperature. (6 was given by equation (42), and its physical

meaning is the effective vapor and mists flux which realy

deposited on all annular surfaces of the test assembly. So,

it is proportional to the vapor deposition rate.

where

(42)

; ; weight of deposited sodium on annular

surface i (i=l,2, . . .,6). (g)



S;; cross section of annular gap space

(cm2) (i=1.2.3)

t ; experiment duration time (sec)

It is known that <* increase with saturated vapor

pressure at pool temperature. Increase in cover gas pressure

resulted in expected decrease in <4, and mean ratio of the

rate at 0.2kg/cm2G to that at 1.5kg/cm2G is 2. This cover gas

pressure dependence of the deposition rate is reasonable, since

the pressure ratio is approximately equal to 2.

large as the order of 100-160°C. Under these higher (JJj

temperature drop, the difference in saturated vapor pressure

at the inlet and at the top of the gap became order of 103.

So, if it is assumed that the measured deposition rate were

controlled by the saturated vapor transfer, the deposition

rate should differ for factor of 103. However, obtained

deposition rate data differ only for factor of 2-10. This

would probably attributed to other effect than vapor

condensation.

400
Sodium Temp, (°C)
450 500 550

^ 10'6 —
X

(0

2

Saturated Vapor Press at Pool Temp. (atom)

Fig.8 Data of Average Deposited Vapor Flux vs.
Saturated Vapor Pressure at Pool Temperature

As to the axial changes of the vapor deposition

rate, the results shown in Fig 9 was obtained. The plot is

expressed in terms of dimentionless deposition rate vs

axial length from inlet of the annular space. In these,

exponential decrease in deposition rate is shown as the

increase in the distance from the inlet.

The temperature drop across the axial length of the

annular surface during the experiment were comparatively

1.0 £ -

0.5

0 .1

1.0

0.5
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Gap : 17.8iran

1 > 0
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Y
\
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\

\
outer surface

I I I > I I 0.1
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0.1

4 6 x 100

RunNO : B-450H-45H

Gap : 17.8mm

0 2 4 6 x 100

Distance from Inlet (mm)

x 100

Relative Deposition Rate (Arbitrary Unit)

Fig. 9 Distribution of Deposition Rate

Along Annular Surface



5.2 Evaluation of Saturated Vapor Condensation

To evaluate saturated vapor condensation rate on

annular surface of the test assembly more clearly the

computer code described above was used. Object of the analy-

sis was to compare the numerical results with that of the

above depostion data, and examine the effect of vapor

condensation.

At first, analysis of the convection with the

geometry which is consisted with two spaces, one with a

annular space and the other one with large space between pool

surface and the bottom of the test assembly were conducted.

With this geometry, local vapor condensation rate along

axial length of the annular surface were calculated. Next,

analysis of convection with only one annular space geometry

were conducted, and local vapor condensation rate was also

calculated. Using the results from these analysis with

different geometry, interference of convection between large

space and the annular space were examined.

The results of analysis with two space geometry are

shown in Figs 10 and 11 with transient temperature g, stream

function 0 and vorticity Q. Boundary conditions used were

experimental temperature data obtained with Run on B-4 75C-30H,

in Table-1, and the annular space considered was b gap (17.8

mm) in B test assembly shown in Fig 2. It is known from Figs

10 and 11 that the temperature field in the annular space

dose not change so much as time lapses. Local vapor condensa-

tion rate numericaly calculated are shown in Fig 12 with

experimentary determined vapor deposition rate with Run no

B-475C-30H.

With the similar way, the anlsysis of natural

convection within b gap of B test assembly were conducted with

simple analytical geometry, in wich only b annular space was

taken into account. Then, local vapor condensation rate

shown in Fig 12 were obtained.

These numerically calculated results with different 95

analytical geometry are similar to rach other and interference

of the convection between alrge space and the narrow space

is known to be negligibly small. However, numerical data

are about 2-order smaller than experimentary determiend vapor

deposition rate. This means that, in the present experimental

system, contribution of vapor condensation to the real vapor

deposition process is very small (less than 1 %.)

(I) 100 s'ep

I =8 62 sec

r=2 545 xlO

(3) 1000 step

5 21 sec

I 538<IO"4

I = 147sec

r = 4 348x10'*

(4). 2000 slep

Transient Temperature 6 Distibutions in 17.8mm

F i g . 10 Gap and Free Space in the Vessel (6-475C-30H)
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From experimental and numerical data presented above,

mists concentration in cover gas space was estimeated to be

very high. To investigate this, measurement was carried out

and the results shown in Fig 13 were obtained.

Sodium pool temperatures ranges for this measurement

were 360-460°C, and the measured concentrations are 0.3 to 4g/m3,

Saturated vapor concentration at pool temperatrues are also

plotted in the same Fig. It is known that measured concentra-

tions are about 5 times higher than saturated one. In

addition, if these data were compared with saturated vapor

concentration at average cover gas temperature above pool

surface, the difference became much larger as about 200 times

as shown in Fig 14.

10
340 360 380 400

Na Pool Temp. (°C)

420 440 460 480 500 520 540 560 580 600 620

f-4 1

0.5

0.2

I \

t ed Vapor Concentration

Temp.

I I I I

Longitudial Length 2 (cm)

Fig.12

Vapor Condensation Rate q(Z) in 17.8mm Gap

•Comparison of Data and Numerical Solutions —

10
-4 5 10 ' 3 5 10"2

Saturated Vapor Press, at Pool Temp, (atom)

Fig. 13 Collected Sodium Mist Concentration



In the present study, the temperature difference

between pool surface and cover gas were 100-200°C in both cases

for mists concentration measurement and vapor deposition

experiment described ealier so that temperature conditions for

mists formation were similar to each other. Further, Sheth^7'

showed in his numerical study of mists behavior that cover gas

natural convection current dose not controll the mists

concentration. So, present concentration data of Fig 13

permits estimation that the quite the same amount of mists

would also dispersed in cover gas space of experimental

arrangement for vapor deposition shown in Fig 2, and larger

vapor deposition rate presented in Fig 12 would probably

attributed to mists deposition.
r Temp (°c)

ffiO 300 SO

QE-

0.1

006-

0.01

1 0005-

Experimental

Saturated Vapor Concentration

i . . I
5 10"* 5 I0"5 5

Saturated Vapor Press at Average Gas Temp
(atom)

10

Fig.14 Comparison of Mists Concentration and Saturated

Vapor Concentration

From Figs 8 and 13, it was seen that both mist 30

concentration and vapor deposition rate increase with saturat-

ed vapor pressure at pool temperature. These can well be

explained when one consider the mist formation. Within the

temperature boundary layer above pool surface, evaporated

sodium vapor nucleate easily as they apart from the surface

and were cooled with supersaturation larger than 30-50 (̂  .

Thin nucleation zone is formed, therefore, above pool surface

and, within this zone, no mists could be found^. Thus,

evaporation rate of vapor e could be expressed as follows as

an approximation

p _ p
£ = D~ - M3)

8

where Ps; saturated vapor concentration

at pool surface.

Pc»; suturated vapor

concentration at nucleation

zone.

In this, concentration P<» at nucleation zone is negligibly

small compared to Ps at pool surface. Thus, source term for

sodium mists in cover gas space become proportional to vapor

concentration Ps at pool temperature and this would result as

shown in Fig 8 and 13.

6 Conclusion

Sodium vapor deposition rate on annular surface were

experimentaly determined, and were compared with numericaly

calculated vapor condensation rate based on saturated vapor

transfer by cover gas natural convection. In addition,

sodium mists concentration in Ar cover gas space were

experimentaly determined using the similar geometry used for

vapor deposition experiment. With these, following conclusion

were infered and derived



(1) Vapor deposition on annular surface was mainly

due to mists transfer, and experimental

deposition rate was about 100 times larger than

saturated vapor condensation rate.

(2) Experimental mists concentration were between

0.3-4 g/m3, and these values are about 200 times

higher than saturated vapor concentration in

cover gas.

(3) Both vapor deposition rate and mist concentra-

tion increase with saturated vapor pressure at

pool temperature.

(5) Torrance.K.E and Rockett.J.A., J. Fluid Mech., 36,

part 1, pp 33-54, 1970.

(6) Abe.T and Ishiguro.R., Nihon Kikaigakkai Ronbunshu

(in Japanese), _4_^, No 352, 3577, 1970.

(7) Sheth.A., ANL-75-11, March 1975.

For further accurate evaluation and analysis of vapor

deposition data, investigation on behavior of mist in cover

gas space i s required.
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1 • INTRODUCTION

For various reasons it is important in LMFBR safety and design to

know whether a confined atmosphere is stirred or not, and also the

degree of stirring of the atmosphere.

Firstly, heat transfer from a hot pool or warm floor by a confined

atmosphere like the cover gas space or the inner containment building

under post-accident conditions, is strongly dependent on the occurrence

of stable atmospheric stratification. Sodium vapour gradients may lead

to such suppression of convection in these enclosures. A derivation

will be given of a simple boundary condition for the occurrence of

stratification. Experiments validating the boundary condition will be

given.

Secondly, in the safety evaluation of aerosols in hypothetical LMFBR

accidents it is generally assumed that aerosols in safety containments

are removed by stirred deposition. Obviously, a very complicated model

results when the aerosol is not filling the containment buildings

spatially homogeneously. Moreover, any safety evaluation of non-stirred

aerosol deposition inside containments implies knowledge of the location
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of the leak paths through the containment walls. Such knowledge is lacking.

Consequently it is of utter importance to analyze the conditions under

which the aerosol will be stirred. Stirring will be due to natural con-

vections arising from transfer of decay heat by the atmospheres. An

approximate limiting condition will be derived for the aerodynamic dia-

meter of aerosol particles which will remain just well-stirred in a

locally heated space. Also a brief general treatment of stirred aerosol

deposition is given.

2. ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY OF CONFINED ATMOSPHERES ABOVE A

HEATED LAYER OF LIQUID

2.1. Derivation of the boundary condition for stable atmospheric

stratification

When an enclosed space is heated from below, the contained atmosphere

will be heated homogeneously apart form the boundary layers due to

natural convection. When the floor of the containment is covered with

heated liquid coolant, the above standing atmosphere will be stirred

or not, depending on the properties of the gas filling and the vapour

diffusing into it from the layer of liquid. From a heated layer of

liquid, molecules diffuse upwards against gravity. When these vapour

molecules are heavier than the gas molecules filling the containment,

the gas/vapour atmosphere may become stagnant. This happens when the

density p of the atmosphere decreases with increasing height h .

dp_
dh (1)

Apart from the boundary layer the temperature T decreases also with

increasing height h

dT
dh <o (2)

Combination of (1) and (2) eliminates h, yielding the boundary con-

dition for stagnant atmospheres

dp
dT >o (3)

-^ iSince -^ is always negative for a pure gas, a stagnant atmosphere can

only arise in certain multicomponent gas systems like a confined

atmosphere above a heated pool of liquid. In such stagnant systems the

driving force of natural convection is smaller than the buoyancy force.

Considering that

pdXd + pgXg (4)

in which X=mole fraction and the subscripts d and g refer to vapour and

gas resp., and also

P = 0.012 | (5)

where M=molecular mass of an ideal gas, substitution of (4) and (5) in

(3) gives

§=0.012 (6)

An assumption has to be made that there is only a slight supersaturation

at every location in the stagnant atmosphere. This is not unreal when

aerosol particles are present which act as condensation nuclei. In the

cover gas space or in the inner containment of a loop-type LMFBR under

post HCDA, aerosol will be present. Substitution of the Clausius-

Clapeyron relation

(7)

(R = Boltzmann's constant

AH = heat of vaporization of the liquid)

in equation (6) and further differentiation yields

(8)

Since R equals 8.31 J/mole-degree K, and AHv is larger than 10 kj/mole,

(AHv/RT) -1 is large and positive for T« 2000K. Three cases may be

distinguished:

1. Mj< M
d g

This means that

/AH

L(Md " Mg ) x
d [RT- "
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is negative and consequently (dp/dT)< 0, which indicates a

mixed atmosphere.

2. Md> Mg,

but

AH

yields (dp/dT)< 0: the atmosphere is stirred.

3. M > M
d g

M
g

and

/AH \ M
X - I - i > g
Ad \ RT / M.-M,

gives a stable atmosphere: (M.-M )X, is large enough. This

usually will be the case at temperatures near the boiling

point of a liquid having a large molecular mass M .

2.2. Experimental validition of the boundary condition for stable

atmospheric stratification

Twelve different vapour/gas systems were studied in a rectangular 150

liter plexiglass box with a brass floor. The floor and a pool of liquid

above it were heated homogeneously as a rule with a power level of 60W.

The box pressure was atmospheric. The vertical temperature profile was

measured by means of a movable thermocouple. Two different profiles

were observed in accordance with above given considerations: either a

larger part of the box atmosphere is isothermal, or there is a steady

decrease of temperature upwards. These two cases correspond with stirred

and stagnant atmospheres respectively.

Additionally, illumination of droplets formed after aerosol introduction

gave direct opportunity to observe the stability of the atmospheres.

These observations have always been in accordance with the measured

temperature profiles.

Fig. 1 shows typical temperature profiles of five different vapour/

air systems. The heaviest two liquids (a and e) develop a stagnant

atmosphere, whereas the three alcohols used (b,c and d) cause stirred

atmospheres apart from the boundary layers (about lcm thick) near the

floor and the top of the box. Apparently, the heaviest alcohol (the

solid line, isopropyl alcohol) has a tendency to develop a stable layer

in the lowest 10 cm. Table I presents the vapour/gas systems studied.

In the last column the observations concerning the atmospheric stability

have been tabulated.

The -^-values have been calculated using equation (8). The AH and X,

have been obtained from literature |l,2|. The validity of inequality (3)

as a boundary condition for stagnant atmospheres is clearly shown. An

exception seems the system isopropyl alcohol/air having a negative

density temperature coefficient nevertheless appearing to be stirred.

From the above given discussion of fig. 1, however, it became apparent that

this system is a border-line case with a stagnant layer of about 10cm

above the floor.

The systems Na/N2 and Na/He have been calculated according to equation (8)

and the data are also given in Table I. From these data it may be concluded

that the Na/N2 system is stirred. The Na/He system is also stirred, which

is surprising because of the large positive value of M.-M . Obviously, the
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small Xd value compensates. Nevertheless the RRvalue of the Na/He is very
small, leading to the prediction that this system will have only minimal

convection. This is in disagreement of Ralph and Bennett |l0| predicting

no convection. The suppressed convection in the Na/He case makes He an

attractive cover gas. Use of He will result in lower temperatures of the

cover gas roof and also reduced transport of sodium vapour to this vulnerable

part of the reactor vessel.

Another conclusion which can be drawn from the above-given concerns

the degree of stirring of Na/N, systems compared a dry N~ system.

Clearly, the lower molecular mass of Na compared to that of N, results

in enhanced stirring of the former system.This is of importance with

respect to aerosol deposition from such systems.

3. AEROSOL DEPOSITION FROM STIRRED ATMOSPHERES

Aerosols comprise a very important part of the source term of radio-

logical risk of hypothetical reactor accidents. Therefore, up to now

considerable attention was given to aerosol deposition on the safety

containment walls which process reduces the amount of aerosol available

for release to the environment.Various codes have been developed for

this purpose |3,4,S,6|. Without exception these codes assume stirred



aerosol deposition. Obviously, it is of utter importance to indicate

roughly the limitations of this basic approach. Some of these are

treated in |7J. In section 3.2 of this paper particular attention is

given to the conditions for occurrence of non-stirred deposition.

Beforehand, a generalized model for stirred aerosol deposition will be

dealt with in the next section 3.1.

3.1. The model of stirred aerosol deposition

Basically, stirred deposition assumes the aerosol content of a containment

to be well mixed apart from the boundary layer at the walls where aerosol

deposition takes place. This means that the aerosol particles are

transported to these boundary layers by thermal convective flows. The

aerosol transport velocity across the boundary layer by some deposition

process (settling, diffusion, thermophoresis, etc.) is negligible compared

to the convective velocities inside the aerosol vessel. Consequently,

stirred aerosol deposition can be considered as deposition from a homo-

geneous cloud source to the walls across the relatively small boundary

layer. The number of particles An deposited during a time period At

through the boundary layer onto area S at a deposition velocity v is

related to particle number concentration c in the cloud by

An = -v S c At (9)

AnThe resu l t ing number concentration decrease Ac equals —̂

Rearrangement of (9) leads to

^ 2
dt

(10)

dc
A deposition process i gives rise to a decay rate (-rr—)- which is re-

lated to a typical deposition flux v.S. to the walls.

For example, stirred settling has a decay rate

dc
: -v(Mt

c
S -2
s V

(11)

in which: v = Stokes' settling velocity

S = total.horizontal surface area

For a containment having a well-defined heigth h, equation (11) reduces

to the well-known relation for stirred settling

dc
(dt~

(12)

This derivation of equations for various stirred deposition processes

is more practical and gives more insight in the actual parameters than

the derivation given in |8| which leads directly to (12).

3.2. The maximum aerodynamic diameter of a confined aerosol

remaining -just well-stirred

When the gravitational forces on aerosol particles are larger than the

drag force from the natural convection stirring, the aerosol cloud will

inhomogeneously fill the containment. This may occur in case of very

coarse aerosol particles. From the previous section it may be clear how

important this situation is.

Stokes' settling velocity v of coarse aerosol particles (>some vim) is

given by

(13)

where

g = gravitational acceleration

TI = gas viscosity

p = particle density

d = aerodynamic diameter of the particles

An aerosol remaining just well-stirred must experience a natural

convection velocity v e

from Prandtl's relation |9|

convection velocity v equal to v . v can be calculated roughly
c s c

0.55 (14)

e = coefficient of thermal expansion of gas

1 = characteristic length of heated (or cooled) surface giving rise

to natural convection

AT = temperature difference between surface and gas

Newton's law of cooling relates the heat flux -± to the temperature

gradient

X S grad T = XS |^ (15)

in which: A = thermal conductivity of the gas

6 = thickness of boundary layer = about lcm for natural

convection



Combination of equations (13), (14) and (15) yields S may be put equal to 1 , leading to 103
(16)

In this approximate relation d is the particle diameter of the

aerosol remaining just well-stirred in a containment heated locally

with a heating power Q. For a rough estimate of the order of magnitude

For a reactor containment under post-accident conditions d

will be some hundred microns. Since such coarse particles are

not expected, the containment will be well-stirred with respect

to the confined aerosol.

TABLE I

Review of Vapor-Gas Systems Studied and Comparison of Calculated dp/dT "'alues with Observations

Vapor/Gas System

Water/air

Methyl alcohol/air

Ethyl alcohol/air

n-propyl alcohol/air

Isoamyl alcohol/air

Isopropyl alcohol/air

n-hexane/air

Di-isopropyl ether/air

1,1,1-trichloroethane/air

Carbon tetrachloride/air

Freon-1 13/a'ir

Water/helium

sodium/nitrogen

sodium/helium

sodium/argon

Md

18

32

46

60

88

60

86

102

133

154

187

18

23

23

23

M
S

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

4

28

4

40

AH (kJ/mol)

41

35

39

42

45

42

29

29

33

30

28

41

100

100

100

Xd

3.6xlO"2

0.22

8.5xlO~2

3.9xlO~2

5.7xl0~3

6.8xl0"2

0.29

0.28

0.22

0.22

0.53

3.6xl0~2

8.6x10-3

8.6xl0"3

8.6xl0"3

I (K)

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

800

800

800

dp/c(T£g/(cm K)]

-4.7x1O~6

-i,7x10

- I . O X I O " 6

-1.3xl0~6

-3.1x!0~6

+6.4xl0~6

+2.0xl0"5

+2.5xlO~5

+3.4xlO~5

+3.7xlO~5

+ 1 .1x10

+5.2xlO~7

-5.4xlO-7

-3.2xlO~8

-7.8xl0~7

Observation

stirred

stirred

stirred

stirred

stirred

stirred

stagnant

stagnant

stagnant

stagnant

stagnant

stagnant

stirred

stirred

stirred

Fig. 1

Vertical temperature profiles
(h in cm, AT in degrees) of
five different liquid-air
systems at 60 W heating power
level.

a = di-isopropylether, b = iso-
propyl alcohol, c and d = ethyl
and methyl alcohol, e = carbon
tetrachloride.
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12. Aerosol Behaviour in Spaces With a Heated Pool of Sodium on the

Floor by J.F. VAN DE VATE , Netherlands

1. INTRODUCTION
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Aerosol behaviour in the inner containment is an important part of the

source term of nuclear reactor accidents. A hypothetical core disruptive

accident with an LMFBR like SNR 300, releases a large amount of aerosol

to the inner containment which is filled with nitrogen as an inert gas.

The core remains covered by sodium. Simplified, the post-accident situation

implies an inner containment with a heated pool of sodium on the floor and

above it aerosol resulting from the nuclear excursion and from reaction of

sodium vapour with nitrogen impurities (0, and H^O). The aerosol will be

removed by the process of stirred settling. During removal the remaining

aerosol will grow continuously due to the vapour supply by the heated pool.

This system has been analyzed by us theoretically and a model (MADCA)

was obtained predicting behaviour of aerosols from an instantaneous source

in such condensing vapour systems. The MADCA model was validated by means

of aerosol experiments in atmospheres of condensing vapour of water or

sodium. A continuous aerosol source can also be taken into account by

incorporation of this term in the basic differential equations of the

MADCA model. Aerosol formed by the sodium pool or by reaction of sodium

vapour with water desorbed from heated concrete walls, may comprise such

continuous sources.

2. DERIVATION OF THE MADCA MODEL

The present MADCA model deals with aerosol removal from a containment

with a heated pool of liquid on the floor. When such an enclosed space

is heated from below, the contained atmosphere will be supersaturated

with vapour. The supersaturation, although difficult to measure, can be

observed simply from the fog formation after introduction of aerosol

particles. These particles apparently act as condensation nuclei and

are transformed to droplets. The droplets will disappear by stirred

settling according to dc

dt - AR c (O

(2)

o
o i

- J •

CO :'

in which: A =

We have assumed to be negligible

- other deposition process, like thermophoretic and diffusiophoretic deposition,

- hampering of settling by the warm surface of the pool of liquid,

- coagulation (actually, we assume coagulation to be part of aerosol formation).



The size R of the droplets grows continuously due to vapour supplied

by the heated layer of liquid. Assuming constant vapour condensation,

the particle growth is given by

dR
cn dt

3

= B

in which: B =
4irp AH V

(3)

(4)

The mass concentration decay of the original aerosol on which the droplets

are nucleated, is governed by the droplet behaviour given by equations (1)

through (4). Due to high temperature processes of the hypothetical core

excursion a huge concentration of primary particles is formed. The par-

ticles have sizes of a few 100 A. All primary particles or their co-

agulates will act as condensation nuclei at levels of a few percent or

larger which are usually present in the atmospheres described above.

Should a small particle escape condensation, it would fall victim to

the large' coagulation rate between the coarse droplets and such fine

particles. This means that all original aerosol particles are captured

by the condensation droplet aerosol. After a rapid coagulation period,

which normally reduces the number concentration c of aerosol several

orders of magnitude, all droplets contain the same average mass m of

original aerosol material. Hence, the mass concentration c of this
m

aerosol material (which is our actual interest) can be regarded as a

tracer for the droplet number concentration:

c = m x c (5)
m n

Excluding the coagulation once again, (5) can be substituted into Eqs.

(1) and (3) yielding the following simultaneous differential equations

dc
n

dt

cm £ (R
3) -

- AR

B m

(6)

(7)

Assuming the initial droplet is of negligible radius R compared to

that of the droplet size attained by the steady vapour supply and

condensation (R << R ) and restriction to the period in which

c^ « c (o), the following relation can be derived

where

cm(o) }
J - Gt

2 3

G = % £ E) 5 A5

(8)

(9)

A and E are given by Eqs. (2), (4) and (7).

That equation (8) is an acceptable solution of Eqs.(6) and (7) is

illustrated in Fig. 1 where the numerical solution of Eqs. (6) and (7)

is plotted. These computed data plotted as c versus time yield

the required straight lines.

A typical feature (in accordance with several visual observations) of

the aerosol decay given by equation (8) is a sudden disappearance just

prior to the point of time t given by
2 max B *

{cm(o)}-
(10)
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A time period t after the aerosol is formed in a supersaturated

atmosphere there is essentially no aerosol partical left.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The majority of the experiments was performed in condensing water vapour.

Table I lists the aerosol vessels used, showing the great variety of

volumes and shapes. The SAUNA vessel only was used for experiments with

condensing sodium vapour. Fig. 2 gives the schematic diagram of the com-

plete SAUNA rig. The SAUNA cylindrical aerosol vessel of about 150 -litres

contains about 10 litres of sodium on the floor and is filled with nitrogen.

This pool of sodium can be heated up to 750 C. Higher temperatures,

including boiling, are under consideration.

Aerosols used were mainly from Exploding Wires |1| as this way of aerosol

formation is believed to be representative of the formation by a nuclear

excursion. Mass concentrations of gold and copper aerosols were obtained

by filter loading and counting the filter radioactivity. The aerosols were

radioactively labelled by neutron irradiation of the wires prior to their

electric explosion.

Apart from the SAUNA vessel, aerosol formation was directly in the aerosol

vessel. The aerosols to be studied in the SAUNA vessel were formed in a

separate vessel (EW chamber). Introduction into the SAUNA vessel was



achieved by flushing the content of the EW chamber into the SAUNA aerosol

vessel. Sodium oxide aerosol will also be formed due to traces of oxygen

and water in the nitrogen used for flushing in. However, this is of less

importance since the decay of the EW aerosol is recorded specifically by

the applied radiotracer technique.

The nitrogen gas used contained traces of oxygen and water up to 0.1 ppm.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figs. 3 and 4 show typical decay curves of aerosol in condensing vapour

of water and sodium, respectively. Each figure compares aerosol decay

under two different conditions, namely in absence of a heated pool of

liquid ("dry") and in presence of such a pool ("wet"). Although of less

importance in this context, the aerosol stability is strongly reduced

under "wet" conditions. The straight lines for the "dry" cases represent

the strictly exponential aerosol decay due to thermophoretic deposition

|2,3|. The two curves denoted "wet", illustrate the typical decay of

aerosols in condensing atmospheres. The decay rate increases with time.

This agrees with our model of a constant rate of gross vapour condensation

on particles leading to an increased droplet growth rate and in turn a

continuously increasing droplet settling rate. The good fit between above

described MADCA model and measuring data is illustrated by the figs. 5 and

6. Fig. 5 gives the mass concentration decay of gold aerosols in con-

densing water atmospheres in ENAK. ENAK is our largest aerosol vessel

having a volume of 20 m . Fig. 6 shows decay of copper aerosols in con-

densing sodium atmospheres in SAUNA. Both figures represent plots of the

two-fifth power of the mass concentration versus time, yielding straight

lines in accordance with theory.

The presented data are only a small part of a much larger number of

experiments in various aerosol vessels with various aerosol materials

mainly using condensing water vapour. All this data fit the MADCA model

satisfactorily. Consequently, it may be concluded that aerosol removal from

a confined atmosphere above a heated pool of sodium is due to stirred

settling of droplets formed by condensation on the original aerosol

particles, ultimately leading to a finite aerosol life time.

5. AEROSOL FORMATION IN ATMOSPHERES ABOVE A HEATED POOL OF SODIUM

There is considerable interest in aerosol formation in the LMFBR cover

gas system and supposed transport of this aerosol and sodium vapour

to cooler regions of the structure |4,5,6,7|. This attention is mainly

because considerable amounts of sodium deposited on colder moving parts ||)U

may cause operational difficulties. Such troubles, however, are not due

to sodium aerosols formed in the cover gas. Our experiments reported above

(section 4), give ample evidence that aerosol formed in the cover gas space

will "rain out" to the sodium pool. Only a minor fraction may be deposited

on the colder walls by thermophoretic deposition. The mentioned diffi-

culties have to be explained by sodium condensation from the cover gas

directly on the vulnerable cold surfaces. The experience with our SAUNA

rig, indicates no spontaneous aerosol formation by homogeneous nucleation

of sodium vapour, even at the highest system temperatures (Na: 700 °C;

gas: 592 °C; walls 518 C) ). Also no aerosol formation has been observed

in confined atmospheres above heated water pools. Only at highly elevated

temperatures when local boiling commences, aerosol is formed. However,

the small amount of droplets formed by bursting bubbles, is removed very

quickly by the above mentioned processes (section 4). This contradicts

the observations and calculations by Argonne National Laboratory |5|.

Their calculations are based on homogeneous nucleation of sodium vapour

in the cover gas, which never has been observed in our SAUNA rig. The

visual observation of fog formation in the ANL sodium vapour system can

basically be explained by condensation nuclei formation by oxidation of

sodium vapour (Contamination of an inert atmosphere with 0.01 ppm 0
-3 X

yields 0.6 mg m of Na.O aerosol; assuming a particle size of e.g.
9 - 30.01 ym dia, a condensation nuclei concentration of about 10 cm results!).

The atmosphere of the ANL system was continuously purged. It is impossible

to purify gas such that formation of condensation nuclei of sodium compounds

is prevented under these conditions. This is also of importance with

respect to the ventilation of the cover gas.

) Calculations can be made about the nucleation rate of sodium vapour

on the basis of the supersaturation due to the temperature difference

between sodium pool and the confined atmosphere above the pool |4|.

However, such calculations neglect the very important influences of

wall condensation and convective flow in the cover gas space.
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NOMENCLATURE

c and c = mass and number concentration of aerosol resp.

g = gravitational acceleration

h = containment height

AH = heat of vaporization of coolant

m = average mass of original aerosol material per droplet

M = molecular mass of coolant

Qv = heat released per second due to condensation on aerosol

R = particle radius

t = time

t = aerosol life timemax

V = containment volume

n = gass viscosity

p = particle density.

TABLE I

Survey of Aerosol Vessels used
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Name

PERVEX

200

ENAK

GRACE

SAUNA

Shape

box

box

vertical
cylinder

M

tl

Volume (m )

0.15

1.0

20

0.3

0.15

Height (m)

0.6

1.0

4.2

1.2

0.6

Wall material

Lucite, brass
floor

steel

aluminium

glass

Incoloy

100

Fig. 1 Fit between numerically calculated c values and
m

the solution (10) of the original differential

equations (9a) and' (9b).
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Fig. 5 Mass concentration decay of gold aerosols under wet conditions

in ENAK at various heating power levels. cm in mg tu , t in hours.
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13. Sodium Vapour Aerosol Formation and Sodium Deposition Current Work

Within the United Kingdom by P. HAWTIN and G. SEED/,United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

The significance to reactor operation of sodium transport through
the cover gas of a sodium-cooled fast reactor and i t s subsequent
deposition on cooled reactor surfaces is fully appreciated in the
UK. A programme of work is therefore underway designed to •under-
stand the mechanism of sodium transport under these conditions.
This paper described the work which has so far been completed,
discussed the work presently in progress, and outlines future plans.

1. Introduction

In the United Kingdom, work in the field of aerosol formation and
sodium deposition within the gas spaces of Sodium Cooled Past
Reactors, was initially directed to provide data for the design of the
250 MW(e) Prototype Fast Reactor which is now operating at Dounreay
in Scotland. The desire to reduce radio activity levels within the
blanket gas, during reactor shut down periods, when handling reactor
components, led to the realisation that the presence of sodium
aerosols within the blanket gas required special filtering consideration.
Early experiments were therefore, aimed at providing a suitable design
of aerosol filter.

Investigation into sodium deposition was generally considered as a
complimentary part of specific component development. Some experiments
were carried out on gas space insulation packs but the design phil-
osophy adopted was to "design out" the problem by circulating gas
through "important" in-roof spaces, ie. pump shaft/casing clearance
gap. Hence the adoption of a continuously operating gas circulation
and sodium aerosol filtering system. Operation of PFR provides a
very important source for data in this field for the design of future
commercial fast reactors. To date such data has not been examined in
depth, but investigation of plant performance has led to the indirect
generation of information. Current attention is now directed towards
initiating am experimental programme, which, in addition to PPR data
will provide the designer with a greater understanding of what is
happening in the significantly larger gas spaces of commercial
reactors. Fig. 1, for example, gives some indication of the difference
in gas space volumes of PPR and CPR.

The current status of work being carried out in the U.K. and the
envisaged programme is outlined below.

2. Present Status of the Work in the UK

The mechanisms controlling the rate of transport through the cover gas
have long been recognised as being of major importance to the reactor
designer. Their detailed study in the UK is however limited. It has
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teen suggested that a method given by Hills and Szekely (l) offers a
reasonable means for calculating the rate of transfer of sodium from
open pools through an inert gas. Simple calculations on data obtained
by Sutherland et al (2) has confirmed that the approach was reasonable.

It has also been suggested that the rate of transport of sodium through
helium should be more rapid than through argon. However some experi-
ments carried out in the UK, found that the converse was true. These
observations, using sodium, have been supported by the more detailed
experiments of Ralph and Bennett (3) using water as the medium trans-
ferred and also by studies elsewhere (4)-

Clement and Hawtin (5) have developed idealised models for sodium
vapour transport through argon or helium and the subsequent roof
condensation. These models suggest that for both gases the dominant
heat transfer mechanism franthe pool is radiation but the mass
transport process is convection for argon and diffusion for helium.

Ralph and Bennett have experimentally determined the heat and mass
transfer rates between a hot water pool and a cooled horizontal roof
for several cover gases (including argon and helium) at atmospheric
pressure (3). They show that with the exception of helium the heat
transfer observations were consistent with a system in which combined
radiation and convection were occurring. Even in cases of known
water droplet formation by condensation within the gas space and
'rain back* into the pool, the measured total non—radiative heat
transfer was consistent with the assumption of a direct heat and
mass transfer analogy ignoring condensation, thus confirming the
theoretical predictions.

The mass transfer measurements showed that in cases of significant
temperature differences between the liquid pool and the cooled roof,
condensation and rain back into the liquid pool did occur. The observed
results were found to be consistent with the predicted behaviour of
the system.

When helium was used as the cover gas the presence of water vapour
suppressed convection and heat and mass transfer then took place by
radiation, conduction and diffusion.

Within the gas spaces of the reactor, the sodium aerosol burden is
normally unimportant in the prediction of the rate of mass transfer,
although the persistance of the aerosols may have an effect on the
overall rate of transport when the reactor temperatures are changed,
for example, when temperatures are reduced in the reactor to insert
'adaptor tubes'. These are tubes used to facilitate the handling of
reactor components.

During the removal of a component, an adaptor tube is placed over the
top of a roof penetration. After the removal of the roof plug and
the component, the top of the adaptor tube is closed by a valve and
the open penetration and adaptor tube assembly are left connected
to the cover gas above the sodium pool (see fig.2). The adaptor tube
is cooled by heat loss to the air in the secondary containment and the
walls of the roof penetration are cooled by the roof cooling circuit.
The heat transfer sets up a natural convection flow within the tube
which will draw gas from the vicinity of the sodium pool into the tube.
Since this gas contains sodium vapour and possibly aerosols a
mechanism exists for transferring sodium to the cooled walls of the

tube. Since any significant deposition within the adaptor tube
could create problems it is important to estimate the magnitude of this
transfer process.

The effect of temperature on aerosol burden is also important in the
consideration of the blockage of small annuli and is of major signifi-
cance in the design of aerosol filters for the cover gas clean up
plant. The PPR cover gas clean up plant is fitted with a hot aerosol
filtration system which was developed from experimental data. This
unit is designed for a normal flow rate of 0.5 m3/min. Limited data
so far obtained under non-equilibrium conditions indicate that the
filter decontamination factor is about 104 at a maximum reactor
sodium pool temperature of 4°0°C.

So far it has not been possible to assess the accuracy of theoretically
predicted heat and mass transfer rates in a defined geometry eg. an
adator tube, when sodium pool and tube wall temperatures are changed,
because, no relevant results for sodium or analogue systems exist.
Some simple heat transfer measurements made on AGR systems confirm
the accuracy of the prediction of the temperature field but leave
open the question of the accuracy of the prediction of the velocity
field and hence, in the sodium case, the mass transfer rate.

Current theories of mass transport through the cover gas are such that,
whilst they appear at least in simple cases to predict accurately the
steady state rate of transport, they are not designed to predict the
gas phase sodium burden. At the present time there seems to be no
way of predicting this. Simple measurements have however confirmed
the commonly reported view that the sodium burden is substantially
above that predicted from vapour pressure conditions alone suggesting
the presence of aerosols.

The results of some experimental work in this field, found that evap-
oration rates were not dissimilar to those calculated from open pool
correlations. It is however important to note that, as shown by
other workers (3,5) the evaporation rate merely provides an upper
bound to the amount of material which can be transported through the
cover gas. Some attempt has been made to characterise the nature of
the aerosols present in the gas using either microscope slides to
sample the gas or absolute filters to remove all the sodium aerosol.
To date results have been somewhat irreproducible-

With regard to work in the field of sodium deposition, some theoretical
work has been carried out on the build—up of sodium droplets on
stainless steel plates. This work was subsequently extended to provide
an estimate of the rate of build-up of sodium between horizontal
plates and also to estimate the minimum size of drain holes to keep
them clear. However experience with PPR operation has emphasised,
certainly in one specific case, that deposition rates are an order of
magnitude higher than those experienced in a test rig environment.

Heat transfer work within the reactor roof and component shield plugs,
identifies the need for sodium emissivity data and gas circulation
data in narrow annuli. The proposals for experimental work in this
field are discussed below.



3- Planned Future Programme

A substantial programme of work on sodium deposition and aerosol
behaviour is planned in the UK to enable the conditions prevailing
within the CFR gas spaces to be assessed.

The first stages of this programme will deal with heat and mass
transfer effects in:

i) an idealised flat plate geometry studying the transport
of sodium through argon.

ii) simulated adaptor tube geometries using an analogue
system of air and water.

iii) annuli, again using the air/water analogue.

The experiments in (i) will use idealised geometries and are essen-
tially repeats of the earlier water analogue experiments reported
by Ralph and Bennett (3)« In the first stage of the work the rate of
heat transfer from a sodium pool through a cover gas to a flat cooled
plate will be studied. In the second stage the flat plate will be
replaced by a downward facing conical surface which will allow the
sodium arriving at the top plate to be measured. Comparison of the
heat transfer results in the two versions of the rig will provide
assurance that the introduction of a shallow conical surface does
not lead to a significant departure from the idealised flat plate
geometries considered in the theory. The water analogue experiments
already completed support the view that this approximation will
prove to be justifiable. In a third stage it is hoped to remove
samples from the gas space and to determine its sodium burden.

The theoretical treatment for argon cover gas made the basic assump-
tion that the convection cells were unaltered by the presence of a
condensable vapour. However when that theory is applied the temp-
erature difference between the rising and falling gas in the presence
of condensation is found to be greater than the corresponding difference
in its absence. Since the convective flow depends on this temperature
difference there would seem to be a basic incompatibility in the
theory. The close agreement between the theoretical predictions and
the analogue experiments of Ralph and Bennett suggests that the
incompatibility must be small. Further experiments are planned
where it is proposed to measure the local velocities within the
gas space. Preliminary calculations suggest that it will be necessary
to measure local velocities in the order of 1 cm/s.

Two simulated adaptor tubes have been built, one of 70 cm diameter
the other 15 cm. Both are 3-5 m high. These tubes using the air/
water system as an analogue will be used to measure the axial and
radial, temperature and velocity profiles, the overall mass (water)
deposition on the wall and the local wall heat transfer rates. The
velocity profiles will be obtained by cross—correlating the signals
from a pair of thin wire thermocouples mounted a known distance apart

at predetermined positions inside the tubes. Preliminary results
obtained in the absence of condensing vapour show that this is a
powerful technique. Subsequent comparison of these results with the
corresponding values obtained in the presence of condensing vapour
should throw further light on the theoretical incompatibility
referred to above. In order to measure the local heat flux a small
heat flux meter has been manufactured and tested. This works on
the normal principle of measuring the temperature gradient across
a material of known thermal conductivity. In this case a 1-g- mm
thick 1 cm diameter 'Perspex' disc. By careful matching of thermal
gradients it has proved possible to measure heat fluxes in the required
range of 0.02 to 0.5 w/cm2.

The proposed analogue annulus experiments are similar in character to
those proposed for the adaptor tube. In this case itisproposed to
measure the flow and temperature profiles within the annulus and the
local heat flux on the external wall of the annulus as a function of
gap size, temperature difference and eccentricity of the cylinders
forming the gap (ie. variable gap width). Because, in this case,
circumferential variability of mass deposition on the walls is to be

expected the rig has been designed to permit the mass deposited in. 10
separate sections to be collected. In addition to the above measure-
ments it is proposed to study the effect of superimposed flow on the
observed results. Preliminary experiments already completed show that
the experimental techniques developed for the adaptor tubes work well
in annuli. Many of the above experiments require a uniform gap width
throughout the annulus. This is difficult to achieve due to the need
for accurate concentricity of the cylinders forming the annulus. It
would therefore be more convenient to carry out many of these experi-
ments in a parallel plate geometry which under appropriate conditions
could be expected to approximate to the annular geometry. To this
•. nd a rig consisting of two 2J- m high by 6jj m long parallel flat plates
is "being constructed. The results from this rig will be compared with
results from a similar sized annular rig and, if it proves possible
to read across from one to the other, the flat plate rig will be used
to obtain much of the required data.

The sodium heat and mass transfer work proposed will inevitably provide
an estimate for the emissivity of materials covered with sodium. There
is however, a specific need to measure the emissivity of surfaces
covered with sodium and oxides of sodium (ie. cases where there is
appreciable in-leakage of air) and an experimental programme is being
considered. But, the role if any, of aerosols in reducing the
radiative heat transfer through cover gas is not well understood. The
theories of Clement and Hawtin treat the gas space as if it was
totally non—absorbent. It is possible to envisage a situation where
a sodium aerosol might be present as a dense fog, thus absorbing
radiant heat. This effect is likely to be particularly marked if the
aerosols are present as oxides. To date there is no evidence from UK
sources thai this is a serious effect. Nevertheless its likely
impact on the convective behaviour is in principle sufficiently
significant to warrant further investigation. It is hoped that the
experiments already planned will highlight any aspects of this potential
problem requiring further investigation.
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14 HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER ACROSS GAS-FILLED ENCLOSED SPACES
BETWEEN A HOT LIQUID SURFACE AND A COOLED ROOF

by

J C Ralph and A W Bennett/

ABSTRACT

A detailed knowledge is required of the amounts of sodium vapour
which may be transported from the hot surface of a fast reactor
coolant pool through the cover gas to cooler regions of the
structure.

Evaporation from the unbounded liquid surfaces of lakes and seas
has been studied extensively but the heat and mass transfer mecha-
nisms in gas-vapour mixtures which occur in enclosed spaces have
received less attention. Recent work at Harwell has provided a
theoretical model from which the heat and mass transfer in idea-
lised plane cavities can be calculated. An experimental study
is reported in this paper which seeks to verify the theoretical
prediction. Heat and mass transfer measurements have been made
on a system in which a heated water pool transfers heat and mass
across a gas-filled space to a cooled horizontal cover plate.
Several cover gases were used in the experiments and the results
show that, provided the partial density of the vapour is low com-
pared with that of the gas, the heat transfer mechanism is that
of combined convection and radiation. The enhancement in heat
transfer due to the presence of the vapour is broadly consistent
with assumption of a direct analogy between heat and mass trans-
fer neglecting condensation in the interspace. The mass trans-
fer measurements, in which water condensing on the cooled roof
was measured directly, showed for low roof temperatures an imba-
lance between the mass and heat transfer. This observation is
consistent with the theoretical predictions that heat transfer
in the convecting system should be independent of the amount of
condensation and 'rain-back1 within the cavity.

Ihe results of tests with helium showed that convection was
entirely suppressed by the presence of the water vapour. This
confirms the behaviour predicted for gas-vapour mixtures in which
the vapour density is of the same order as the gas density.

Atomic Energy Research Establishment
HARWELL, Oxfordshire 0X11 ORA, UK

/Deceased

113INTRODUCTION

A knowledge of the behaviour of sodium vapour in the cover gas
of sodium-cooled fast breeder reactors is important for design
purposes and in determining the operating procedures for such
systems.

The topic has been the subject of a recent paper by Clement and
Hawtin {1} who presented an idealised model for the transport of
sodium from a hot pool through a gas space to a cooled horizontal
roof.

The theory presented by Clement and Hawtin for an argon cover gas
was based on the previously published work of Hills and Szekely
{2} who considered the evaporation of hot molten metals into cold
surroundings.

It was shown in {1} that significant vapour condensation can be
expected in the cover gas when the temperature of the roof is
significantly lower than the sodium pool. It was not possible
to calculate the amount of vapour condensing in the interspace
which was subsequently transported to the cooled roof. However,
it was suggested by Clement and Hawtin that because the evapora-
tion from the liquid pool was enhanced above that which occurs
if condensation in the gas is absent, then in practice the amount
of fluid transported to the roof may be similar to that calcu-
lated without allowing for condensation.

THEORETICAL

Broadly, the theory {2} applied to the closed cavity {1} intro-
duces a modification to the heat and mass transfer analogy, com-
monly used for mass transport calculations at low rates, to allow
for condensation. Condensation steepens the concentration
gradient above the evaporating liquid surface leading to increased
mass transfer from the surface. In general, however, the con-
vection flow patterns in the system are not expected to be radi-
cally changed from those without the presence of vapour, conden-
sing or otherwise.

Suppression of convection

Before presenting the key equations developed in {1} which can be :
applied to the convection experiments described in this paper, an j
important observation also made in {1} can be stated which shows j
that radically different behaviour can be expected if a saturated x ;
vapour is added to some dry gases. It is postulated by Clement > j
and Hawtin that for a system where the mean vapour density is _i, j
similar to that of the cover gas, the mixed mean density as a o
function of temperature can cause an inversion preventing _^

CO



convection, even in large cavities. Sodium vapour in helium,
for example, should at a fixed total pressure around 1 bar and
at 500 °C prevent convection. The phenomenon should also be
demonstrable in mixtures of water vapour and helium.

Free convection with mass transfer

In free convection the heat transfer is increased above that of
pure conduction by the velocity field in the system. The velo-
city field also augments the diffusive mass transfer in an ana-
logous manner when phase changes are present in a gas-vapour
mixture.

In general terms

Nu = f(Gr Pr).

Sh = f (Gr Sc).

(1)

(2)

Provided that the respective Grashof number functions are the
same, and there is ample evidence of this for low vapour concen-
trations, then clearly the Sherwood number will equal the Nusselt
number provided

Sc
Pr

= 1 = = Lewis No. (3)

Since

(4)

and

Sh = DAp
(5)

then

(6)

Equation (6) enables the mass transfer rate to be calculated
fran a knowledge of the dry heat transfer, q, provided the con-
centration of vapour is small and condensation does not occur in
the bulk fluid and provided Le = 1. The latter is approximately
satisfied for a number of gas-vapour systems although there is
often difficulty in calculating the value of Le accurately due

to lack of sufficient data for the diffusion coefficient.

If Le ̂  1, then the generalisation of (6) may be used:
114

(7)

when n is the index of the Grashof number function in (1).

The total heat transfer rate due to the combined convection and
simultaneous mass transfer is

(8)

which substituting from (6) yields

1 + = q (9)

To reiterate, the above equations applied to convecting gas plus
vapour in a closed cavity between a hot pool and a cooled roof are
for no condensation in the bulk fluid. The vapour evaporating
at the hot surface is assumed to cross the interspace in a super-
saturated condition and condense on the cooled roof. When the
amount of supersaturation is large then clearly the probability
that condensation with occur in the interspace is large.

Because the condensation will steepen the vapour phase concen-
tration gradient above the evaporating pool, a higher mass flux
than calculated from (6) should result. However, this enhance-
ment should not be reflected in the amount of mass transferred
to the cooled roof since the 'fog' droplets formed are most
unlikely to be all carried onto the roof.

To calculate the mass transfer in the case of condensation, Hills
and Szekely took the saturated vapour equilibrium form of 'm',
the concentration of the evaporating species, to be given by the
equilibrium partial pressure, so that

m = exp(B - C/T) (10)

where B and C are constants.' The same procedure was followed in
{1} and resulted in the expressions summarised below.

Evaporation rate from pool surface:

m (To)
(11)



where

(T ) T 2 o
(12)

Condensation rate on cooled roof:

where

m
(T-,

AT + -̂ - Am
P

Am
(13)

T 2 1

In (11) and (13), i is calculated frcm (6) or (7).

(14)

It is shewn in {1} that the total non-radiative heat transfer
should be independent of the presence or amount of condensation
and also independent of the form m/T) within the cavity. This
is a somewhat surprising result, a simplified physical picture
being that the latent heat of any condensing vapour in the inter-
space must be given up locally to the gas which subsequently
transfers this heat to the cooled roof by convection.

For temperatures typical of sodium-cooled pool type fast reactors
it was shown in {1} that the dominant heat transfer mechanism
from the pool surface to.the surroundings is radiation, whatever
the cover gas.

The object of the work described in this paper was to verify if
possible, using simple water vapour analogue experiments, the
theories suggested in {1} and {2} and summarised above.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments consisted essentially of measuring the total heat
and water transfer rate from a hot water pool to a cooled roof
in an enclosed volume with insulated vertical boundary walls.
The work was carried out in several pieces of apparatus. That
shown in Fig 1 provided a large width-to-height ratio to minimise
edge effects but permitted heat transfer measurements only.
The apparatus shown in Fig 2 however also enabled condensation
on the cooled roof to be measured directly. To facilitate this
a convex glass roof, roughened slightly to promote fi]irt-wise con-
densation, was used. A glass roof of this type is not ideal as
a constant temperature boundary surface and only approximates to

a flat surface. Thus a further rig was also used in which the
convex glass roof was replaced with a flat copper one and the
heat transfer results compared with both of the other rigs.

The initial tests were carried out on the Mk I rig with air in
the apparatus in the absence of water to establish that the heat
transfer coefficients for the dry gas were in agreement with
published data. In this way the reliability of the apparatus
could be established. Plate gaps varying from a few mm up to
several cm were used. The bottom plate temperatures were
measured for a range of input powers with a fixed top plate tem-
perature. The results for the narrow gaps were used to establish
the critical spacing below which only conduction and radiation
across the gap occurred. This in turn enabled an emissivity to
be established for the dry surfaces (painted matt black) thus
permitting the radiation correction to be made for all of the
dry gas cases. The procedure was repeated with a water layer
about 0.5 cm deep on the bottom plate. For the tests with water
present a total emissivity value of 0.95 for both surfaces was
taken from the literature. Fortunately, in the wet tests the
radiation correction is relatively small and is not therefore as
sensitive to the assumed value of e as in the dry tests. Account
was also taken of the radiation absorption by the water vapour
but the effect is small even at the largest combination of spacing
and vapour pressure.

The procedure for tests using the apparatus shown in Fig 2 was
as follows. Test vessel 'A' was filled via vessel 'C to the
level of the condensate collection funnel and a gas purging
sequence carried out throughout the system. The purpose of
vessel 'B' was to enable a fixed small overpressure to be applied
to the gas space in the test vessel. The test vessel immersion
heater was switched on and a running temperature set on the pool
thermostat control. The constant temperature cooling supply to
the top plate was then adjusted to the required temperature and
flow and the apparatus allowed to come to equilibrium. During
this time the height of vessel 'F1, with its attached spill-off
leg 'J', was such that condensate simply spilled back to the
water pool. At the start of a run the vessel "F1 was lowered
so that condensate could enter via 'J'. The level in the test
vessel was then noted and the condensation rate measured by timing
the spill-off of 10 ml quantities into 'F'. Since the removal
of 10 ml quantities from the test vessel is equivalent to only
about 0.4 mm level change, the gas space height remained approxi-
mately constant during a single condensate measurement.
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The procedure was repeated for a range of pool-to-cooling plate
distances. During each run the heat removed via the cooling
plate water was calculated from the measured mean temperature
rise and the mass flow.



As mentioned above, the heat transfer results were also checked
with the curved glass top plate replaced by a flat copper one
and the condensate catchment funnel was also removed. This pro-
vided a measure of the effect of the unavoidable but non-ideal
shape of the curved roof and of the presence of the condensate
catchment funnel.

Several different gases were used in the experiments but most
tests were done with either argon, air or helium.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dry air and air plus water vapour heat transfer tests (Mk I rig)

The object of the dry tests was to establish that the experimental
techniques were sound and that the results were in accord with
previously published work and, in particular, those from the
extensive investigations of De Graaf and Van der Held {3}. Only
a limited number of dry runs were done. Since agreement with
the De Graaf correlations was reasonable, subsequent comparisons
with dry gas convection were made using the latter. Fig 3 shows
the calculated dry air convection heat transfer and the signifi-
cantly increased measured heat transfer with water present for
several gas gaps as a function of water pool temperature.
Theoretical estimates of the heat transfer in the 'wet1 case,
calculated from (9), are also given in Fig 3. The apparent
anomaly in the theoretical line for the 2 cm depth is caused by
the fact that for this depth the 'dry' convection flux q used in
(9) comes from the laminar region of the De Graaf correlation
(see Fig 4). The other theoretical lines display the relative
insensitivity of the heat flux to cell depth which is charac-
teristic of 'dry' convection in the turbulent regime.

It can be seen that there is reasonable agreement between the
theoretical and observed results for the 2 cm gap but that for
the larger gaps the theoretical results underestimate the observed
heat flux somewhat. The dependence of the observed heat flux on
the gap is also slightly different from that predicted. The
results for the 2.0 cm gap are close to the results for the other
gaps in practice, suggesting that the transition region observed
in the dry gas may occur at lower Grashof number than that in the
'wet1 case.

If the correction for Lewis number (see Table I) is made by using
(7) with n = -| this would increase the theoretical predictions by
about 10% giving quite good agreement with the experiments.

As will be noted from (9), the heat transfer increase caused by
the water vapour is sensitive to its concentration difference
between the pool and the cooled roof. The effective Nusselt
number in the wet case should be increased from that given by

(4) by the multiplying factor for q in (9). This is provided
the vapour has an insignificant effect on the thermal conducti-
vity of the gas. Thus a Nusselt number vs Grashof correlation
should only strictly be attempted for fixed temperature levels
and differences. Recognising this fact, it is however still
instructive to present the results for the 'wet' tests as effec-
tive Nusselt numbers as a function of Grashof number based on
dry air properties. This has been done in Fig 4 together with
the original dry air correlation of De Graaf and Van der Held.

The best fit line through the 15 'wet' data points yields the
following correlation:

Nu = 1.309 Gr
.0.293

(15)

where 1.3 x 10* < Gr < 1.2 x 106, 49°C < T Q < 55°C and T = 32°C.

In the relatively narrow range of Grashof number covered by
changing the value of the pool temperature (T ) at a fixed roof
temperature (T ) and gas gap, the Nusselt number increases much
more rapidly tnan the overall correlation given by (15). This
reflects the observed and theoretically predicted behaviour shown
in Fig 3. The correlation coefficient for (15) is 0.993 indica-
ting that, in spite of the 'local' changes of Nusselt number (due
to rapid vapour concentration increase with temperature) the over-
all correlation based on dry air properties is still meaningful.
However, it would be less so if the correlation were extended
over much wider ranges of T and AT.

It will be noted that the index of the Grashof number in (15)
indicates a turbulent behaviour for the mixed air-water vapour
system.

Argon-water vapour mass and heat transfer measurements (Mk II rig)

A number of tests were carried out on this apparatus in which both
heat and mass transfer measurements were made for a range of gas
space heights and temperatures. The results showed a similar
weak dependence on cavity height to that found on the Mk I rig,
indicating turbulent free convection. However, the most
revealing result was that obtained for a fixed cavity height and
water pool temperature in which the cooled roof temperature was
progressively reduced.

Heat transfer

The results in terms of heat transfer are shown in Fig 5. The
one set of experimental points shown is for the non-radiative
heat flux onto the cooled roof measured from a heat balance
around the roof and corrected for radiation as on the Mk I rig.



The second set is from the measured condensation rate using
Equation (8). It can be seen that as the roof temperature is
reduced the latter points fall significantly belcw the directly
measured heat flux values. The divergence between the sets of
points seems to start at pool-to-roof temperature differences of
around 30 °C and is particularly marked at the maximum AT used of
45°C.

Our observations are consistent with the expected behaviour of
condensation in the interspace at high ATs. The theoretical
heat flux calculated from (9), in which condensation is ignored,
follows the observed results. This indicates that even in con-
ditions of known condensation the heat transfer may be calculated
from the simple no-condensation theory. More evidence is clearly
needed of the effect of the vapour and droplet presence on the
flow patterns and velocities which have been assumed to be rela-
tively unaffected.

Mass transfer

The measured mass transfer rate of water onto the cooled roof is
shown in Fig 6 together with the predicted rates for the he—
condensation in the gap1 theory frcm (7). Also shown are the
increased evaporation rate frcm the water pool surface and the
reduced condensation arriving on the cooled roof when conden-
sation in the gap is allowed for using Equations (7), (11), (12)
and (13). At low ATs where little condensation is expected in
the gap all three calculated mass transfer rates are in close
agreement with each other and with the experimental observations-
At high ATs the observed mass transfer rate lies somewhat above
that calculated from (13), which assumes that all water droplets
formed in the interspace rain back into the water pool. This
was the sort of behaviour expected; Clement and Hawtin {1} con-
jectured that perhaps about half of the interspace condensation
would reach the roof while the other half was returned to the
pool. Our observations certainly indicate that water droplets
did form in the interspace and it appears that rather more than
half returned to the pool.

Heat transfer measurements with water vapour in argon, air neon
and xenon (Mk III rig)

As was pointed out above, the unavoidable shape of the roof on
the Mk II rig makes the application of the De Graaf and Van der
Held correlation for horizontal enclosed surfaces of doubtful
accuracy. A direct comparison was therefore made using a flat
metal water-cooled roof in which heat transfer only was measured.
Several gases of widely differing density and thermal properties
were also used in this rig as a further test of the theories.

Measured heat fluxes as a function of gas space for a fixed pool
temperature and several roof temperatures are given for argon,

air neon and xenon in Fig 7. The results for air and argon are **-.
consistent with those obtained on the Mk I and Mk II rigs. This III
indicates that the curved roof of the Mk II rig and the rather
large height-to-diameter ratio on both the Mk II and Mk III rigs
did not radically change the convection frcm the situation
covered by the De Graaf and Van der Held correlation.

The relative differences exhibited by the different cover gases
are best illustrated on an effective Nusselt number vs Grashof
number plot. This is done in Fig 8 where it can be seen that
the results for each cover gas are displaced from one another
but lie on similar gradients. For dry gas, of course, provided
the Prandtl numbers are about the same, no such displacement
should be seen. A possibility is that the physical properties
of the dry gases, particularly the thermal conductivity, are
changed by mixing with the water vapour. Calculations show
that only relatively small changes would result from the latter.

The displacement of the lines is in fact consistent with the cal-
culated enhancement of heat transfer with the Lewis number taken
into account, ie, Equation (9) with i calculated from (7). The
enhancement factor 'F1, which multiplies the dry Nusselt number,
is given for the various gases at the relevant temperature in
Table I.

TABLE I

Physical properties
at 40°C & 1 bar for •*•

p kg.itf1

C kJ.kg"1 °C~1
P

k W.M"1 "C"1

p N.S.M"2 x 105

D water vapour
M2.s~J x 101*

Le

'F1 T = 50°C,
Ti = 30°C (Eqn (9))

V S -F-Ae
0-66

Air

1.1

1.07

0.0275

1.77

0.27

0.84

7.87

i

8.7

Argon

1.5

0.52

0.018

2.35

0.27

0.86

10.44

11.6

Neon

0.76

1.03

0.051

3.28

O.72+

0.91

10.46
(7.8 with
Ti = 10° C)

11.6
(8.3 with
Ti = 10° C)

Xenon

4.9

0.16

0.0056

2.36

0.4+

0.18

10.37

30

Helium

0.16

5.2

0.015

2.2

1.01

1.97

+ calculated values



It was necessary to use calculated diffusion coefficients for
water vapour in neon and xenon since measured values could not
be found. However, with that proviso, it can be seen that
since the above theories imply that

M (16)

then from Table I it can be seen that the experimental lines on
Fig 8 are displaced to about the expected positions.

Heat and mass transfer in helium plus water vapour

The condensation rates on the roof of the Mk II rig, both
measured directly and calculated from (8) (with q = o ) , are given
as a function of effective gas height in Fig 9. The effective
gas space (I + 2.5 cm, see Fig 2) is an approximate allowance for
the convex shape of the cooled roof.

It can be seen that the behaviour of the system is markedly dif-
ferent from the other gases studied and shows clearly that
diffusion is the controlling factor. It may be noted that.the
lowest Grashof numbers are all above the critical one and thus
convection would be expected in the dry gas. The experiment
was repeated on the flat roof rig (Mk III) and excellent agree-
ment obtained. The results of the latter tests are given in
Fig 10.

The calculated diffusion coefficients for the tests in the Mk II
and Mk III rigs were 1.13 and 1.14 ernes'"1 respectively. A
rather more limited set of tests was done on the Mk I rig {4} and
this yielded a diffusion coefficient of 1.03 cm2.s~i

The values of the diffusion coefficients obtained in our tests
are in good agreement with those of Monchick {5} who quotes a
measured value of 1.01 cm2/s for water vapour in helium at 55°C.

The reason why the water vapour has such a dramatic effect on the
helium system can be seen from Fig 11, where the curves of density
vs temperature are given for air, argon, and helium both dry and
saturated with water vapour. The curves have been plotted for
a total pressure of 1.013 bar which corresponds to the experi-
mental conditions. It can be seen that, unlike the other mix-
tures, the density vs temperature curve for water-saturated
helium has a positive slope. This will reverse the normal trend
of the hotter fluid rising, leading to a stagnation condition.
The air and argon are only slightly affected by the water vapour
in the range of temperature shown and thus retain the normal con-
vection behaviour as seen in the tests.

A recently published paper by John F van de Vate and A Plomp {6}
has also confirmed the suppression of convection in certain gas-
vapour mixtures including the water vapour helium system.

CONCLUSION

The heat and mass transfer between a hot water pool and a cooled
horizontal roof has been studied experimentally for several cover
gases at atmospheric pressure. It is shown that with the excep-
tion of helium the heat transfer observations were consistent
with a system in which combined radiation and convection was
occurring. Even in cases of known water droplet formation and
'rain back' into the pool the measured total non-radiative heat
transfer was consistent with the assumption of a direct heat and
mass transfer analogy ignoring condensation. This confirms the
behaviour postulated by Clement and Hawtin {l}.

The mass transfer measurements showed that in cases of signifi-
cant temperature differences between the liquid pool and the
cooled roof, condensation and rain back into the pool do occur
and must be allowed for. The theory of Hills and Szekely {2}
which was applied by Clement and Hawtin to the closed system
under study gives a close estimate to the observed results.

When helium was used as a cover gas the presence of water vapour
suppressed convection. Heat and mass transfer then took place
by radiation conduction and diffusion. This confirms the theory
of Clement and Hawtin, who suggested the possibility during their
analysis of sodium vapour transport through fast reactor cover
gas.
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NOMENCLATURE

P*

D

e

g

h

i

k

I

L

m

Am

Specific heat of gas (JAg °K)

Specific heat of liquid condensate (JAg QK)

Diffusion coefficient of vapour in gas (m2/s)

Total emissivity of surface

acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)

Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 °C)

Mass transfer rate with no condensation (kg/s m2)

Condensation rate on roof (kg/s m2)

Evaporation rate from pool surface (kg/s m2)

Gas thermal conductivity (W/m2 (°C/m))

Height of cavity (m)

Latent heat of vaporisation at vapour source

Concentration ratio of vapour (p /p)

Concentration ratio difference between liquid pool and
roof (m - m )

Non-radiative heat flux in dry gas (W/m2)

Total (non-radiative) heat flux in vapour and gas (W/m2)

T Temperature (°K) MQ

AT Temperature difference between hot pool and cooled roof

Gr Grashof number

Le Lewis number Sc
pCpD Pr

NOMENCLATURE - continued

hi
Nu Nusselt number

Pr Prandtl number -**-

Sc Schmidt number pD

Sh Sherwood number DAp

Gas thermal expansion coefficient (=)

Gas dynamic viscosity (N s/m2)

Gas density (kg/m3)

Saturated vapour density (kg/m3)

Suffices

0 Value at liquid Surface

1 Value on cooled roof

SL Liquid

g Gas

v Vapour



Differential thermocauples to measure AT

F! G. 1. SCHEMATIC LAYOUT OF APPARATUS. (MK I)

Cooling water

Water cooled convex glass
condensation surface

A = Heated water pool
8 = Constant pressure system
C = Compensating water system
D = Cooling water measure
E = Pumped controlled temp:pooi
F = Condensate receiver
G = Power readings
H = Variable transformer
J = Condensate spill off
k = Condensate catchment funnel

TC = Thermocouple

FIG.2. SCHEMATIC LAYOUT OF RIG USED FOR DIRECT CONDENSATE MEASUREMENTS (MK II RIG)
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FIG. 4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NUSSELT NUMBER AND GRASHOF NUMBER FOR FREE
CONVECTION BETWEEN HORIZONTAL SURFACES
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« HEAT FLUX MEASURED DIRECTLY
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FIG.6. MEASURED AND CALCULATED MASS TRANSFER RATE AS A FUNCTION OF ROOF TEMPERATURE
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MKII (heat balance only)
MKII I heat balance only)
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GRASHOF number (based on dry gas properties)

FIG.8. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NUSSELT AND GRASHOF NUMBERS FOR WATER SATURATED GASES
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Curved Top Plate >
MK I I Rig

* Directly measured condensate
X Calculated from heat balance

Water pool temperature To = 64°C
Cooled roof temperature T, = 35°C

Best fit linear regression line
through measured points. ~~
Slope =1-24*10"^g_m_

eras

Effective diffusion
Coefficient of water vapour
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All curves are for a total pressure of 1013 bar
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Temperature °C

FIG. 9 . WATER VAPOUR TRANSPORT THROUGH HELIUM BETWEEN A HEATED WATER
POOL AND A COOLED HORIZONTAL ROOF

FIG.10. HEAT FLUX AS A FUNCTION OF THE INVERSE DISTANCE BETWEEN A
HEATED WATER POOL AND A COOLEO HORIZONTAL ROOF WITH A HELIUM COVER GAS

FIG. 11. VARIATION OF DENSITY WITH TEMPERATURE FOR AIR AND HEUUM.DRY
AND SATURATED WITH WATER VAPOUR



15 TRANSPORT OF SODIUM THROUGH THE COVER O S OF A
SODIUM COOLED EAST REACTOR

by

C F Clement and P Hawtin

ABSTRACT

Idealised models are presented for sodium vapour transport
through argon or helium and the subsequent roof condensation.
For both gases the dominant heat transfer mechanism from the
pool is radiation but the mass transport process is convection
for argon and diffusion for helium.

For argon a theory based on work of Hills and Szekely is pre-
sented Which predicts a heat transfer rate independent of the
actual amount of condensation occurring in the cavity, and
which suggests a mass transfer rate close to that calculated
in the absence of condensation. Experimental determination
of the temperature and velocity flow characteristics are desi-
rable to examine and Improve on the suspect basic assumption
of the theory that the velocity flow pattern is unaffected by
condensation.

For helium diffusion theory predicts a mass transfer rate an
order of magnitude smaller than for argon, but only a slightly
smaller overall heat transfer rate because of the dominance
of radiation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently Gliddon and Hotchkiss {1} suggested that a method
given by Hills and Szekely {2} offers a reasonable means for
calculating the rate of transfer of sodium from open pools
through an inert gas.

Comparison of the predictions made with this theory with
experimental results obtained by Sutherland et al {3} leads
to the conclusion that it apparently places an upper bound on
the rate of evaporation of sodium between 100°C and 400°C into
a 38°C argon atmosphere. The evaporation rate predicted is,
however, a factor of 2-3 larger than the experimental rate at
temperatures below 200°C. This encourages one to believe
that the theory might be adequate for a closed cavity.

Atomic Energy Research Establishment
HARWELL
Oxfordshire 0X11 ORA

The method of Hills and Szekely is closely similar to that used
by water engineers to relate the convective heat transfer to
the water loss from a reservoir via the Bowen Ratio {4}.
This ratio is derived on the assumption that the eddy diffusi-
vities of water vapour and heat in air are equal (that is,
the Lewis number is equal to 1). It seems to have been first
employed by Pasquill {5} in 1949 and subsequently by other
workers {6-10}. All report satisfactory agreement with obser-
vation provided that atmospheric conditions are neutral or
stable.

The cover gas in a fast reactor is not an infinite medium in
the sense that the air over a reservoir is, since the gas space
is bounded by a cover plate at the top. In this paper we
examine the theory of Hills and Szekely as it might be applied
to a closed cavity and show that the basic assumptions of the
theory are, in this case, mutually incompatible.

2. SODIUM TRANSPORT THROUGH ARGON

2.1 Description of the Physical Model Employed

The idealised physical model of the cover gas cavity in a fast
reactor, used in this paper, is an infinite cavity bounded by
two horizontal planes, the lower and upper being at tempera-
cures To and Ti respectively. The predicted results are inde-
pendent of the height (&) of the cavity provided it is of the
order of 30 cm, in which region the convection is turbulent.
This model should accurately represent reality if the width
of the cavity is much greater than i. The cavity is taken to
be filled with argon at 100 kPa pressure. The dependence of
the results on pressure can be estimated from p a p and D « p"1,
other quantities being constant at a constant temperature.
Further, it is assumed that there is no considerable gas flow
through the cavity. Within the cavity turbulent convection
is taking place so that there are sharp temperature drops
near the top and bottom surfaces. The mean temperature in
the central region is nearly constant though there must be a
difference in the mean temperatures of the rising and falling
gas. The partial pressure of sodium vapour is everywhere
much less than that of the argon. Condensation of the sodium
vapour may take place in the temperature boundary layers, par-
ticularly at the bottom, with the formation of an aerosol mist.
Experimental data {l} confirm that for sufficiently large T0-Tj
there certainly will be condensation. The heat liberated by
this condensation is comparable to the heat transmitted through
the argon. At the top surface boundary layer the argon must
transmit this excess heat so that the temperature gradient in
the top boundary layer is greater than bhat the bottom. The
addition of this top boundary layer is the main difference
between a closed cavity and an open pool.
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The gas velocities are almost certainly not great enough to
entrain droplets from the surface of the liquid sodium, pro-
vided that the surface is not sufficiently agitated by motion
in the liquid to aid such a process. The question remains:
"What happens to the condensed sodium?" If it is assumed
that all the droplets are eventually deposited on the roof an
upper limit to the deposition rate is obtained. Clearly, how-
ever, at the steady state (assuming that the temperature is
not so low that the condensed sodium is solid) the sodium will
be raining down as large droplets into the pool at the rate at
which sodium is deposited on the roof.

The motion and growth of drops in aerosol mists are not a very
well understood subject. Droplets can either escape by falling
under gravity or by penetrating boundary layers. In order to
do either they must reach a certain size for their momentum to
overcome the viscous drag force. If their velocities are then
large enough they can penetrate the boundary layer and be
deposited, say, on the roof. If not they will eventually fall
under gravity. Since one expects the droplets to grow mostly
in the region near the liquid surface it seems a safe assumption
to make that less than half of them will finally be deposited
on the roof.

2.2 Mathematical Description of the Theory

The theory of Hills and Szekely {2} attempts to relate the
Sherwood number (Shc) in the presence of condensation to the
Nusselt number (Nu) in the absence of mass transfer, and as a
consequence to derive the new Nusselt number (NUQ) in the
presence of condensation thus predicting the amount of
condensation.

In the case of horizontal planes in the absence of mass
transport, McAdams {ll} gives an empirical correlation for Nu
when the convection is turbulent:

= 0.075 (1)

where the symbols have the meanings assigned to them in the
Nomenclature Section and:

Ra = (2)

The quantities specifying the gas in equation (2) are evaluated
at some mean temperature between To and T1.

The theoretical assumptions in the present situation are:

i) Gas movement occurs by free convection.

ii)
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iii)

The concentration of vapour m = Py/p is small.
Terms of order m2 are neglected both in the mass and
heat transport equations and P may be taken as the
density of argon. Also, as stated by Hills and
Szekely, the heat flux through the sodium vapour
itself (as opposed to its condensation) is neglected.

The condensation does not significantly change the
flow pattern. This assumption is not stated by
Hills and Szekely {2} and it is probably a good
approximation for the case of evaporation into a gas
stream considered by them and also for the applica-
tion suggested by Gliddon and Hotchkiss {1}. In
the present case we shall show that it conflicts
with assumption (i).

iv) The Lewis number (Le) is approximately unity1:

Le =
Sc
Pr pCpD

= 1. (3)

A value for D of 0.88 cm s"1 for Na in Ar at 654°K
is available {12}. With thermal properties of
Ar {13} this gives Le = 0.9 so that taking a value
of 1 is a reasonable approximation.

Let the mass transfer rate in the absence of condensation be i
and assume the vapour is in equilibrium with the liquid at the
top and bottom of the cavity (the top having a liquid Na film)
with concentrations mi(Ti) and mo(To), respectively. Hills
and Szekely {2} take the saturated vapour equilibrium form
of m to be given by the equilibrium partial pressure so that:

m = exp (B - C/T)/

where B, C are constants.

(4)

If z is the vertical co-ordinate in the cavity the mass trans-
fer rate for any form of m is:

(5)

The similarity between the mass and heat transfer equations
gives:

(6)



where Am = m0 - nij

Since

q = - k
3T(0)
3z

we have, using the assumption that Le = 1:

(7)

(8)

This result is equivalent to the statement that the Sherwood
number Sh, with no condensation, is equal to Nu.

The heat transport rate through the gas plus that due to
evaporation and condensation of Na vapour is:

q̂ , = q + Li,

where, L is the latent heat of sodium,
equation (9) from equation (8) gives:

/c AT + LAm\

(9)

= -*•£? = q

Substituting for i in

... (10)

... (ID

The function £ was introduced by Hills and Szekely for the case
of condensation. It has a simple physical interpretation in
that its derivative is related to the heat transport through
the gas space (ie, excluding radiation) and must necessarily
be conserved over the cavity. Hence:

where we can always define 5 by

E = T + L"

3?(0) _
5 " 3z

... (12)

Thus there must exist a region in the centre of the cavity
where i~ = 0 and heat and mass is carried vertically by con-
vection alone. Expressed mathematically in terms of the
vertical velocity v , the conditions are:

q = " k Iw

i = - D(0) p(0) ^

3T(D _ —-
3z " pp z

... (14)

= pv m.z (15)

The averages are over time and over a horizontal plane in the
centre of the cavity. From the conservation of gas in the
cavity we must have:

pvz = 0. (16)

Equations (14) and (15) show that the temperature T and con-
centration m are not constant in the horizontal plane but are
on the average greater in rising columns of gas where v > 0.

z

In fact the averaging may be divided into two parts giving
mean temperatures T r and Tf over the regions where v z > 0
and v z < 0, respectively. Thus equation (14) becomes:

- T f (17)
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The right hand side has a simple physical interpretation in
that it is the difference between the heat carried up and
carried down by circulating gas currents.

We noted above that ? is always conserved and that this followed
from the basic assumptions of the theory. However, assumption
(iii) also implies that the flow pattern and therefore the velo-
cities are unchanged when condensation occurs and are fixed
only by AT. Then the equations for E and for T in the absence
of condensation are similar and we have:

i£(0)
3z

= ̂ v"' / AT, ... (18)

where 1 represents the top surface, z = %.

In the turbulent regime, numerical values indicate that:

3T(0) _ AT
IS 1" ... (13)

- 5f>, (19)

where we have defined £r, ?f in a similar way to T r, 1^; and
fpvji is identical to that of equation (17) under assumption
'(ill).



When || from equation (18) is substituted in equation (10)
an identical value of qip is obtained so that the theory predicts
the following physical results:

i) The total heat transfer is independent of the pre-
sence or amount of condensation;

ii) The heat transferred (qT) is independent of the form
of m(T) within the cavity.

From equations (17) and (18) the new temperature difference
between rising and falling gas in the centre of the cavity,
T " I " is predictd

g g
Tr" - If" is predicted as:

V " V + r
p

" m (V ) J

~ Tr Tf + C p AT
 (Tr Tf )'

. . . (20)

From the exponential dependence of m on temperature we deduce:

V " V > Tr " Tf' '"
2.3 Numerical Results Predicted by the Theory

The form of m(T) used was obtained by fitting equation (4) to
the sodium vapour data of Dunning {14} which allows for dimeri-
zation, yielding B = 10.70 and C = 12720. This empirical
relationship fits the data to within 1% or 2% over the tempera-
ture range 300°-600° C.

In terms of the mass transfer rate without condensation, given
by equation (8), the evaporation rate fran the pool and the
condensation rate on the top surface are:

S ( o )
Q'Cty

jj&(0)
9z

('AT + -=-

Am
... (22)

"c —* If'" -

where, from equation (4)

.. (23)

i = 0,1. .. (24)

The difference between iE and i^ gives the condensation rate
within the cavity, or the droplet formation rate:

V
(25)

The evaporation rate ig gives an upper limit to the deposition
rate on the roof. A better guess might be to assume half the
droplets are eventually deposited there, in which case the
total mass transfer rate of sodium onto the roof is:

ic + h id = h (ic + ig). ... (26)

The heat transfer rates through the gas are given at the top
and bottom surfaces by

k 3z

respectively, and can be obtained in a similar fashion frcm
equation (18). The ratio of temperature gradients at the
top and bottom of the cavity is:

3T/U)/ 3T'(0) =
 k ( V

3z ' 8z k(Tj
P ... (27)

In practice, we can nearly always neglect Im'JTjJ/C so that
the ratio is generally much bigger than unity, its approxi-
mate value without condensation. This suggests, though with-
out proof, that the mean temperature in the centre of the
cavity is greater for T^ than for T.

The radiative transfer rate, q^, for a cavity with two infinite
walls whose emissivities are eo and ei, corresponding to To
and Ti respectively, is {15}:



... (28)

eO Kl

where a = 5.673 x 10-12J s"1 cm"2 IT1*.

No value of e for liquid sodium has been found, so calculations
were performed with a guess of e = ex = e0 =0.1. The results
are proportional to a good approximation.

Constants for use in the calculations were taken from Referen-
ces 13 and 14. Mean values were calculated wherever necessary.
Heat transfer rates were calculated from equations (1) and (2)
for q, equation (10) for Cg, and equation (28) for qR. The
results are shown in Fig 1.

We notice that qip is close to being linear over the temperature
range 550°-300° C and that radiative heat transfer dominates
over the whole range for e = 0.1. In fact, we would have to
have e < 0.01 for radiative heat transfer to be negligible.

Mass transfer rates were calculated from the heat transfer
rate q using equation (8) for i, equation (22) for iE,
equation (23) for ±Q and equation (26) for i,-, + \ i^. The
results are shown in Fig 2. They indicate that ig is close
to linear over the temperature range and that the actual con-
densation rate on the roof, i,-,, falls after initially rising.
The percentage of sodium condensing out into mist or droplets
rises from 24% at Ti = 550°C to 99.5% at Ti = 300°C.

2.4 Discussion

The fundamental assumptions of the theory lead to the somewhat
surprising conclusion that the total heat transfer is
independent of the amount of condensation provided that liquid
is present.

It is of course possible to formulate alternative theories to
circumvent this difficulty. Thus we could start with equa-
tion (19) and allow v z to change by keeping (Tr - Tf) constant
in the two cases. Indications are that this would reduce the
mass transfer rate but a sound theory requires a better experi-
mental relationship between v z and
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(Tr -

As noted in the previous section, the percentage of sodium
condensing as droplets rises from 24% at Ti ~ 550°C to 99.5%
at Ti = 300°C, in each case for a liquid temperature of 600°C.
In fact, the amount condensing may well be less than these
figures, particularly for higher values of Tj.

The assumption that half the droplets are eventually deposited
on the roof leads to a total deposition rate (ic + \ id) quite
close to i. Thus there is a possibility that condensation
might not enhance the mass transfer rate.

The correlation (1) of McAdams {11} does not seem to be well
established experimentally and experiments by de Graaf and Van
der Held {16} give results for air which purport to supplant
the earlier results. Using these latter data and scaling on
the basis that:

Nu = Nu(air) P 7 ( a i r ) (29)

leads to the conclusion that the net effect of this revised
correlation on q and the derived quantities qT, i, ip and i E

is to increase the values given in Figs 1 and 2 by amounts
varying from 7% for T1 = 550°C to 14% for T: = 300°C.

To generalise to the case Le ^ 1 the similarity between the
heat and mass transfer equations gives the corresponding mass
transfer correlation in terms of the Schmidt number (Sc)
instead of Pr. Thus from equation (3) the correlation (1)
gives the Sherwood number as:

Further, the theory suggests, as shown by the relationship in
equation (21), that the temperature difference between the
rising and falling gas in the presence of condensation
(Tj/ - T^) is greater than the corresponding difference in
its absence (T ~ T f ) • This prediction, which is theoreti-
cally verifiable by experiment, constitutes the grounds for
doubt concerning the use of the theory in that it conflicts
to some extent with assumption (i). The convective velocity
of flow depends on temperature differences, yet we suppose
that these are unchanged from the free gas case despite a
significant change in the temperature difference between rising
and falling gas.

Sh = Nu Le1
(30)

The diffusivity of sodium through argon has been calculated
by the method previously used by Peak {17} at lower tempera-
tures with the neglect of sodium vapour dimerization which,
although it may not be an important effect, still introduces
uncertainty into the calculation. The results give a value
40% less than the single available experimental point {12},
and give a value of Le, calculated from equation (3) with p
as thg*gas (not the total) density, practically constant at
1.72 over the range 300°C-600°C.



For Le f 1 the generalization of equation (8) is:

. q_ Am 1

1 = C A T 1 ^

... (31)

where a general correlation of the form of equation (30)
been used.

has

For a turbulent flow, the case considered above, b = \.
Using equation (31) with this value of b and Le = 1.72 means
that all the values of i given in Fig 2 must be reduced by 301
For b =-§-the reduction is 17%. The total heat transfer rate
is still given by the definition (10) in terms of? but the
definition (11) is replaced by:

= T +
Im (32)

Thus qT given in Fig 1 is slightly reduced in the case of no
condensation. However the equation for £ is no longer simi-
lar to that for T and equations (10) and (18) do not have
simple generalizations. On the other hand the analogues of
equations (22) and (23) still exist in terms of qT, viz:

Jr.
C Le
P

C Le
P

... (33)

(34)

Thus, if the theoretical value for Le is used in the calcula-
tion instead of the experimental value which is close to 1,
the numerical results must be modified. In particular, the
theory of Hills and Szekely {2} breaks down so that an alter-
native is required.. The practicality of doing this depends
upon the experimental elucidation of the temperature and
velocity characteristics of the flow within the cavity.

3. SODIUM TRANSPORT THROUGH HELIUM

The calculated value for the diffusivity of sodium in helium
is about 3 times that in argon. Thus at first sight one
might assume that the sodium mass transport would be larger in
a helium cover gas. In fact the converse is likely to be the
case. In some recent experiments at Harwell Ralph and Bennett
{18} have determined the mass transfer of water through helium
and argon. Although the experimental conditions are not

exactly analogous to the mass transfer of sodium with very
large temperature differences, their findings that mass trans-

._fer was greater in argon will probably carry over. The basic
'"'reason for this reversal, which we now examine, is that the
very low density of helium makes convection in it difficult or
impossible.

The total density of helium saturated with sodium vapour at
atmospheric pressure shows a minimum at about 540 °C in the
temperature range 300°C-650°C. With a pool at 600°C the
density decreases anomalously with decrease in temperature to
the minimum and then increases to its initial value at 460°C.
Thus unless the temperature of the top plate is less than 460°C,
p (TJ £ ps(T0), and there is no possibility of convection by
tne normal thermal expansion.

For smaller values of Ti, and consequently larger values of
the temperature difference, convection would theoretically be
possible if the sodium vapour can become highly supersaturated.
In practice a degree of supersaturation of at least 60% would
be necessary and this is thought to be extremely unlikely.
If the temperature of the pool (To) is increased much above
600°C convection is always impossible.

The physical picture of the transport processes in helium is
thought therefore to be one of diffusion. As AT is increased
(probably between 100°C and 150°C) the vapour starts to con-
dense out in a mist over the surface. This is similar to
ground mists formed in the atmosphere on a cold night. Because
of its inertia the mist is an additional stabilizing influence
against convection. If there are no lateral gas currents in
the chamber the droplets grow until they fall out under gravity.
At equilibrium the fall-out rate will be almost equal to the
evaporation rate from the pool.

3.2 Mathematical Description

To calculate the heat and mass transfers involved we first
note that heat transport through the sodium vapour itself can
be neglected since k N aAHe ~ 0-04. Also kHe is a linear
function of temperature to a very good approximation over the
interval 300°-600° C. It is convenient to write the diffusion
equation in terms of the ratio:

m =-P/P.He' (35)

This choice, rather than pv/p, is made to utilise the constant
Lewis number (4.4) obtained with the diffusivity calculated as
in section 2.4, and results in a simplified mass diffusion



equation (see Appendix). The coupled one-dimensional diffusion
equations are:

... (36)

... (37)1 d (,, dm'
C t e d z \ K d i d'

kAT

where m, is the condensation or droplet formation rate.

For m, = 0 the resulting fluxes are:

... (38)

. _ kAm ,39.
u C~LeT* "*"

The corresponding tota l heat transport rate i s given by:

q_, = q + LL . . . . (40)

When condensation takes place in, can be eliminated from equa-
tions (36) and (37). Neglecting the small variation of L with
T (consistent with our neglect of the heat transfer through
the sodium vapour) we obtain:

0, ... (41)

where £ is given by equation (32).

Ihe solution of this equation is:

T
= - / k(T)

T0

| L dm
C Le dTC Le
P

dT
dT. ... (42)

We note that the heat and mass transfers predicted frcm equa-
tions (38), (39) and (40) do depend on the height I of the
cavity and vary as 1/SL in contrast to the constant dependence
in the argon case.

3.3 Numerical Results

The variation in heat transport rate (excluding the radiative
component) in pure helium (q) and in helium containing sodium

vapour (q^) with the roof temperature (Tx) calculated from
equations (38) and (40) is given in Fig 1.

The diffusive flux of sodium through the helium (±J) can be
calculated frcm equation (39) and is given as a function of
Tx in Fig 3. The slight fall in L for small Tx arises frcm
the fall in k with decrease in temperature. For TQ = 600°C
and Tj = 300°C the Grashof number calculated frcm the densi-
ties is into the convection region but the degree of super-
saturation required is over 1000%. It is more realistic
therefore to assume that condensation occurs.

In the presence of condensation the total heat transfer (q,J
is given by equation (42) rather than (40). Equation (42;,
if the variation in k is neglected, can be integrated to T = Tj
with z = % which yields an answer identical with that given by
equation (40). The value of q_, is only increased by one or
two per cent if the variation of k with T is included, so that,
to a good approximation, the total heat transfer is indepen-
dent of the condensation rate.

The evaporation rate (LJ) and the condensation rate on the roof
(i ) are given in terms of q_ by the general expressions (33)
ana (34) with calculated results shown in Figs 3 and 4 which
were obtained using equation (4) for m and m(He) = 10 (Ar).

3.4 Discussion

The curves i and :L represent the minimum and maximum theore-
tical flux of sodium through helium. As noted above, the
flux L can only be achieved if the sodium becomes highly
supersaturated (1000%). With a condensation rate leaving
some supersaturation, which is probably the most realistic
situation, the actual flux will lie between the curves for i_,
and i in Fig 3. This rate is an order of magnitude less
than the i or (ic + h. iJ for argon given in Fig 2.

Despite this order of magnitude difference the evaporation
rate (i ) of sodium into helium (see Fig 4) is lower than the
corresponding rate for argon (Fig 2) by a factor of only 4.

Should condensation not occur for seme reason the Grashof num-
bers would range frcm 10" at Tj = 450°C to 2.5 x 105 at Tx =
300°C, enhancing the heat transfer for He by a factor ranging
from 1.6 to 4. The mass transfers would be enhanced by a
further factor of about 2 (from Le*3 dependence) leaving net
mass transfers similar to the argon ones. There is no
reason to believe that condensation does not take place with
such large supersaturations as 1000%, particularly in view of
the ionizing radiation in the chamber and the experiments of
Ralph and Bennett tend to confirm this {18}.
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5.

6.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Idealised models for the transfer of sodium vapour froh
a hot pool through argon or helium cover gas to the cooled
cover plate have been developed. In the case of argon
the rate determining process for mass transport is con-
vection whilst for helium it is diffusion. With both of
the cover gases most of the heat transfer occurs by
radiation. The emissivity of liquid sodium which deter-
mines this heat transfer appears to be unknown.

For argon, a previously published theory due to Hills and
Szekely {2} provides a means of calculating heat and mass
transfer rates in the idealised cavity. This theory
predicts a heat transfer rate independent of the actual
amount of condensation occurring within the cavity, and
suggests that the mass transfer rate may be quite close
to that calculated with no condensation. The theory is
unsatisfactory as its basic assumption that the velocity
flow pattern is unaffected by condensation is very sus-
pect. Experiments are necessary to test the predictions
of the theory and to define the underlying assumptions.

For helium, a diffusion theory can be used to derive the
transfer rates. The mass transfer is then an order of
magnitude less than that for argon. The heat transfer
rate is smaller but since this is dominated by radiation
the same cavity will only have a slightly smaller value
for Ti for helium than it would for argon. Experiments
to check the predictions of the helium theory are desi-
rable. Uncertainties of a factor of 2 in the numerical
values of the predicted results arise from inadequately
known diffusivities.
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NOMENCLATURE

B,C vapour constants (equation 4)

C heat capacity of gas

D diffusivity of vapour in gas

e emissivity of surface

g acceleration due to gravity

i mass transfer rate with no condensation

i condensation on roof

i, droplet formation rate
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k

a

L

m

Am

P

q

qR

%

T

T"*

AT

vz

z

Gr

Le

Nu

Pr

Ra

Sc

Sh

diffusional transport through He

evaporation rate from pool surface

gas thermal conductivity

height of cavity

latent heat of vaporization

concentration of Na vapour (= p /p for Ar, P.VP H for He)

concentration difference between surface and roof
(= m0 - mx)

gas pressure

gas only heat transfer rate

radiative heat transfer rate

gas + vapour heat transfer rate

temperature

temperature in condensation case

temperature difference (= To - Ti)

vertical gas velocity

vertical co-ordinate

Grashof number

Lewis number

Nusselt number

Prandtl number

Rayleigh number

Schmidt number

Sherwood number

gas thermal expansion coefficient (—)

n

K

P

"He

P,v

gas viscosity

conserved quantity (equations 11 and 32)

argon density

helium density

vapour density

Labels and Suffices

0 value at liquid surface

1 value on roof

C pertaining to condensation case

f falling gas

r rising gas

Except where specifically stated in the text any consistent
set of units can be used for the above variables.

APPENDIX
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REQUIRED DEFINITION OF m FOR THE DIFFUSION DOMINATED
TRANSFER PROCESS (HELIUM CASE)

In this appendix we consider the general diffusion equa-
tions where m is no longer necessarily small. These equations
are:

conservation of total mass: V.(pv) = -

conservation of total
sodium vapour:

and definition of D:

Additionally, the total helium flux is:

V. (pv) = - :

V.(pv + i )

i = - DpV.-v

i flux is:

He- -v

m d ;

& ) •

0 .

. . . (Al)

. . . (A2)

. . . (A3)

. . . (A4)



It is important to note that in the general case the net
flux of sodium vapour is not zero, but that there is a net flux
upwards.

From equations (A2) and (A4) it follows:

V.
- (A5)

Calculated values of D indicate that:

k
Le =

U

10

0>

"o

o

pHe Cp D
= constant. .. (A6)

Pool temperature 600 G

Roof temperature -T| ( C)

600 500 400 300

FIG.1.VARIATI0N WITH T, , OF HEAT TRANSFER RATES qR

[RADIATION WITH e = 0-1), qT (GAS + VAPOUR), AND q (GAS ALONE)

Using this fact together with equations (A3) and (A5) gives:

1
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V.

Put:

then:

or simplifying:

pHe/PHe

m =

. . . (A7)

. . . (A8)

Equation (A8) i s of course the general form of equation (37)

Pool temperature 600°C
Cover gas: argon

temperature - T, (°C)

300

FIG.2.VARIATI0N WITH T, OF MASS TRANSFER RATES
UNO CONDENSATION), iE(SURFACE EVAPORATION), i c

(CONDENSATION ON ROOF) ic +1/2 id ( DEPOSITION ON ROOF
WHEN HALF THE DROPLETS ARE DEPOSITED THERE)



10r-
Pool temperature 600 C
Cover gas:helium

"600 550 500 450 400
Roof temperature - V

350 300

FIG.3. VARIATION WITH T, OF MASS TRANSFER RATES IN HELIUM
iD(DIFFUSION ALONE) AND ic (CONDENSATION ON ROOF WHEN
CONDENSATION OCCURS IN CHAMBERS)
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Pool temperature 600°C
Cover gas:helium

600 550 500 450 400 350
Roof temperature - T| (°C)

300

FIG. 4. VARIATION WITH T, OF MASS TRANSFER RATES IN HELIUM
i E (EVAPORATION RATE) AND ic (ROOF CONDENSATION RATE AS IN
FIG.3.)



16. Aerosol Behaviour Modeling and Measurements by J.A. GIESEKE,

L.D. REED, United States

INTRODUCTION

Aerosol behavior within Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR)
containments is of critical importance since most of the radioactive
species are expected to be associated with particulate forms and the mass
of radiologically significant material leaked to the ambient atmosphere is
directly related to the aerosol concentration airborne within the contain-
ment. Mathematical models describing the behavior of aerosols in closed
environments, besides providing a direct means of assessing the importance
of specific assumptions regarding accident sequences, will also serve as
the basic tool with which to predict the consequences of various postulated
accident situations. Consequently, considerable efforts have been
recently directed toward the development of accurate and physically realis-
tic theoretical aerosol behavior models.

These models have accounted for various mechanisms affecting
agglomeration rates of airborne particulate matter as well as particle
removal rates from closed systems. In all cases, spatial variations within
containments have been neglected and a well-mixed control volume has been
assumed. Examples of existing computer codes formulated from the mathema-
tical aerosol behavior models are the Brookhaven National Laboratory TRAP(l)
code, the PARDISEKO-II and PARDISEKO-III codes developed at Karlsruhe
Nuclear Research Center(2>3), and the HAA-2, HAA-3, and HAA-3B codes
developed by Atomics International(^-6).

Because of their attractive short computation times, the HAA-3
and HAA-3B codes have been used extensively for safety analyses and are
attractive candidates with which to demonstrate order of magnitude esti-
mates of the effects of various physical assumptions. Therefore, the
HAA-3B code was used as the nucleus upon which changes have been made to
account for various physical mechanisms which are expected to be present
in postulated accident situations and the latest of the resulting codes
has been termed the HAARM-2 code. It is the primary purpose of the HAARM
series codes developed at Battelle's Columbus Laboratories to provide
analyses which provide more physically realistic aerosol modeling and
consistently conservative predictions.

The HAARM-2 model differs from previous models in that it allows
temporal variation of containment gas temperature, pressure, and tempera-
ture gradient normal to the containment walls. Also, settling velocities
which are dependent upon the morphological properties of individual
agglomerates are corrected using an experimental dynamic shape factor(7).
In addition, wall deposition by thermosphoresis is included as an aerosol
depsoition mechanism and a calculated particle-particle collision effi-
ciency is employed.

GENERAL THEORY

Following is a description of the theory used to develop the
HAARM-2 code. The theory is identical to that used for the HAA-3B code
except in certain instances, where additional terms have been added to
account for physical mechanisms which are expected to occur in postulated
nuclear reactor accidents.

The governing integro-differential equation describing the
rate of change of particle concentration due to various agglomeration and
removal mechanisms may be written in the following form:
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n (x,t) = K Q [1/2 » (5, x-E) n(S, t) n(x-?,t) d?
CO

-n (x,t) J to (x, I) n(?,t) d? ]
(1)

where

-n (x,t) R(x) + S(x,t)

4>(x,5) = the normalized collision kernel predicting the
probability of collision between two particles
of volume x and 5 due to Brownian motion,
gravitational settling, and, if included,
turbulent gas motion

= 4kT/3n = the agglomeration rate constant

k = the Boltzmann constant

T = the gas temperature

n = the gas viscosity

x = 4-Trr3 = volume of particle with radius r

5 = 4 r = volume of particle with radius r'

n(x,t) = the size distribution function

R(x) = the removal rate of particles produced by gravita-
tional settling to the floor, diffusion to the walls
(wall plating), and leakage

S(x,t) = represents the source rate of particles input to
the vessel.

The first integral in Equation (1) represents the formation rate
of particles between the sizes x and x + dx as a result of collisions
between particles of volumes £ and x - 5- Similarly, the second integral
represents the disappearance rate of particles in the size range between
x and x + dx due to collisions with all other particles.

The functional form of the collision kernel <|>(x,£) depends upon
the coagulation mechanisms present in a given system. In an enclosed
containment vessel, possible mechanisms causing relative motion between
particles, and thus coagulation, include Brownian motion of the particles,
gravitational settling, and turbulent gas motion. In most analyses where
more than one of these mechanisms is present, they are assumed to be
separable and additive such that

B(x,5) (2)

Although easily added to the model, turbulent agglomeration has not been
included in the HAARM-2 code because of its estimated small effect.

o I
O ;
00 i



Agglomeration Terms

Brownian Agglomeration

•^~&v , the plating coefficient

leak rate from the vessel.

(7)
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Current aerosol models use the Brownian collision parameter B
in a form which can be written as

Ko B (x,?) =
K | (r + r') • ( r + a + hl ^ - ^-+-.ajtb? Xr

where a, b, and X are constants defining the Cunningham correction factor
which accounts for the low Knudsen number effects present for small
particles.

Further, h is the vessel height, A w the wall area, the distance from
the wall over which a particle concentration gradient exists, and V the
vessel volume. In the HAARM-2 code the assumption has been made that the
final term in the slip correction factor is negligible and hence for both
gravitational settling and agglomeration the constant is taken as zero.

Method of Moments

Gravitational Agglomeration

The collision parameter for gravitational agglomeration is based
on consideration of the relative sedimentation rates for different sized
particles and is dependent on the collection of small particles from the
volume swept out by a large, rapidly settling particle. A general expres-
sion for the gravitational collision parameter will be presented and
deviations from this used in the various models discussed. The gravita-
tional agglomeration parameter is given by

K Q G ( X , O =
9n e ( X ) 5 ) . { | r a ( r ) _ r')

(r r')2] + b(r + r')2-|re Xra(r)-r' e"
Xra(r')|}

where
(x,£) = the particle-particle collision efficiency

a(r) = the particle shape factor

S = the density difference between the gas and
particle material.

Removal Terms

In Equation (1), R(x) represents the removal terms. HAA-3B
accounts for any of the three possible mechanisms: £1) removal at the
vessel floor due to gravitational settling, (2) diffusion to the walls
(wall plating), and/or (3) leakage out of the vessel. Mathematically
formulated

where

R (x) = GR r (r

2g a (r) 6

+ a + beXr) + PR ( r + a +

the gravitational setting constant

(5)

(6)

The method of moments was used to solve the governing equation.
Equation (1) was multiplied by x^ and integrated over x. After some mani-
pulation, the following general form for the moment equations resulted:

dx k
 K c"

17" f \>
n (C,C) <p CS.C)

Sk - (t)

where

R (5) ?U n (5, t) d?

(8)

(9)

(10)S k (t) = ^ S (S,T) ?K d? .

Due to the simplification of Equation (8) when k = 0, 1, 2,
these moment equations were solved simultaneously for the unknowns XQ, XI ,
and X2.

The solutions of Equation (8) were obtained in HAA-3B by assuming
that the airborne particle concentration may be represented by a log-
normal distribution function at all times. Hence, in terms of particle
volumes, the number distribution may be written

n (x,t) =
V2TT U (t)

exp
m (t)

2 u (t)
} i (ID

where

N (t) = the total number concentration of suspended particles

m (t) = the geometric mean particle volume

u (t) = the logarithmic variance.



XQ, XI, and X2 are related to the parameters in the log-normal distribution
by the following relations:

so that

(0 = ^ n (x,t) xk dx = N (t) m (t)k exp [̂  " (t)l -

XQ (t) =N (t)

Xx (t) =N (t)m(t) e
u

X2 (t) = N (t) m
2 (t) e 2 u ( t )

, and

Alternatively,

N (t) = X
0

(t) = x\ I

u (t) = en (xQ

, and

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

Details of the integration and numerical solution are given by Cohen and
Vaughan(8) and by Hubner, Vaughan, and Baurmash(°).

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE HAARM-2 CODE

There are several aspects of postulated fast reactor accident
conditions which require special consideration beyond that employed in
most previous aerosol behavior models. These include the possibility for
time dependent temperature and pressure variations in the confined space
being considered, the very high number concentrations of aerosols expected,
and time dependent wall temperatures. These factors were considered in
the development of deposition mechanisms to be included and in the
descriptions of aerosol behavior.

Temporal Pressure and Temperature Variation

where ri0 is the reference viscosity taken at a referpnce temperature
(assumed to be 2.009 x 10~4 dyne-sec/cm2 at 333.32 K) and S is a constant
(which for air has the value S = 110 K). The gas mean free path enters
the correction to mobility for slip and is adjusted for pressure and
temperature by using

L = kT/(4/2 Trpr0
2) (20)

where p is the pressure and ro is the gas molecular radius. Slip is then
accounted for in the equation
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CmL/r (21)

where
C = Cunningham correction factor

C m = constant

L = mean free path

r = particle radius.

Thermal Wall Deposition

Particles, when suspended in a gas with a temperature gradient
in it, experience a force directed toward the cooler regions. Particle
motion resulting from this force is termed thermophoresis and is included
because of possible significance in accident situations. Thermophoresis
conceivably could exhibit effects on the aerosol behavior in an enclosed
volume in two ways. First, due to the dependence of the thermophoretic
velocity on particle size in the low Knudsen number regime, a thermophoretic
coagulation is expected similar to gravitational coagulation. And second,
since a strong temperature gradient is expected near the walls, a thermo-
phoretic plating effect similar to the diffusion plating is expected to
occur. However, temperature gradients are expected to be highest at
the wall and thermophoretic coagulation is expected to be of secondary
importance compared to thermophoretic deposition onto the cool walls.
Hence, the thermal plating effect was added to the diffusional deposition
mechanism as an additional wall plating term.

To include the thermal plating as a removal mechanism in the
governing integro-differential equation, the flux of particles to a unit
surface area of wall due to thermophoresis is defined as

= nUt (22)

In modeling certain accident sequences it is desirable to allow
the gas pressure and temperature to vary with time. This option is
included in the HAARM-2 code. Temporal variations of these conditions
have both direct and indirect consequences. Gas properties are calculated
for each computational time step using the input data provided to the
code. The affected properties include gas viscosity, mean free path, and
the density. Gas viscosity is calculated using E. R. van Driest'sO)
equation as

JL . (X}3/2(;
T + S ) (19)

Here, j t is the flux of particles toward the wall due to thermophoresis,
n the particle number concentration, ft the thermal force exerted on a
particle, b the particle mobility, and Ut the thermal velocity of a particle.
The total number of particles arriving at the wall per unit time, t, is then

so that

j A = nA UJt w w t

3n

(23)

(24)



A^ is the wall area of the containment vessel and V the containment volume.
Since the response time of a particle to changing temperature gradients
is known to be small(10)) transient effects are neglected and the steady
thermophoretic velocity, Ut, results immediately from the steady thermo-
phoretic force derived by Brock(H):

u = 3 JL L
Ct r + k s

2 c t 7

-) |VT|
_/ ' w (25)

Here,

Cj. - a constant associated with the thermal accommodation
coefficient at the particle surface,

kf/ks = the ratio of the gas and particle thermal conductivities,

|VT|W = the normal component of the temperature gradient
at the wall.

Ideally, Equation (25) would be substituted into Equation (24)
which would then be added to the removal mechanisms as an additional term
of R(x) in Equation (5). However, integration of R(x) over all x is
required in the method of moments as Equation (9) demonstrates. Exact
integration of U t is a difficult, if not impossible task. Numerical
integration is possible at each time step, but it was felt that an order
of magnitude estimate could be obtained by basing U t on the median particle
size, r^Q, as a function of time. This, in effect, makes U t a constant
and integration of R(x) straightforward. Integration yields

larger particle will actually collide with it. If we define the "sweep
out area" as the area of a circle with radius equal to the sum of the radii
of the larger and smaller particles, then the collision efficiency, e, is
defined as the fraction of the "sweep out area" in which a small particle
can be located and still result in a collision of the two particles.

(12-19)A review of analyses for collision efficiencies of
spheres and estimates of the inertial efficiency were made. It was con-
cluded that for the size distributions of particles expected in accident
situations, the inertial collision efficiency for sedimentation was negli-
gible. However, interception could be of considerable importance. For

(19,20)
viscous flow about a spherical collector Fuchs presents an equation
for the collision efficiency which is valid for small ratios of r/R where
R and r represent a large and small particle in the size distribution.
Written in accordance the previously stated definition of e,

^ 3
— —

2
r + R

(27)

and 0 < e < 3/8.

The inclusion of e into the HAARM-2 code then requires reinte-
grating the gravitational agglomeration terms in Equation 1 with the above
expression for e inserted into Equation 4. This was done and the results
were reported(21). Defining an average collision efficiency e as the cal-
culated gravitational collision rate for the total size distribution with
e included, to that with e assumed unity, values for £ can be calculated
as functions of the mean size and geometric standard deviation for the
size distribution.
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(26)

Rk(t) from Equation (26) was included into HAARM-2 as an additional plating
term in the moment equations and also was included in the calculation of
the plated particle numbers and volumes.

Additional input data necessary for the thermal plating contribu-
tion include the temperature gradient at the wall, the gas density, and
the ratio of gas to particle thermal conductivities. An average value for
the temperature gradient normal to the inner containment surfaces may
either be read into the HAARM-2 code as a single value or in pairs of time
and temperature gradients. Similarly, the gas density, viscosity, and
mean free path may each be time dependent if T and p are to be time depen-
dent, as previously discussed.

Collision Efficiencies

Because of the differential settling velocity of particles of
various sizes, larger particles settling more rapidly than smaller ones
overtake and collide with the smaller ones as they fall. This coagulation
process is termed gravitational agglomeration. However, simply because a
small particle happens to be within the "sweep out area" of a larger
particle just above it, does not necessarily insure that a collision will,
in fact, occur. Because of hydrodynamic interaction between the two
particles only a certain fraction of those in the "sweep out area" of a

Agglomerate Shape and Density Correction

As the aging process of an aerosol system proceeds and agglom-
eration of the aerosol species occurs, new particles composed of aggregates
of the original primary particles are formed. Any real aerosol system
which has reached an advanced stage of coagulation then will be largely
composed of nonspherical agglomerated particles. Hence, corrections to
Stokes law must be made to account for the nonspherical behavior of
agglomerated aerosol particles. A general form of the equation describing
the settling velocity, Us, of a nonspherical aerosol particle is given by

1) Y
C (28)

where R is some characteristic length of the agglomerate structure, p e an
effective density of the agglomerate which accounts for differences in
packing and the fact that the agglomerate structure includes interstitial
"pockets" of gas, y the dynamic shape factor which corrects the drag force
for the nonspherical shape of the agglomerate and C' the slip correction
which accounts for gas slippage along the nonspherical particle.

Note that for a pure settling velocity correction it is possible
to combine these corrections into a single correction factor. Accordingly,
the settling velocity is rewritten as



(29)

where R is the radius of a sphere having volume equal to that of the
agglomerate p the actual material density, and a an overall correction
factor which corrects the settling velocity for nonspherical aerosol
behavior.

Experimental results by Kops et al. ^ indicate that a more
accurate empirical representation of a is obtained by dividing the
correction into two regimes. Accordingly,

a(t) 5 1.188 N(t)" 1 / 3 aR(0)]

for N(t) less than about 10^ primary particles and

a(t) = 0.067

(30)

(31)

for N greater than approximately 10 original particles. The exact
transition point depends on 0R(O) as well as N(t). To calculate a(t)
as a function of particle size in the HAARM-2 code, N(t) is based on the
ratio of the mean particle volume as a function of time to that of the
primary particles being emitted from the source. Hence,

N(t) 3 V(t)/V(0) (32)

where V(t) is defined as the mean particle volume for the particle size
distribution at the indicated time. N(t) is calculated at each time step
and ct(t) , as defined by Equations (30) and (31), is inserted into G^ and
GR as defined by Equations (4) and (6).

Calculations with the HAARM-2 Code

Numerous calculations have been made with the HAARM-2 code to
study the sensitivity of airborne concentration and leaked mass to assumed
geometries, aerosol source characteristics, accident conditions, and code
parameters.' ' Further, calculations have been made for comparison with
experimental measurements and with other aerosol behavior models.(23,24; ^
few comparisons are shown to illustrate the nature of the results predicted
with the HAARM-2 code.

Figure 1 illustrates the effect on airborne number concentration
of aerosols for various assumptions regarding agglomerate shape or density
and particle-particle collision efficiencies. For the cases shown it is
assumed that the agglomerates are hard spheres (a = 1) or have a reduced
settling velocity as adjusted by Equations (30) and (31) [a = f(t)]. It
is seen that the reduced settling velocities lead to significantly higher
predicted number concentrations. Similarly, the effect of reducing the
collision efficiency [e = f(t)] by using Equation (27) also leads to
higher airborne number concentrations as compared with an assumed geo-
metrically derived efficiency (e = 1) based on "sweep out area" alone.

An example of comparisons with experimental data is given in
Figure 2 where the dashed curves represent experimental results and the
solid curves are predicted values. The experimental curves are airborne
sodium oxide aerosols i n a l r vessel"5) an(j the predictions are based
on the reported experimental conditions. The agreement is quite good
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FIGURE 1. EFFECTS OF a AND e VARIATIONS ON PARTICLE NUMBER CONCENTRATIONS

for the cases shown here with a possible indication that the predicted
values may be too low at long times. Otherwise, as intended, the
predicted values follow the experimental data but are consistently conser-
vative in that higher concentrations are predicted.

A comparison of HAARM-2 and PARDISEKO-III calculations are
shown in Figure 3. The input assumptions are identical for each code and
the agreement between predictions is excellent. However, the comparison
is for a low concentration case with simple assumptions regarding agglo-
merate structure. The primary conclusion to be drawn from this comparison
is that the computational procedures used in each code seem to be
satisfactory and for this case the assumed log normal size distribution
used in HAARM-2 appears adequate.

In general, the HAARM-2 code appears to give reasonably accurate
but conservative predictions of aerosol concentrations. It may under-
estimate concentrations at long times. Other comparisons with experimental
data(23) suggest that the major problems with the code are related to
inaccurate scaling with vessel size resulting from questions regarding
agglomerate structure.

SODIUM OXIDE AGGLOMERATE MEASUREMENTS

As noted previously, it is of importance to have for use in the
aerosol behavior models, descriptions of agglomerate structures as
dependent on agglomerate size. The purpose of the experimental studies
is to provide this information.



All aging aerosol populations are known to decrease in number
with time due to various coagulation processes. These processes result
in new particles composed of aggregates of the original primary particles.
Any real aerosol system which has reached an advanced stage of coagulation
will then be largely composed of nonspherical agglomerated particles
possibly with very open structures. A knowledge of the behavior of
agglomerated aerosol particles is, therefore, essential in understanding
and predicting the behavior of aerosol systems within containments. It
is our purpose here to present the rationale for experimentally measuring
the characteristics of sodium oxide agglomerates, to describe the
experimental apparatus that is required to perform these experiments,
and to outline the procedure which is used to analyze the experimental data.

Many researchers have examined agglomerates of aerosol particles
by studying their settling velocities. The settling velocity of a

spherical aerosol particle is obtained by equating the frictional drag 1QQ
force exerted by the surrounding gas on the particle to the gravitational
force causing its downward motion. Accordingly,

67rurUs' 4
— - -S pg (33)

where
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FIGURE 2 . COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR
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p = particle material density

r = spherical particle's radius

u - gas viscosity

C = the Cunningham correction factor which accounts for
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Utilization of Equation (33) to describe the settling velocity
of a nonspherical aerosol particle immediately demonstrates that there
are at least four basic corrections that can be defined to completely
describe the behavior of a conglomerate of primary particles. Accordingly,
we may define the following correction factors: R which represents some
proper characteristic length of the agglomerate structure; y, termed the
dynamic shape factor, which corrects the drag force for the nonspherical
particle shape; and a, the density modification factor, which accounts
for differences in the packing of agglomerates and the fact that the
agglomerate structure includes interstitial "pockets" of gas. Further,
the constants in the Cunningham correction factor C are altered to
account for the varying gas slippage along irregularly shaped particles.
Accordingly, C' which is a function of R replaces C. Equation (33), with
the inclusion of these correction factors, then yields a general form
for the settling velocity of an agglomerated aerosol particle

Us 9 VY
(34)

Clearly, if the settling velocity of the agglomerate gave a complete
description of its behavior, then these corrections could be combined
into a single correction factor which simply describes the variation in
settling velocity due to nonspherical particle structures. Effectively,
a single correction to CR^p could be defined. This, indeed, has been
done by a large number of aerosol researchers and so long as their
results are interpreted properly no serious errors are induced. However,
for accurate modeling of dynamic aerosol systems, further information
concerning the" morphology of the aerosols is required. In addition to
predicting proper settling rates, correct coagulation modeling requires
knowledge concerning the shape of the aerosols so that accurate collision
cross sections for the particle-particle interactions are utilized.

Therefore, a minimum of two corrections are required to insure future
modeling accuracy.

Experimental Equipment

The experimental apparatus required for measuring agglomerate
characteristics is composed of two major sections: a sodium oxide aerosol
generation system and a Millikan-thermal cell in which the actual measure-
ments on the aerosol particles are to be performed. A sodium oxide
aerosol generation scheme has been devised and the appropriate apparatus
designed and constructed. In the apparatus sodium is heated well above
its melting point and oxidized. The sodium oxide aerosol is then
directed into a variable volume mixing chamber where agglomerates at
various stages in their coagulation aging process can be selectively
introduced to the Millikan cell apparatus. The system is designed for
nominal mass concentrations up to approximately 100 yg/cc and sodium oxide
aerosols of all possible sizes are to be examined.

The actual measurements that are to be performed on the indivi-
dual sodium oxide aerosols are done with the Millikan-thermal cell.
The Millikan cell apparatus has a space of adjustable height between two
parallel, horizontal plates where the particles are observed. An
electrical field can be formed between the plates to facilitate handling
of the particles and also to produce accurate measurements of required
balancing forces in various phases of the experiment. Furthermore, a

well-defined temperature gradient can be produced in the air gap by
heating the upper plate and cooling the lower, thus allowing precise
measurements of the thermal forces on suspended sodium oxide agglomerates.
The space between the plates can be maintained at various pressures so
that gas mean free path effects may also be studied. A flow diagram of
the entire experimental system is depicted in Figure 4.

The thermal cell in which the actual measurements on the sodium
oxide agglomerates are performed is similar in design to those used by
previous investigators. Chromel-alumel thermocouples are attached to
each cell face for temperature measurements. The cell faces are parallel
with a 3.505-mm space between them. The faces have diameters of 31.7 mm.
To provide balancing forces in the thermal cell an electrical potential
is applied across the parallel faces with high voltage supply which has
a range of 0 to 1200 volts in steps of 0.10 volts. The light scattered
from the aerosol particles is visible through a long focal length (50 X)
microscope.

Experimental Measurements

In order to ascertain the aerodynamic behavior of agglomerated
sodium oxide aerosols, several detailed measurements are performed in the
Millikan-thermal cell. The aerodynamic experimental measurements are
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divided into two categories. The first category involves experiments in
which spherical sodium oxide particles were examined. The results from
these measurements provide basic information required for direct analyses
of results obtained from the second category of experiments in which
agglomerates are to be examined.

In the first category of experiments, sodium oxide aerosols
were produced in a manner such that there were large numbers of primary
aerosol particles created. A small amount of sodium was burned in a
large auxiliary combustion chamber (1.91 x 10^ cufi) and air was passed
directly over the burning sodium to disperse the oxide aerosol cloud
immediately. Electron micrographs indicate that spherical primary
particles were indeed created in this process.

Following the introduction of the spherical sodium oxide
aerosol particle into the Millikan-thermal cell, several measurements were
performed. Initially a vertical electric field was established in the
cell which either opposed or assisted the downward directed gravitational
force on the particle. If it opposed the gravitational force, a suffi-
cient voltage gradient was applied so that the particle rose in the
electric field and its rise velocity was recorded. The field was then
reversed and the particles' fall time was measured. The difference in
the particles' rise and fall velocities is directly related to its mass.
The number of charges on the aerosol is then altered by radiation ioni-
zation of the surrounding gas. Rise and fall velocities are again recorded.
After several charge variations and rise and fall velocity measurements,
it is possible to deduce exactly the number of charges on the aerosol
corresponding to each rise-fall combination. The rise and fall velo-
cities are performed at several pressures in order to determine the
Knudsen number dependence of the particle mobility.

rise velocity at pressure p ^ and X. the gaseous mean free path at
pressure p.. Similarly, when the field is reversed the electrical and
gravitational forces are balanced by the drag force and the following
equation results:
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neV
S

6TTJJR U,

1 + C X./R
m 1

+ mg = 0 . (37)

Here Uf is the falling velocity of the particle at pressure p.. We note
at this point that Equations (36) and (37) contain three unknown quanti-
ties: R, m, and C . An additional independent equation is supplied
when either a rise or a fall velocity at a new pressure, p«, is determined.
For a rising particle, Equation (24) is rewritten for pressure p_:

neV
S

6TTUR U

1 + C A /R
m L

= 0 , (38)

where Uj., is the measured rise velocity at pressure p, and X, the corre-
sponding gaseous mean free path.

These three equations yield the following expressions for the
three unknown quantities, m, R, and C :

Data Reduction Scheme

The primary objective of the measurements on the spherical
sodium oxide aerosol particles was to permit an accurate estimate of the
first order slip correction factor for the sodium oxide-air particle
material-gas combination. For spherical aerosols, the slip correction
may be written to first order as

(U - U )
neV 1 1
gS (U + U )

1 r l

(39)

C = 1 + C X/R
m

(35)

where C is the slip correction to Stokes law, C a dimensionless constant
dependent only upon the gas and aerosol particle material, X the gaseous
nean free path, and R the sphere's radius. When, at a given pressure
Pj, an electric field of sufficient magnitude to raise the particle
against the force of gravity is established, a steady motion of the
particle results as the electrical force on i t is just balanced by the
gravitational and drag forces. Accordingly, the following equation
describing the particle motion applies:

and

ufl)(x2/x1 -
(40)

(41)

neV
S

6iruR U

1 + C X/R
m

- mg = 0. (36)

Here n is the number of electronic charges e on the aerosol, V the applied
voltage difference, S the plate spacing, m the particle's mass, Ur i the

Results of the slip coefficient measurements for several sodium
oxide aerosols are presented in Table 2. The average slip coefficient was
found to be 1.37 for the sodium oxide aerosol in air.



TABLE 2. RESULTS OF SLIP COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS

Particle
Number

Particle
Radius, pm

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
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ABSTRACT

An overview is presented of the U.S.N.R.C. research program
for providing experimentally verified, quantitative methods for
estimating the release and transport of sodium and radionuclide
aerosols following postulated accidents. The program is directed
towards radiological consequence assessment, however a number of
aerosol behavior mechanisms being studied are applicable to LMFBR
operational considerations. Related theoretical and experimental
work on aerosol formation, agglomeration, settling and plating is
noted.

INTRODUCTION

The Reactor Safety Research Division of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission is sponsoring an interegrated program of
experiments and analytical modeling whose objective is to provide
data and validated methods for quantitative prediction of the
release of sodium and radionuclides as aerosols (source term),
and their behavior (transport and attenuation) in containment
systems. The principal application of this information is in
radiological dose assessment for a range of postulated LMFBR
accidents.

The purpose of this paper is to present a brief overview of
the principal elements of this program and their relationship to
the overall program objective. Within this overview we will also
note those aspects of the program that may be of interest to
aerosol behavior mechanisms under consideration for sodium aerosol
formation and deposition in components and systems during
LMFBR operation. Although directed towards sodium and radionuclide
aerosols, some of the theoretical and experimental work is expected
to be applicable to the technology under discussion at this meeting.

The NRC Droaram draws ucon substantial information
previously developed in the U.S. and foreign countries, enabling us
to focus attention on those unresolved areas of aerosol technology
which have the highest potential impact on radiological consequence
assessment. Resolution of such key areas provides the basis for
development of "best estimate" methods which permit'quantitative
assessment of design margins in plant safety systems.

POSTULATED ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS

A major element of the NRC Aerosol Release and Transport (ART)
Program is concerned with developing data and models for predicting
source terms from a postulated accident, such as the HCDA. The
quantity of fuel and fission products released immediately after
the HCDA and their aerosol characteristics must be known, as this
information provides the initial conditions for aerosol transport
behavior in the compartment to which these materials are released.

ihis is referred to as the HCDA source term. Sodium released" from
the reactor vessel with these materials represent an important
aerosol specie, usually in the form of sodium oxide. A second
source term, associated with the post-HCDA period following a
core melt-thru scenario, must also be characterized but the
conditions are quite different from those for the initial HCDA
source. This second source term is of interest for all core melt
retention schemes. The chemical form of radionuclides from
mixed-oxide fuel, released and transported during these scenarios
must be characterized for dose assessment.

The overall technical approach and methodology being employed
for the HCDA source term, involving melting and vaporization of
fuel to HCDA-like thermodynamic states, under sodium, will be
simulated by transient electrical heating of fuel pins, using
capacitor discharge/Vaporization (CDV) techniques at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory^ ' to aid in the development and verification
of source term models. This will minimize the need for in-pile
testing, which will be limited to normalization experiments for
the near-term and possible proof tests in the longer-term, in proposed
new safety test facilities. A sketch of a CDV fuel pin is shown
in Figure 1. This approach has been tested successfully and the
design is now being modified to allow for operation under sodium
and multi-pin firing. The CDV apparatus is now being operated in
che CRI-III facility (Figure 2) for upper limit source term
experiments in the absence of sodium. Separate effects experiments
such as addition of sodium vapor and steel vapor are also
planned. Data on primary aerosol size characteristics for
various interactions will be obtained. The work in CRI-III is a
precursor for the fuel vaporization tests under sodium to be conducted
in the under sodium bubble transport facility designated Fuel-Aerosol
Simulant Test (FAST), shown in Figure 3. This facility is expected
to be operational about June 1977, starting initially with a high-
temperature transparent liquid simulant in place of sodium to
permit hydrodynamic aspects of the CDV induced U0 2 expansion to be
observed and measured by high-speed photography. Such information
will be useful in defining modes of vapor bubble expansion and
determining the quantities of entrained liquid coolant. The FAST
vessel is equipped with instrumentation for temperature, pressure and
aerosol sampling measurements, as well as for void detection.

The phenomena and mechanisms associated with the nucleation
and condensation of fuel and sodium vapor in inert atmospheres,
leading to primary aerosol formation, are very similar to those
mechanisms which are of interest to aerosol formation in gas spaces,
as discussed at this meeting.

AEROSOL TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR

After the aerosols have been formed and released to the containment
building or other enclosure, following a postulated accident, the
temporal behavior of the airborne mass concentration must be decribed
to predict the quantity of aerosol which is available for leakage
to the environment. Such computations involve aerosol agglomeration
(Brownian and gravitational), settling and wall deposition by
diffusiophoretic and thermophoretic mechanisms. A number of aerosol
codes have been developed in various countries, e.g. HAA-3, HAARM-2,
PARDISEKO-III and ABC, to describe the behavior of fuel or sodium
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aerosols in a closed system. The development of improved aerosol
transport models and codes and their verification represents a
second major element of the NRC ART program.

The aerosol behavior code currently in use on the NRC ART
program is HAARM-2 (2) developed at Battelle Columbus Laboratories.
A detailed description of the HAARM-2 code is being presented at
this meeting by J. Gieseke.'3)

For the transport of the aerosol source within containment
key questions are related to various uncertainties in the existing
aerosol models. It is our current belief that the principal
uncertainties are treated conservatively in the NRC models when
eventually compared with the best estimate of realistic behavior.
It is important to resolve and reduce these uncertainties to quantify
margins of conservatism in radiological assessment. Aerosol model
uncertainties are related to properties which govern aerosol
particle agglomeration gravitational collision efficiency and the
settling of the agglomerates (effective density, dynamic shape
factor) formed for specific LMFBR aerosol materials, fuel and
sodium oxide, and the coagglomeration of mixtures of these materials.
It is important to note that in addition to impacting radiological
analyses for siting or risk assessment, uncertainties in aerosol
models also play an important role in assessing the performance
requirements of large air cleaning systems which are designed to
handle large massive quantities of sodium oxide released from
sodium burning during postulated accident scenarios. The overall
approach for aerosol transport is to obtain separate measurements
of microscopic aerodynamic properties of LMFBR aerosol materials
for incorporation into aerosol models, while improving upon
treatment of agglomeration mechanisms and particle-size distribution
by analytical methods. Aerodynamic aerosol properties are being
measured using both a modified Millikan cell and a stober centrifuge.
In the Mi H i ken cell measurements of aerosol particle thermal
conductivity data can also be obtained. These data are needed for
thermophoretic deposition of aerosols on walls, an area of interest
in this meeting. Aerosol codes incorporating these improvements will
be validated using intermediate-scale tests of integral aerosol
behavior, where initial conditions are adjusted to reproduce a range
of aerosol agglomerates having aging characteristics which are
predicted to result from aerosol behavior in full-size containment.
Some of these integral aerosol tests, which will be started in
the next several weeks, will be conducted in the Nuclear Safety Pilot
Plant (NSPP), at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, using a 40 m3 vessel
in which sodium pool and spray fires will accompany the simultaneous
generation of U 30 g aerosols (through burning of uranium). In the
NSPP, sodium oxide and uranium oxide mixture aerosol behavior will be
established as the aerosol undergoes transient conditions similar to
those projected to exist in the LMFBR secondary containment. Validation
of aerosol behavioral models will include the effects on the aerosol
behavior of concentration level, relative time of introduction of
the various species, pressure/temperature transients, convection
currents, and the pressence of moisture. Mass concentrations as
high as from 50 - 100 g/m will be generated. Additional integral tests
for sodium oxide aerosol will also be available from other facilities
in the U.S.A. A smaller aerosol facility, CRI-II, is being operated

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory for: developing and checking out
aerosol sampling and characterization techniques in advance of
their use in the NSPP; for studying trace-level fission product
behavior and radiation effects; and for attaining very high aerosol
concentrations. Figs. 4 and 5 show schematics of CRI-II and NSPP, respectively

In both the source term and aerosol transport areas, uranium
oxide is being used as a simulant for mixed oxide fuel to minimize
the number of tests with plutonium in hot cells, as well as their
scale. We believe that uranium oxide is an adequate simulant for
mixed oxide fuel, however, a limited number of selected, separate
effects experiments will be performed with mixed oxide fuel to
confirm the physical and chemical behavior of plutonium oxide.
The source term and transport characteristics of advanced fuels
will also be checked in selected experiments, for comparison with
aerosol models.

In addition to the continuing improvement of the HAARM-2 code, a
reference aerosol behavior code is being developed at BCL. This
code will provide a priori computation of particle size distribution
which will permit aerosol behavior assessments of size distribution
effects for comparison with a log-normal assumption in the HAARM-2
code. The code will also treat multiple aerosol specie sources,
multiple containment zones and gas circulation effects. Improved
expressions for treating gravitational agglomeration collision efficiency
are being investigated for eventual use in both codes.

The simultaneous treatment of a continuous, heterogeneous aerosol
source, aerosol agglomeration and removal mechanisms such as settling
and wall plating in these codes also has application to
aerosol behavior in cover gas spaces over sodium pools and in
reactor vessel shield plug annuli. For large containment spaces (very
low surface - volume ratios) phoretic removal mechanisms are not
important compared with depletion by settling. Under these
conditions large aerosol agglomerates can be present and aerodynamic
agglomerate properties become critical. On the other hand for
LMFBR operational considerations, high surface-volume ratios exist
and phoretic mechanisms become important, and hence additional
emphasis on modeling such mechanisms would be required.

Another application of aerosol behavior codes and technology is
in the evaluation of sodium leak detection systems whose design is
based on flow of aerosols through lengths of small diameter tubing.
In this application aerosol removal by wall deposition is a dominant
mechanism.
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